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Abstract 

This thesis demonstrates the development of a worthy approach to detect harmful waterborne 

analytes in significantly low concentrations in water by using water-gated thin-film transistors 

(WGTFTs) as potentiometric ion sensors. The successful gating of thin-film transistor with 

water to be the gate medium in 2010 paved the way for a new sensor technology, WGTFTs, to 

detect waterborne analytes in water gate media. WGTFT sensors have been applied to detect 

waterborne analytes (e.g. K+, Na+ and Ca2+) with the help of organic macrocyclic ionophores 

(sensitisers) incorporated within the membrane in WGTFT’s architecture. The response 

characteristics of such WGTFT sensors underwent the Nikolsky-Eisenman (modified 

Nernstian) law, with a limit-of-detection (LoD) in the range of 100 nM – 1 µM. This limit is 

insufficient to monitor drinking water against harmful or toxic ions. Accordingly, ion-exchange 

sorbents such as zeolites and resin were exploited in this work to sensitise the WGTFTs. These 

sorbents were embedded within a PVC membrane as a sensitiser and located in the transistor’s 

gate medium, which separated the sample solution (containing an analyte ion) and a reference 

solution (free of analyte ion) in the composition of WGTFT sensors.  

Radioactive- 137Cs is rare in nature but finds its way into water supplies and then into humans 

and animals due to nuclear accidents. The sensitisation of the WGTFT sensor with Cs+-

selective mordenite zeolite as an ion-exchange ionophore enabled the detection of Cs+ in very 

low concentrations. The response of such Cs+- WGTFT sensor followed the Langmuir 

adsorption isotherm with a high stability constant and an exceedingly low LoD (33 pM). Such 

response characteristic enabled to determine very low LoD. The LoD of a Cs+- WGTFT sensor 

is much lower than the potability limit of Cs+ in drinking water (7.5 nM), which has not been 

obtained by organic macrocyclic sensitisers. 

Pb2+ and Cu2+ are common drinking water pollutants deposited in water resulting from the use 

of these metals in manufacturing water pipes. To detect these cations in low concentrations, 

clinoptilolite zeolite was used to sensitised the WGTFT in a similar manner used in previous 

Cs+- WGTFT sensors. The threshold shifted in response to increasing Pb2+ or Cu2+ 

concentrations following the Langmuir-Freundlich characteristic. Hence, the LoDs were much 

lower than the action levels of the lead-and-copper rule recommended by the Environmental 

Protection Agency for drinking water. Such WGTFT sensors achieved respective Pb2+ and 

Cu2+ LoDs of 0.9 nM and 14 nM against 72 nM and 20.5 µM as action levels with high 

selectivity for these metal cations, even with the presence of other interfering cations in the 
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water sample. Therefore, these features qualify clinoptilolite-sensitised WGTFTs for the 

monitoring of the lead-and-copper rule.  

WGTFTs sensitised with another class of ion-exchange sorbents, La- loading of PurometTM 

MTS9501 resin, demonstrated excellent response to fluoride (F-) anion in a low dynamic range, 

following the Langmuir-Freundlich adsorption isotherm. This process enabled picomolar LoD 

and extremely low c1/2 concentration. A successful routine was suggested to restrict the 

interferant from co-solutes. Although, the LoD of F- was much below practical requirements, 

this work provides a template for further studies using resins as sensitisers in applications 

where an extremely low LoD is crucial. 
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Thesis structure 

This thesis is divided into four parts that are subdivided into ten individual chapters, as listed 

below: 

Part 1: Introduction and literature review 

Chapter 1 presents the structure and properties of water molecules as a vital part of our lives. 

This chapter also discusses the problem of water pollution and provides an overview of sensor 

technologies, including water-gated thin-film transistors (WGTFTs) as potentiometric sensors. 

Chapter 2 introduces the theory of thin-film transistors (TFTs), including their structure and 

operation. Gating TFTs with electrolytes, such as water, and their features in establishing 

electric double layers are also discussed. In addition, potentiometric ion sensor principles and 

examples, including WGTFT, are outlined. 

Chapter 3 provides the principles of semiconductors in general and solution-processed SnO2 

implemented as the TFT’s channel. A quantitative description of TFT, ion-selective membrane, 

common ionophores and the response characteristics of sensing ions are also discussed. 

Part 2: Experimentation 

Chapter 4 reports the process of fabricating SnO2 TFTs and designing WGTFT sensors.  

Chapter 5 demonstrates the electrical characteristic of SnO2 TFT across water as a gate 

medium; SnO2 WGTFT.  

Part 3: Results and discussion 

Chapter 6 displays the results of an initial attempt to incorporate inorganic mordenite zeolite 

in WGTFTs as a sensitiser to detect Cs+ cation. 

Chapter 7 demonstrates the results of sensing Pb2+ and Cu2+ using WGTFTs sensitised with 

clinoptilolite zeolite. 

Chapter 8 presents the performance of WGTFT sensors in detecting fluoride anion in water 

by merging organic resin as a sensitiser. 

Part 4: Conclusion 

Chapter 9 outlines the overall conclusions of this work and future works. 
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Chapter 1 : Introduction 

 

 

 

1.1 Fundamentals of water 

Water is one of the essential constituents for life on earth. It covers approximately 70% of this 

planet surface and constitutes between 55% - 78% of the human body, thus playing numerous 

important roles in this world [1]. Water is a fluid, inorganic compound that is nearly colourless, 

with a small hint of blue. It is also odourless and tasteless. A water molecule consists of one 

oxygen (O) atom covalently bonded with two hydrogen atoms (H) in the chemical formula 

H2O. The bonding of the hydrogen atoms with the oxygen atom forms a triangle-like shape, as 

illustrated in Figure 1-1, with an angle of 105o and an O-H distance of 0.096 nm [2]. Due to 

the oxygen atom’s greater electronegativity compared to hydrogen (i.e., that electrons are more 

strongly attracted by oxygen than hydrogen), water molecules carry a partially negative charge 

(δ-) on the oxygen side and partially positive charge (δ+) on the hydrogen side. The existence 

of different charges on both sides of the water molecule induces a dipole moment in the water 

molecule based on the polarity of the O-H bonds, thus resulting in a polar water molecule [2]. 

The water molecule’s polarity results in intermolecular forces of attraction between the water 

molecules and intermolecular forces of attraction between the water molecules and other polar 

molecules with hydrogen bonds. Thus, one molecule’s relatively negative side attracts the 

relatively positive side of another molecule. These forces of attraction explain the ability of 

water to act as a solvent for many substances. The strong intermolecular hydrogen bonds in 

water are also responsible for several other water properties, including its high boiling point 

and surface tension [2][3]. 
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Figure 1-1: Diagram illustrates the water molecule structure and properties 

 

 

Water is known as the universal solvent, and this is attributed to its polarity and its ability to 

form hydrogen bonds [2][4]. It is an excellent solvent for use with a range of ionic and polar 

substances. The addition of an ionic solute to water results in the solutes’ dissociation into 

negatively charged ions ‘anions’ and positively charged ions ‘cations.’ In such dissociation, 

the water molecules form a hydration shell (spherical shell of water molecules) around each 

ion. A single cation is surrounded by several water molecules with their oxygen atoms directed 

towards this central cation (i.e., the negative ends of the water molecules). In contrast, water 

molecules surrounding a negative anion will have their hydrogen atoms directed towards this 

central anion (i.e., the positive ends of the water molecules). Consequently, such molecular 

organisation maintains ions in a dissolved state in water, they are separated from each other by 

hydration shells [3].  

Substances differ in their solubilities in water and can be designated as either hydrophilic or 

hydrophobic. The former, hydrophilic substances, completely dissolve in water, while 

hydrophobic molecules (non-polar) are insoluble in water or are characterised as having low 

solubility [2]. 

Moreover, water molecules are known to undergo autoproteolysis, which is the spontaneous 

dissociation of the water molecules. This process is attributed to the high polarisation of the O-

H bonds, thus, resulting in water consisting of OH- and H3O
+ ions, as detailed in equation 1-1 

under equilibrium conditions: 
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                                    2 𝐻2𝑂 ⇋ 𝐻3𝑂+ +  𝑂𝐻−                 1-1 

                 

As one hydroxide anion OH- is formed for each hydronium cation H3O
+; the concentration of  

OH- and H3O
+ is noted as [H3O

+] = [OH-] =1 x 10-7 mol/L= 100 nM [2]. Therefore, the 

concentration of OH- and H+ in natural water is 1 x 10-7 mol/L. 

A pH meter is used to measure a water’s acidity or alkalinity. The pH determines the acidity 

or basicity of a liquid solution in relation to its concentration of hydrogen ions using equation 

1-2: 

                                          pH = - log [H3O
+]                              1-2 

 

The pH scale extends from 0 to 14. An acidic solution has a pH of < 7 and a concentration of 

H3O
+  that is higher than OH- . Conversely, when the concentration of OH- is higher than H3O

+ 

the pH is > 7 and the solution is basic. The pH of pure water is 7. Accordingly, pure water is a 

neutral solution; it is neither acidic nor alkaline. The pH range of 6.5-8.5 in water is established 

as safe for human drinking,  as noted by the United States Environmental Protection Agency 

(US EPA) [5]. 

 Pure water is seldom found in nature; instead, water is commonly found in combination with 

dissolved salts. Surface water (such as rivers, lakes and seas) and ground water are the two 

notable sources of water, containing a variety of substances in various concentrations [1][6].  

The common substances found in water and that are waterborne include cations such as sodium 

(Na+), calcium (Ca2+), potassium (K+) and magnesium (Mg2+), and anions such as fluoride (F-

), chloride (Cl-), sulphate (SO4
2-), and carbonate (CO3

2−) [7]. When these solutes are present in 

certain concentrations and in the absence of contaminants, water is safe and beneficial to drink 

and use. 

 

1.2 Motivation behind the sensing of waterborne analytes 

Water contamination is a global issue [1][6][8] that can be described as the polluting of water 

resources by substances that are hazardous for organisms. Contamination of water can be 

geological or from man-made resources. Natural contaminants can reach water as a 

consequence of groundwater moving through soils and sedimentary rocks and picking up 
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various compounds in excessive concentrations, such as Ca2+, Cl-, Mg2+, F- and nitrate (NO3
-), 

in its path. The influence of these natural contaminants depends on their concentrations and 

types [8]. Man-made contamination results from the products of industries and agriculture, 

which typically involve the use of heavy metals, such as lead (Pb), copper (Cu), mercury (Hg), 

dyes and other compounds such as insecticides [8]. The releasing of such harmful or toxic 

elements in water or its overpopulation above certain concentrations makes water dangerous 

for consumption, whether by humans or living creatures, thereby leading to water pollution. 

The ‘potability limit’ or ‘action level’ are phrases used to describe the maximum acceptance 

level of certain waterborne substances or pollutants, such as harmful or toxic ions, in water, 

which is then designated to be sufficiently safe for consumption. Such potability limits have 

been established by many global organisations, including the World Health Organisation 

(WHO) [9] and the US EPA [10]. These organisations examine the safety of drinking water 

and publish international guidelines on the potability limits of certain elements that can be 

presented in water. These guidelines are updated frequently and serve to incentivise scientists 

to create new methods for detecting these contaminants at ever-lower concentrations. Table 1-

1 lists the potability limit of various waterborne substances, as noted by the WHO. 

As previously mentioned, certain waterborne substances (e.g., Na+, Ca2+, F-, Cl-, among others) 

that present naturally in water are necessary for human health, such as Ca2+ and F- which are 

essential for bone and teeth health within potability limit concentrations. However, the 

existence of substances such as F- above its potability limit of  79 µM (as noted by World Health 

Organization (WHO)) can lead to serious health problems, such as skeletal fluorosis and/or 

dental fluorosis [11].  

Of note are the heavy metals, which are listed at the top of the inorganic pollutants list given 

their harmful impact on humans, plants and aquatic organisms [12]. Heavy metals are known 

to occur naturally within the earth’s crust [13][14]. However, large quantities of them are 

discharged in the environment as a consequence of agricultural and industrial wastes, thereby 

raising concerns about their negative impact on the environment and human health [15]. The 

contamination of groundwater with heavy metals across Europe ranks first (31%) compared to 

other contaminants, such as oil-derived compounds and organic solvents [16]. Furthermore, 

metal-based industrial operations, such as mining, foundries and smelters, contribute to heavy 

metal discharges and causes almost 80%  of pollution in China [17].  Some heavy metals, such 

as zinc, iron, copper, cobalt, and manganese, are essential elements in the body in minute 

amounts for multiple biochemical functions, and these are also usually present in natural water 
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[12][15]. Other heavy metals are designated as non-essential metals. Some of these are rather 

highly toxic and poisonous, even in minor quantities, such as arsenic (As), mercury (Hg), 

cadmium (Cd), lead (Pb) and selenium (Se) [15].  

 

The dangers of heavy metals lie in their tendency to bioaccumulate and disrupt the functioning 

of vital glands and organs such as the brain, heart, bones and kidneys [14][18]. Essentially, the 

human consumption of arsenic-polluted water can cause lung, liver and bladder cancer. Arsenic 

in groundwater poses a real and natural danger in some countries, such as India, Bangladesh, 

Mexico and Taiwan [13]. In Bangladesh, 52% of drinking water contains > 50 µg/L As [19] 

and the potability limit of As in water must not exceed 0.01 mg/L as noted in Table 1-1. 

Cadmium is poisonous and carcinogenic at significantly low levels [13][18]. Human ingestion 

of water polluted with cadmium may result in lung and kidney damage and in bone fragility 

[12]. Lead is also a notable toxin of heavy metals. Lead-contaminated water can damage the 

nervous system, kidneys, liver, heart and brain [13]. The manufacture of lead water pipes is a 

remarkable means of polluting drinking water with lead [20]. Mercury is also recognised as a 

global pollutant that can transfer across a wide range of distances in various chemical forms, 

thereby making it difficult for humans and other organisms to avoid exposure to it [12][13]. 

Mercury is toxic, and its adverse effects include neurotoxicity, gastrointestinal toxicity,  

nephrotoxicity and high exposure may lead to death [13][14]. 

 

Among the ionic specious that reported in Table 1-1 as a common ions presence in water, 

arsenic represents in water in different chemical forms: arsenite As(III), arsenate As(V), 

dimethylarsinic acid (DMA), and monomethylarsonic acid (MMA) [21]. These forms are 

different in their toxic effects. As(III) is more toxic than As(V) and inorganic arsenicals are 

more toxic than organic derivatives [21]. 
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Table 1-1: The maximum acceptance level (potability limits) of some of waterborne analytes 

in drinking water as noted by the WHO [9] 

Elements [µM] [µg/L] 

Aluminium 7.4 200 

Zinc 76.5 5000  

Arsenic 0.133 10  

Cadmium 0.027 3  

Mercury 0.030 1  

Lead 0.048 10  

Copper 31.5 2000  

Fluoride 79 1500  

Caesium 0.0075 1  

 

 

 

Radioactive wastes also constitute an environmental threat and concern. Radioactive materials  

encompass radionuclides which are unstable atoms that have the tendency to disintegrate 

spontaneously into other radioactive or non-radioactive elements while simultaneously 

emitting radiation as energy [22]. Radioactive wastes are delivered into the environment from 

various resources, including through the production and testing of military weapons, electrical 

power generation, biological and chemical research, medical diagnosis and treatment, mining 

and industrial activities [23]. Furthermore, they can also result from nuclear accidents. One 

such example is that of the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant destruction that occurred 

in Japan in March 2011. The plant’s destruction was caused by an earthquake that induced the 

deposition of a considerable quantity of radioactive elements, such as radiocaesium (137Cs) and 

radioiodine (131I) into the water and soil [24][25]. From such nuclear accidents, the β- active 

radioisotope 137Cs+ is released into environments that rarely contain caesium.  

Some of the dangers of certain radioactive elements are rooted in their relatively long half-lives 

(i.e., the time needed to decay to half the initial amount). For example, uranium 238U has a half-

life of 4.5 billion years [26], 137Cs has a 30-year half-life [27], the half-life of strontium-90 

(90Sr) is 28 years [28], and that of 131I is eight days [23]. Thus, exposure to a high level of 

radiation can be damaging to DNA, cells and tissues, and it can result in leukaemia, cancers, 

birth defects and genetic mutations [22]. 
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Besides the contamination of water with harmful ions, the deposition of certain molecules in 

water can also result in such health issues. For example, benzene is an organic molecule that 

can be found in the environment and is attributed to both human activities and natural processes 

such as forest fires and volcanoes [29][30]. Ingesting water with high benzene levels for a long 

period may have adverse health effects, including the dysfunction of the central nervous 

system, pancytopenia and an increased cancer risk [30].  

Providing safe drinking water is vital for each individual everywhere throughout the world and 

serves to avoid the previously mentioned potential dangers associated with the contamination 

of water with harmful substances. Accordingly, to monitor drinking water against 

contaminants, there is a vital need for the implementation of sensing technologies. Multiple 

sensors are usually used to disclose the existence of various waterborne analytes and their 

concentration. Note that the term ‘analyte’ represents the target chemical component detected 

by the sensor. Several sensor types are used to monitor the safety of water for consumption. 

Hence, there is a high demand for sensors that are characterised by a high degree of selectivity 

and sensitivity as this study investigates.   

 

  

1.3 Sensor technology overview 

Much attention has been paid to sensor technologies due to the increasingly urgent need for 

them in our lives, a need that parallels the industrial revolution. Sensors play a crucial role in 

environmental maintenance, specifically, regarding the security and monitoring of human 

health against water and air pollutants given that these are the primary elements of life. A sensor 

is an analytical tool that responds to the quantity of a measured object and converts it into a 

measured signal. Sensors are categorized either as ‘physical sensors’ that respond to physical 

quantities such as pressure, mass, temperature, humidity, density, etc. [31], or ‘chemical 

sensors’ that respond precisely to the presence of a particular chemical composition in the 

sample at certain concentrations. Chemical sensors respond to and transduce the chemical 

interaction between an analyte and the sensitiser (receptor that selectivity binds the analyte) 

into readable signals. Therefore, most chemical sensors contain a ‘sensitiser’ and a ‘transducer’ 

as its primary elements. The latter usually detects the modification of physical properties due 

to the analyte-sensitiser chemical interaction then transforms it into a measurable signal. 
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Electrochemical sensors are widely used to detect a variety of analytes by converting chemical 

interactions or biological responses into quantifiable electrical signal. This sensor is commonly 

represented in a potentiometric or amperometric configuration. Potentiometric sensors measure 

the potential difference between two electrodes separated by a sensitised membrane without a 

flowing current. The resulting signal is due to the deposition of the analyte at the ion-selective 

membrane interface (described in sections 2.3 and 3.3), and the resultant potential difference 

is proportional to the analyte concentration. Conversely, in an amperometric sensor, the 

analyte-sensitiser reaction is under a constant applied voltage in the sensing system. It results 

in the production of current, whereby the current is driven by the applied voltage. The ion-

selective electrode (ISE) and the field-effect transistor-based sensor are widespread types of 

potentiometric sensors that are widely utilised in waterborne analyte sensing 

[32][33][34][35][36]. 

 

Optical sensors have also been employed extensively in waterborne analytes sensing 

[37][38][39]. An optical sensor incorporates a receptor or sensitiser to bind the target analyte 

and transducer to signal a change in optical properties as a consequence of an analyte-sensitiser 

complex formation. Based on the format of the output signals, optical sensors can function 

using colorimetric absorbance or fluorescence emission [40]. Colorimetric optical sensors 

function by incorporating chromophore molecules as sensitisers that then change their 

absorption spectrum as a result of binding analytes. In this case, spectrophotometers are widely 

used as transducers to measure the alteration in light absorption due to the formation of an 

analyte-chromophore sensitiser complex. Fluorescence-based sensors comprise a fluorophore 

as a sensitiser and a fluorimeter as a transducer, thus measuring fluorescence enhancement (off 

→ on) or fluorescence quenching of (on → off) when the fluorophore sensitiser binds to an 

analyte. Fluorophore sensitisers are often organic molecules that can absorb wavelengths in the 

UV-Vis range while emitting light (fluorescence) in the Vis-near infrared range.  

 

In general, the sensor’s performance is considered relative to particular principal parameters 

such as sensitivity, selectivity, a limit-of-detection (LoD), response time, stability and 

fabrication cost [41]. The sensor sensitivity represents the ability of the sensor to respond to 

the ultra-low concentration of the target analyte. Quantitatively, it can be extracted graphically 

as the slope of the response curve (response vs analyte concentration). The ability of the sensor 

to highly respond to the target analyte over interferants is known as sensor selectivity. 
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‘Interferants’ are chemicals of a similar size and nature as the target analyte to which the sensor 

may respond similarly or at a lower level compared to the analyte. Thus, these substances are 

not the target of the measurement. The sensor’s selectivity is highly reliant on the sensitiser, 

not on the transducer, which strongly binds the target analyte over others. The sensor selectivity 

can be evaluated by its selectivity coefficient or the ratio of the binding constant of the analyte-

sensitiser and interferant-sensitiser, where a high value reflects the high selectivity of the target 

analyte [42], as will be elaborated in section 3.4. The LoD refers to the lowest concentration of 

an analyte that the sensor can detect. Therefore, below a particular LoD, the sensor cannot 

detect and give a valid response to any analyte concentration [43]. Both the sensitiser and the 

transducer in the sensor have a role in the LoD characteristics, which can be determined from 

the analysis of the response curve, as will be described in section 3.4. The stability of the sensor 

is also a vital feature, which indicates the ability of the sensor to duplicate the same response 

to certain analytes for a considrable period. The optimum sensor should exhibit a high 

sensitivity, selectivity and stability, an extremely low LoD, a rapid response time and a low 

fabrication cost. 

Regarding the sensing of waterborne analytes, many instruments employed atomic absorption 

spectroscopy [44], mass spectrometry [45] and atomic emission spectroscopy [46], as they are 

well-established methods for detecting a waterborne analyte at low concentrations. Moreover, 

these methods have also shown a high degree of accuracy and sensitivity [47][48]. However,  

the use of these techniques requires the provision of costly instrumentation and infrastructure, 

which are difficult to transport to the point of need [49]. The lowest LoDs that have been 

reached by using spectroscopy techniques were no lower than 1 nM [50]. The previously 

mentioned chemical sensors have attracted much attention during the last decades as a 

consequence of their advantages of good sensitivity, a low cost and portability owing to their 

small size [49]. More specifically, potentiometric sensors are the optimum type for identifying 

ion activity in a sample under study among chemical sensors [43].  

A low cost, highly sensitive, easy operation, low power consumption, and portable 

potentiometric sensor has been investigated based on a thin-film transistor by Kergoat et al. 

[51]. Kergoat et al. operated a thin-film transistor across water as the electrolytic gate medium 

of the transistor; giving water-gated thin film transistor (WGTFT). This investigation has paved 

the way for detecting waterborne analytes, using a WGTFT as a new potentiometric transducer. 

To illustrate this point further, a WGTFT as a sensor allows the introduction of the waterborne 

analyte into the gate medium together with a suitable sensitiser (see sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3) 
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within the WGTFT’s architecture, resulting in a notable change in the transistor’s 

characteristics, usually as a shift in the threshold voltage (Vth) (see section 3.2). This type of 

sensors has been widely applied to detect ionic species in aqueous media [34][35][52] and also 

in biosensor applications [53]. More recently, field-effect transistor-based sensor has found a 

role during the COVID-19 pandemic, which successfully detected coronavirus in clinical 

samples [54]. Achieving significant low LoDs that are required in the detection of the harmful 

ions is the key challenge facing all the potentiometric sensor including WGTFTs and that 

should be enhanced as aiming in this project. 

 

 

1.4 Scope of the current research 

The development and fabrication of low-cost, versatile, portable, highly sensitive sensors that 

can be employed for extremely low LoD is much more desirable when detecting toxic and 

harmful waterborne analytes, as reported in section 1.2. The incorporation of a unique sensitiser 

in the WGTFT transducer can achieve this goal. In this study, instead of the common organic 

macrocyclic ionophores, a new family of sensitiser materials, ion-exchange sorbents, are 

adopted in this work including zeolite and resin. Zeolites are widely used to extract toxic ions 

from water such as radioactive isotopes and heavy metals [8][55][56]. Mordenite zeolite 

experiences a good extraction of radioactive 137Cs+ [57][58]. Accordingly, it was used to 

sensitise the membrane that emerged in the WGTFT sensor using a special design to detect the 

Cs+ cation analyte. The clinoptilolite zeolite has also been extensively utilised in heavy metal 

extraction from water [59][60]. Similarly, clinoptilolite was adopted in a WGTFT sensor to 

detect Pb2+ and Cu2+ cation analytes to monitor the ‘Lead-and-copper-rule’. Moreover, an 

activated PurometTM MTS9501 chelating resin was used in a similar manner in the WGTFT 

sensor to detect F- anion analyte, which showed good extraction of F- from water [61]. The 

results of all these sensors will be presented in Chapters 6, 7 and 8, respectively.   
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Chapter 2 : Fundamentals of thin-film transistor (TFT) and 

potentiometric ion sensors 

 

 

This chapter begins by describing thin-film transistor (TFT) in terms of structure and operation. 

Gating TFTs with electrolytes, instead of solid dielectrics, will be examined with a specific 

emphasis on ‘an electric double layer’ property of the electrolyte-gated TFTs. Some basic 

concepts of sensors as well as examples of potentiometric ion sensors are also demonstrated in 

this chapter.  

 

2.1 Thin Film Transistors (TFTs) 

2.1.1  Introduction 

The transistor belongs to the class of semiconductor devices that have been utilized for many 

years in the modern electronic industry for several functions, such as switching or amplification 

of the electronic signal or regulating voltage or current. Moreover, the transistor can be a novel 

sensor technology showing excellent properties, as this project demonstrates.  

Thin-film transistor (TFT) is well known as a modern semiconductor device that is extensively 

used in various types of integrated electronic technology, such as flat panel displays, video 

game systems, computers, and smart phones [62]. Moreover, TFTs are applied as an effective 

tool to detect biomolecules in bio-sensing applications [63]. The first TFT was demonstrated 

in 1962 by Weimer [64], based on an undoped semiconductor film of polycrystalline Cadmium 

Sulfide deposited on an insulating substrate. This TFT demonstration came two years after the 

fabrication of the first metal oxide semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET), which 

commonly use high-doped crystalline silicon as a semiconductor. A TFT is similar to a 

MOSFET in that both are field-effect transistors that modulate the conductivity of a channel of 

semiconductors (and therefore current flow within the channel) by an electric field. However, 

TFTs are relatively easier to fabricate and cheaper than MOSFETs. 
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2.1.2 TFT structure 

A TFT is a field-effect transistor, as mentioned earlier, constructed of an undoped 

polycrystalline or amorphous semiconductor thin film that acts as an active layer (carrying 

current), a dielectric layer (or electrolyte as displayed in section 2.2) as a gate insulator, and 

three electrical terminals: source (S), drain (D), and gate (G). Figure 2-1 displays the structures 

of TFT and MOSFET. The TFT device is fabricated on a non-conducting substrate, often glass 

and occasionally plastic, that does not have a role in TFT’s operation. However, in MOSFET 

the silicon wafer acts as both semiconductor and substrate. 

Figure 2-1(a) depicts the structure of TFT. The electrical terminals’ ‘source and drain’ are 

deposited on the insulating substrate, and are used as metallic connections to an external circuit. 

Source and drain electrodes are separated by a channel with dimensions width (W) and length 

(L). The TFT’s channel is directly connected by a thin film of semiconductor (reported in 

section 2.1.4) deposited on, or underneath, the source and drain contacts that supply and collect 

charge carriers to the channel, respectively. The third terminal, the ‘gate electrode’, is insulated 

from the semiconductor layer by electrical insulated materials referred to as gate insulators 

(gate medium). Hence, the latter is located between the gate electrode and the semiconductor 

thin film. Silicon dioxide (SiO2) is a standard material applied as a gate insulator in MOSFETs 

due to its easy fabrication through thermal oxidation of the silicon substrate, and showing good 

dielectric properties [65]. On the other hand, the gate insulator can be an electrolyte, as we use 

in this work, instead of the gate insulator for sensing applications [34][66]. 
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Different configurations of TFT can be created based on the gate electrode location and the 

relative position of source-drain contacts in relation to the semiconductor location. Four 

possible geometries of TFT can be constructed and also divided into staggered and coplanar 

categories based on the source and drain contacts positions relative to the semiconductor/gate 

insulator interfaces. These variations are displayed in Figure 2-2. Each design has benefits and 

drawbacks and would be preferred for a specific application over others. For instance, in the 

architectures of a) and b), gate electrode and gate insulator can protect the channel against any 

damages or exposure to the light. Thus, it is favourable for applications of TFT in LCDs and 

TFTs based on hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si: H) that is a light-sensitive 

semiconductor. Moreover, top gate configuration, is helpful in protecting TFT’s components 

when exposed to the high temperature required for the deposition and crystallization process 

of the semiconductor film [67]. In this case, especially design a), the semiconductor layer is 

deposited before all other layers of TFT, thereby protecting the TFT’s components from heat 

damage. Bottom gate structurers are extensively utilized for amorphous silicon-TFTs due to 

easier fabrication and improved performance [67][68]. However, protecting the back channel 

may be necessary to prevent undesired instability as a result of exposure to the atmosphere, 

and that can be achieved through adding an additional layer (passivation) [67][68].  

 

 

Figure 2-1: Construction of the a) thin- film transistor (TFT) and b) p-type MOSFET. The 

dashed squares indicate the semiconductor channels. 
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Figure 2-2: Four possible designs of TFTs. The dashed arrows represent the charge 

carriers’ flow direction in the channel. 

 

 

2.1.3 TFT operation 

As a TFT is a field-effect transistor, its operation depends on the applied gate voltage to form 

a conductance channel and control the current flowing through it. The operation principles of 

TFT and MOSFET are similar in that both depend on the applied electric field to form and 

modulate the conductivity of the semiconductor channel at the semiconductor/gate insulator 

interface. However, due to employing doped semiconductors, MOSFETs operate on inversion 

mode, i.e., formation of n-type as a conductive layer in a p-type silicon substrate. TFTs 

normally operate on accumulation mode, as the vast majority of materials employed in TFTs 

as active layers are intrinsic semiconductors. 

The three terminals of a TFT enables the application of two different voltages: source-gate 

voltage (VSG) (or gate voltage VG) and source- drain voltage (VSD) (or drain voltage VD). Once 

adequate gate voltage VG is applied to the TFT’s gate contact, charge carriers in the 

semiconductor film (electron or holes based on semiconductor type) are attracted to the 

semiconductor/gate insulator interface, leading to the creation of an accumulation layer of 

charge carriers at this interface. In this case a conducting channel will develop. The current 
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flows from source to drain through the semiconductor channel when a suitable drain voltage 

(VD) is applied, giving drain current (ID), as seen in Figure 2-3. For this process, the polarity of 

gate and drain voltages should oppose the semiconductor polarity, as presented in Figure 2-3. 

In this figure, positive gate and drain voltages are applied to the n-type TFT, resulting in 

formation of accumulation layers of electrons and vice versa. The minimum gate voltage 

needed to establish a conductance channel (accumulation layer) represents the threshold 

voltage (Vth) of the transistor, in which the TFT device ‘switches on’. Threshold voltage and 

other key parameters of TFT will be demonstrated in section 3.2.  

Note that the accumulation layer is very thin in comparison to the semiconductor film 

thickness. A few molecular layers (around one or two nm) is the thickness of the accumulation 

layer near the semiconductor/insulator interface, as reported for organic field-effect transistors 

(OFETs) [69]. The density of charge carriers within this thin accumulation layer is high, about 

1017-1019 /cm3 [69][70].  

 

 

Figure 2-3: The operation of TFT based on n-type semiconductor where (S),(D), and (G) are 

source, drain, and gate, respectively. 
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2.1.4 TFT semiconductors  

A variety of semiconductor materials have been utilized as an active layer in TFT devices. 

Cadmium Sulfide (CdS) and later Cadmium selenide (CdSe) were used as semiconductor film 

in TFTs, giving high charge mobility, in the early 1970s [71]. Nonetheless, these materials 

were not appropriate for large-scale processing. TFT technology experienced development in 

1980-1989s by utilising hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) as semiconductor film-based 

TFTs, enabling their use in flat panel technology [72]. Polycrystalline silicon can be a 

semiconductor layer in TFTs, where amorphous and polycrystalline silicon are ideal for large 

scale processing. Polycrystalline silicon TFTs deliver higher charge carrier mobility ⁓ 100 

cm/Vs than those with amorphous silicon [73], which polycrystalline silicon TFTs process 

under high temperature up to 1000 o C. The fabrication of TFTs based on the above-mentioned 

semiconductors requires costly technologies consisting of very high vacuum deposition 

system, e.g., plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposition (PECVD).   

Moreover, many types of organic and inorganic semiconductor materials have been employed 

in TFTs in several studies [67][51][74]. The first organic semiconductor-based TFT was 

introduced in 1983 [75]. Interest in organic TFTs (OTFTs) has recently increased, resulting 

from some benefits. OTFTs can be constructed using low-cost techniques such as solution-

based deposition (e.g., spin coating, solution casting) at low temperatures, no more than 200 o 

C. Furthermore, OTFTs are applicable for flexible display applications in which they can be 

deposited on flexible substrates, e.g., paper or plastic substrates [63]. Many organic 

semiconductors have been applied in TFTs, including polymers, e.g., poly (3-hexylthiophene) 

(P3HT) and oligomers, e.g., pentacene, mainly p-type OTFTs, providing good field effect 

mobility: 1-1.5 cm2/Vs [76][77]. However, a major drawback of OTFTs is their poor stability 

under atmosphere [78].  

Oxide semiconductors based on TFTs have been extensively studied to identify their optical 

and electrical behaviours. Advantages of oxide semiconductor TFTs appear in their excellent 

stability and superior electron charge mobility of ≥ 10 cm2/ V s, even though when oxide 

semiconductor films are in an amorphous phase [79], those TFTs are based on amorphous 

silicon (a-Si)TFTs [67][80][68] and OTFTs. Also, oxide semiconductor TFTs can be prepared 

at relatively low temperatures, giving transparency to metal oxide film in visible light regions 

[73][81]. Thus, this type of TFT is a good candidate for LED, LCD, and large-area applications. 

In-Ga-Zn-O (IGZO) [82], ZnO [83], In2O3 and InZnO [84] are examples of metal oxide 

semiconductor-based TFTs. As an alternative to the conventional vacuum-based technologies 
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and expensive instrumentation, solution-processed metal oxide semiconductor films, forming 

polycrystalline films, are widely studied [83][85][86]. In this technique, precursor chloride, 

nitrate, and acetate are commonly used to produce oxide forms through pyrolysis, as displayed 

in section 4.3. 

In this work, the solution-processed tin oxide (SnO2) as a metal oxide semiconductor based on 

water-gated thin film transistor (WGTFT) is adopted. Some principal concepts of 

semiconductor materials and SnO2 semiconductors will be demonstrated in section 3.1. 

 

2.2 Electrolytes as gate media in TFTs 

 As mentioned in section 2.1.2, the gate insulator is a part of TFT’s construction that insulates 

the gate metal from the semiconductor film. The gate insulator plays an essential role in 

enhancing the transistor performance resulting from the localization of accumulation layers at 

semiconductor/ insulator interface. The high specific capacitance of the gate insulators aids in 

increasing the charge carrier density and reducing the transistor threshold voltage and the 

operating power consumption. Two parameters can influence the insulator’s specific 

capacitance (Ci): dielectric constant or the gate insulator’s relative permittivity (k) and 

thickness of the gate insulator (d), in which Ci is proportional to (k) but inversely proportional 

to (d) according to: 

𝐶𝑖 =
𝜀𝑂𝑘

𝑑
                    2-1 

Where 𝜀𝑜 denotes the vacuum permittivity. 

 

 It is known that silicon dioxide (SiO2) is a traditional material applied as a gate insulator in 

TFTs exhibiting a satisfactory dielectric property. Nevertheless, SiO2 shows a low dielectric 

constant (k) of  ≈ 3.9 [87] and capacitance of 10 nF/cm2 [88]. Also, an ultrathin layer of SiO2 

gives rise to the leakage current, i.e., the current flows through the insulator when voltage is 

applied [87]. There are multiple materials (organic and inorganic) that can be applied as a 

dielectric gate insulator with high k ( ≥ 8) and capacitance within the limit of 5-300 nF/cm2, 

such as aluminium oxide (Al2O3), tantalum oxide (Ta2O5), and cyanoethylpullulan (CYEPL) 

[87][89].  
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Gating thin film transistors (TFTs) with electrolytes (as reported in section 2.2.2) has been the 

focus of much attention in view of their excellent performance and potential for use in sensing 

applications. Electrolyte refers to substances carrying free mobile ions or that can be dissolved 

in polar solvents such as salt (e.g., NaCl) dissolved in water. Dissolving salt in polar solvent 

results in breaking up this salt and releases separated charge ions: positive ions, ‘cation’, and 

negative ions, ‘anions.’ This is known as a dissociation process. Based on the degree of 

dissociation, partly or completely dissociation (ionizes), electrolyte (solute) can be classified 

as a ‘weak’ or ‘strong’ electrolyte, respectively.    

The specific capacitance of electrolytes was demonstrated as typically in the range 1–10 

μF/cm2 [90], which is around three order of magnitude larger than for conventional dielectrics, 

as mentioned earlier. This great capacitance is induced, resulting from the formation of electric 

double layers (EDLs) on both electrolyte interfaces, as will be investigated in section 2.2.1.   

 

2.2.1 Electric Double Layers (EDLs) 

When a voltage is applied between two electrodes separated by an electrolyte, cations within 

the electrolyte migrate toward the negatively charged electrode while anions transfer to the 

positively charged electrode. Therefore, these two different charges resident on the electrode 

surfaces and electrolyte closely adjacent to the electrode form a thin double layer, known as 

Electric Double Layers (EDLs), of opposite polarity of charges on both sides of the 

electrode/electrolyte interface. The EDL can be cationic or anionic based on the type of charge 

ions (cations or anions) that reside close to the negatively or positively charged electrode, 

respectively.  

 EDLs are always present as pairs of two different polarities of charges close to each other, as 

shown in Figure 2-4. This configuration can be regarded as an electric double layer capacitor 

(EDLC). In other words, EDLs at interfaces can be seen as capacitors with a distance of the 

order of a nanometer. The important property of the EDL lies in providing high capacitance in 

the order of 10 µF/cm2 due to the extremely low thickness of EDL ≤ 1 nm, and thus a much 

higher charge density will be obtained [91]. To estimate the total capacitance of EDLs, they 

can be characterized as a serial combination of capacitances.  
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Figure 2-4: Illustration of the EDLs’ operation when charging electrodes, and the behavior 

of EDLs when electrodes are discharged [65]. 

 

Figure 2-4 shows the mechanism of electric double layer capacitor (EDLC) operation. This 

example displays that a liquid or solid electrolyte containing free mobile ions – cations and 

anions – was deposited in between two electrodes. Two EDLs will build up on both 

electrolyte/electrode interfaces when an electric voltage is applied onto electrodes. When an 

external voltage begins to apply, a ‘charging’ process arises in which cations and anions in the 

electrolyte start to move toward electrodes based on their charge polarities. Thus, EDLs form 

when the charge is complete. Each double layer comprises two layers of ions of opposite charge 

polarities separated by a few Angstroms [92]. The capacitance of the EDL is proportional to 

its surface area because the capacitance is proportional to the area of electrodes. For this reason, 

specific capacitance is quoted (capacitance per unit area). Figure 2-4 also shows the 

discharging process whereby charges move away when the external voltage is removed. 

Different models have been suggested to investigate the theory of EDL [65][93]. Von 

Helmholtz proposed the first model, the ‘Helmholtz model’, to describe the creation of double 

layers of opposite charges on the electrolyte being in contact with electrode’s surface. This 

model indicates that counterions arrange in a thin layer close to the surface of the electrode, 

which surrounded by the molecules of solvent, when a voltage is applied between the two 

electrodes. The solvent molecules hinder ions from reaching the electrode’s surface. This 

means that ions are isolated from the electrode’s surface by a very small distance (d) in nm, as 

seen in Figure 2-5 a. This practice is called the Helmholtz plane. So the Helmholtz double layer 
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model indicates opposite charges resident on the electrode/electrolyte interface as a double 

layer, separated by an atomic distance.  The resulting arrangement of counterions, cations or 

anions depending on the electrode’s charge, near the electrode balances the electric charge on 

the electrode with polar opposite counterions, and thus the electrical potential Ψ within this 

layer decreases significantly and allows the overall potential of the bulk electrolyte to 

approximate zero. Consequently, the electric field is closely located at the EDL. On the other 

hand, this model does not assume the reliance of the measured capacitance on the concentration 

of ions in the electrolyte or the applied potential. Moreover, the neglect of interactions that 

arise away from the Helmholtz layer is another drawback of this model. 

The Helmholtz model was followed by the ‘Gouy-Chapman model’ with improvements. This 

model takes into account the diffusion of ions through the electrolyte driven by the thermal 

motion. Therefore, Gouy-Chapman suggested the presence of a layer of counterions (both 

cations and anions) close to the electrode’s surface, which is referred as the ‘diffuse layer’. As 

a result, the electrical potential drops exponentially from the electrode to the bulk electrolyte 

(not abruptly), as seen in Figure 2-5 b. Although the Gouy-Chapman model provides an 

improvement and better reality in the double layer theory compared to the Helmholtz model, 

this model is still restricted since its measured capacitance does not correspond with the 

practical value of the capacitance.  

The Gouy-Chapman model was further adjusted to give the ‘Stern model’. In this model, Stern 

merged the two previous models, Helmholtz and Gouy-Chapman, combining the Helmholtz 

layer of ions next to the Gouy-Chapman diffuse layer to explore the distribution of ions in these 

regions [94]. Therefore, this model consists of an inner region, which is called Stern layer or 

compact layer, and a diffuse outer layer, as seen in Figure 2-5 c. The compact layer in turn 

contains adsorbed ions closest to and near the electrode surface distributed according to their 

size and charge. These ions are discriminated using the inner Helmholtz plane (IHP) and outer 

Helmholtz plane (OHP), as in Figure 2-5 c. The diffuse layer is similar to that in the Gouy-

Chapman model, which extends from the Helmholtz plane to the bulk electrolyte. Thus, the 

charges on the electrode surface are not balanced by only ions in the Helmholtz layer but also 

by ions in the diffuse layer. In this case, the electrical potential falls abruptly at the OHP and 

then exponentially through the diffuse layer [65].  
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Figure 2-5: Diagram of the three models that explained the EDL theory: (a) the Helmholtz 

model, (b) the Gouy–Chapman model, and (c) the Stern model [65]. 

 

It is known that the existence of mobile ions in electrolytes are responsible for electrical 

conductivity. However, developing the EDLs prevents current from flowing through the 

electrolyte because the electrolyte’s bulk is shielded by the EDLs. It is worth noting that 

electrolytes are conductors to AC while insulators to DC. Therefore, to measure the electrolyte 

conductivity, AC voltage should be applied to avoid EDL formation. Moreover, electrolytic 

substances can be destroyed (decomposed) electrochemically or broken down when high DC 

voltage is applied. This is known as an ‘electrochemical window’ property of electrolytes that 

should be taken into consideration when applying voltage. Water, for example, has an 

electrochemical window ≈ 1.23 V, which means no more than 1.2 V electrical potential should 

be applied [95].  

 

2.2.2 Types of electrolytes 

A number of electrolyte materials have been adopted for use as gate insulators in TFTs, such 

as pure water [51], salt solution [96][34][52], ionic liquid (IL) [97][98] and ion gel [99]. In this 

section, examples of common electrolytes will be demonstrated: DI water, Phosphate Buffered 

Saline (PBS), and ionic liquid (IL). 
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2.2.2.1  DI water 

Deionised (DI) water is pure water with most of its naturally dissolved ions removed. Water is 

a weak electrolyte wherein a negligible quantity of water molecules (H2O) are deprotonated to 

form hydroxide ions (OH-) while other water molecules are simultaneously protonated to form 

hydronium ions (H3O
+) by the free hydrogen atoms generated from water’s autoprotolysis or 

auto-dissociation, as in the equation below [100], as reported in section 1.1: 

                                          2H2O ⇋ OH- + H3O
+ 

The presence of H3O
+ and OH- ions allows the electrical conductivity of DI water, which make 

it an electrolyte. Furthermore, the exposure of DI water to the atmosphere enhances its 

conductivity due to the spontaneous dissolving of carbon dioxide (CO2) from the air in DI 

water, which generates carbonic acid [101].  The conductivity of ordinary tap water (0.05 S/m) 

is much higher than that of DI water (5.5 µS/m) owing to the presence of acids and dissolved 

minerals [102]. The EDL capacitance of DI water that has been used as a gate insulator in an   

organic field effect transistor (OFET) was reported as being 3 µF/cm2 [51]. This capacitance 

can be further enhanced by adding salt, e.g., NaCl, to be 10.6 μF/cm2 at 0.5 V [95]. Moreover, 

the stability of water under applied voltage is restricted by the electrochemical window of 

water, 1.23 V, as stated above [95]. In this project, both tap water and DI water were used with 

TFTs where tap water includes several dissolved ions in different concentrations [103], giving 

higher EDL capacitance. 

 

2.2.2.2  Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS) 

PBS is a buffer solution consisting of a water-based salt solution such as sodium hydrogen 

phosphate (Na2HPO4), potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KH2PO4), potassium chloride (KCl), 

or sodium chloride (NaCl). The main property of a buffer is that it serves to maintain the 

constant pH of the solution even if the chemical reactions release a small amount of acid or 

base owing to an acidic and basic substances included in the buffer. The pH of PBS buffer is 

about 7.4. The most common usage of PBS is in biological research. The ion concentrations in 

PBS match closely those in the human body. Hence, PBS is often used to simulate bodily fluids 

in biosensor applications [104][53]. Due to the higher concentration of PBS as electrolyte 
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compared to DI water, gating TFTs with PBS as a gate medium results in high drain current 

and small threshold voltage [86]. 

 

2.2.2.3  Ionic Liquid (IL) 

The term ionic liquid indicates organic salts, including mobile ions - cations and anions - with 

melting points below room temperature. IL as electrolytes possesses some advantages, such as 

providing high EDL capacitance 5-17 µF/cm2 [90][105], high thermal stability (below 450 o C) 

[106], nearly zero (no) volatility, and higher ionic conductivity 0.43 S/m [107] in comparison 

with DI water because, as mentioned above, the dissociation limitation of water molecules. The 

electrochemical window of IL is 4.10 -5.5 V [106], which is larger than the electrochemical 

window of aqueous electrolytes. 

 

Figure 2-6: The chemical structure of 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium-bis(trifluoromethyl-

sulfonyl)imide (‘EMITSFI’) ionic liquid. 

 

Figure 2-6 shows the structure of an example of EMITSFI ionic liquid that has been employed 

to gate the OFET [105][108]. This IL yields higher capacitance of an electric double layer than 

aqueous electrolytes reached to 30 µF/cm2 [108]. The result is lower power operation of the 

transistor, more charge carriers accumulated at the IL/semiconductor interface, and higher 

drain current.   

 

2.2.3 Operation of EGTFTs 

Operation of TFTs across electrolytes as gate medium, Electrolyte-Gated TFTs (EGTFTs), is 

a crucial development in TFT technology. Figure 2-7 shows the operation of EGTFT compared 

with dielectric-gated TFT. Electric double layers (EDLs) occur at gate/electrolyte and 
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electrolyte/semiconductor interfaces when gate voltage is applied, as seen in Figure 2-7 b. The 

formation of EDLs is similar to those shown in Figure 2-4; however, one of the capacitor plates 

is substituted with the TFT’s semiconductor channel. This indicates that a very high electric 

field is induced at the semiconductor surface, resulting in the formation of the accumulation 

charge layer near the transistor channel/electrolyte interface at low applied voltage < 2 V [109]. 

So the accumulation layer is equivalent to the charge on this plate of capacitor ‘semiconductor 

channel,’ while another plate of this capacitor is the gate contact. The high capacitance of EDLs 

in EGTFTs results in some advantages as accumulating much higher charge density at the 

semiconductor/electrolyte interface, reducing threshold voltage, and hence operating at much 

lower voltage. These qualify electrolytes to be a good alternative to the conventional dielectrics 

due to their excellent performance and ability to enable sensing applications. Indeed, the 

development of EGTFTs opened the way for this technology to join sensing applications, as 

seen below in section 2.3.2.3 discussing water-gated thin film transistors (WGTFTs).  

 

 

 

Figure 2-7: Operation of TFT across (a) dielectric insulator and (b) electrolyte. 
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In addition to the field effect mode of operation EGTFTs (referred to as EDL transistor), 

‘Electrochemical Transistor’ (ECT) is another mode of operation. This mode is mainly 

dependent on the nature of the semiconductor material used in the channel of the transistor. For 

illustration, when a permeable semiconductor is used in EGTFT, the electrolyte’s ions can 

transfer across the semiconductor/electrolyte interface to the semiconductor bulk, which dopes 

the bulk, once the gate voltage is applied. ECT mode differs from field effect mode whereby 

the latter employs impermeable semiconductors in EGTFTs that block ions of electrolytes from 

passing through the interface and dope the semiconductor bulk, as seen in Figure 2-8. A number 

of polymer semiconductors are known as electrochemical doping if they contact the electrolyte 

in the gate medium of the transistor [110][111]. These are called organic electrochemical 

transistors (OECTs). The field effect operation mode is only established in this project. 
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Figure 2-8: Illustration of a) impermeable and b) permeable organic TFTs gated with an 

electrolyte, in the field effect mode (left) and electrochemical mode (right). 

 

2.3 Potentiometric ion sensors 

2.3.1 Introduction 

Sensors indicate measuring instruments or platforms that detect a concentration of specific 

analytes and respond to them in the test environment. Sensors can be operated under water or 

in the air as a common media. Sensor devices are widely known as detectors resulting from 
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detecting the target chemical substance known as ‘analyte’. As previously noted in section 1.3, 

electrochemical sensors are usually comprised of two essential elements: sensitiser (receptor) 

and transducer. The sensitiser is the principal part of the sensor that selectively binds certain 

analytes. This binding between sensitiser and analyte is transformed into a signal (physical 

property can be measured, e.g., voltage, current, capacitance,…) by the ‘transducer’. 

Macrocyclic as a common sensitiser are explained in section 3.3.2.   

In potentiometric sensors, the interaction between sensitiser and analyte induces modification 

in the electrical potential of the transducer [112]. A phase transfer membrane is often the major 

part in potentiometric sensors in which ‘sensitisers’ are distributed within the membrane. Thus, 

a membrane potential builds up in response to combining the sensitiser with various 

concentrations of analyte (e.g., ions). The membrane potential is measured using a transducer 

that transduces the potential into a measurable electric signal, where the potential is 

proportional to the concentration of analyte. The phase transfer membrane and common 

sensitisers will be elaborated upon more fully in section 3.3. Potentiometric sensors exhibit 

some benefits including low consumption of energy, inexpensiveness, portability, and ease of 

fabrication [112][49].  Electrochemical cells and field-effect transistors (FETs) (transistor-

based transducers) are common examples of potentiometric sensors, as will be outlined in the 

next section. 

 

2.3.2 Examples of potentiometric sensors 

2.3.2.1 Electrochemical cell 

Use of electrochemical cells as potentiometric ion sensors is a common technique that 

determine the analyte concentration in the sample solution by measuring the electrical 

potential.   

Figure 2-9 illustrates the construction of an electrochemical cell potentiometer. This structure 

contains two identical reference electrodes, one of which serves as a reference electrode while 

the other is used as an indicator electrode, which is an ion-selective electrode (ISE). Initially, 

reference electrode and ISE have the same potential. ISE normally contains a sensitised 

membrane that installs in between two solutions holding analyte: the test sample solution 

(unknown analyte concentration) and the inner reference solution (known analyte 

concentration). Membrane potential builds up across the sensitised membrane and that can be 

attributed to the difference of the analyte concentrations on both sides of the membrane, 
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changing the potential of the ISE. The potential of the reference electrode remains constant by 

using high concentrations of a bridge electrolyte (e.g., 0.1M KCl).  Thus, ISE potential differs 

from the potential of the reference electrode by membrane potential, which is proportional to 

the analyte concentration in the sample solution [113]. A high impedance voltmeter is used to 

evaluate the difference in the potential between ISE and the reference electrode under near zero 

current flow between these electrodes.  

In a potentiometric sensor’s field, ISEs are one of the most popular topics due to their 

availability for a range of ions, simplicity of electrode design, and good selectivity [49][114]. 

The field of ISEs was developed in 1960 by Cremer [115], and they were initially used as a 

glass pH electrode, but since then they have been applied to determine various ions [49]. 

 

 

Figure 2-9: Schematic representation of electrochemical cell transducer. 

 

 

2.3.2.2 The ion-selective field effect transistor (ISFET) 

The ion-selective field-effect transistors (ISFETs) are a class of potentiometric ion sensor 

family, which was first developed as a form of transistor-based transducer by Bergveld in 1970 

[116]. ISFETs have a similar structure and operation to metal oxide semiconductor field effect 

transistors (MOSFETs) (as reported about TFTs in section 2.1). However, in the ISFET, the 

gate electrode of MOSFET is replaced with a reference electrode immersed in aqueous solution 
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that is in direct contact with an insulating layer, as shown in Figure 2-10. The initial usage of 

ISFETs was as pH sensors where hydroxide groups on the gate oxide SiO2 insulator act as 

binding sites. These sites can be protonated or deprotonated in response to hydrogen ion 

concentrations in electrolytes. Thus, by donating or accepting protons from or to the electrolyte 

solution, the initially neutral oxide surface can be altered to become a charged surface. This 

induces interfacial potential at the electrolyte/insulator (oxide surface) interface. This is 

considered to be a pH ISFET sensor [117][118]. However, the selectivity of the ISFET sensor 

can be modified to detect other metal ions, not just pH, by introducing specific ion selective 

membrane on the top of the gate insulator of the ISFET. That generates, for example, potassium 

ISFET and calcium ISFET sensors [119][120]. ISFET has also been widely applied in 

biosensor applications [121]. As a response to the change of surface potential, the drain current 

of the ISFET will be modified so that the current variation is proportional to the ion 

concentration in electrolyte.  

 Indeed, ISFET technology has garnered increasing interest as a consequence of its benefits as 

a potentiometric sensor in comparison with the ISE, such as small size, and short response time 

[122]. 

 

 

Figure 2-10: Diagram illustrating the ISFET structure. 
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2.3.2.3  WGTFTs 

Water-gated thin-film transistors (WGTFTs) are EGTFTs, as shown in Figure 2-7 b and 

explained in section 2.2.3, in which the gate media is mainly water. The successful operation 

of TFT across DI water as a gate medium was demonstrated by Kergoat et al. in 2010 [51].    

The invention of Kergoat et al., WGTFT, opened the door for a new sensor technology for a 

range of analytes in water. Subsequently, WGTFTs can be utilized as a new potentiometric 

transducer that can transduce the presence and concentration of analytes dissolved in water in 

a gate medium into modification of the electrical characteristics of the transistor. For this 

purpose, to transform WGTFT into a sensor, selective sensitisers, ‘ionophores’, must be 

implanted in the WGTFT construction. Once analytes in the water gate media bind to the 

sensitisers introduced in the WGTFT design, the surface interfacial potential of the gate 

electrode or of the semiconductor will adjust, since the binding occurs on it, and hence the 

threshold voltage (Vth) of the transistor will shift. Surface dipoles or ions binding can induce 

this interfacial potential [52][53][123]. Many studies have been conducted using WGTFT as 

sensor to detect various  analytes, whether ions ,e.g., Na+, K+,Ca2+ [34][52][35], or molecules 

such as amine and dopamine [74][53]. 

Sensitisers in WGTFT sensors are often distributed within plasticised PVC membranes giving 

ion- selective membranes (displayed in section 3.3), which in turn are integrated into WGTFT 

architecture in different positions. List-Kratochvil et al. in 2014 [52] established a novel 

WGTFT sensor platform for selective ion detection of Na+ in water. In this platform, the 

sensitised membrane was merged in the gate medium to separate the sample solution from the 

reference solution where the reference solution was in direct contact with the organic 

semiconductor channel of the transistor while the sample solution touched the gate electrode, 

analogous to the conventional electrochemical cell, as seen in Figure 2-11.  This design 

facilitated the development of EGTFT as a sensor to detect various analytes with a simply 

integrated using suitable sensitised membrane. This design of WGTFT as a sensor is adopted 

in this project. A simpler way to turn WGTFT into a sensor is to introduce the ion-selective 

membrane on the gate electrode. The coating of the gate electrode of WGTFTs with the 

sensitised membrane was well established in 2014 by Melzer et al. [34]. In this approach, the 

gate electrode of a carbon-nanotube field-effect transistor was coated via K+-/ Ca2+-selective 

membrane and then immersed in a solution of the primary ion dissolved in DI water as a gate 

medium in concentration 10-1 M to 10-6 M. This work displayed the good performance of a 

simple design of ion selective WGTFT without the need to reference solution or electrode.  
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Figure 2-11: Illustration of the ion-selective WGTFT that was formed by List-Kratochvil et 

al. [52]. 

 

 

 

 In the other hand, the sensitiser can be incorporated in the WGTFT architecture with free-

membrane. The sensitiser can be dispersed within the semiconducting film. This was 

performed by Althagafi et al. in 2016 [123] when they distributed the Ca2+ ionophore in the 

P3HT processing solution, giving a good selectivity response to Ca2+ dissolved in the water in 

a gate medium comparable with devices sensitised with a sensitised membrane. Furthermore, 

the sensing element can reside on the gate contact, as conducted by Casalini et al. in 2013 to 

detect dopamine based on organic field-effect transistor and using PBS buffer as the gate 

medium [53].  
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Chapter 3 : Quantitative concepts and theory of TFT devices and 

sensors 

 

 

After demonstrating the principles of the thin-film transistor (TFT) and potentiometric ion 

sensors in chapter 2, this chapter presents a description of the semiconductor as the critical part 

of the TFT device and the solution-processed semiconductors, namely SnO2, adopted in this 

work. This follows with the quantitative explanation of the TFT device. The polyvinyl chloride 

(PVC) membrane matrix including ionophores (organic macrocycle and ion-exchange sorbent) 

, is also introduced as the core element of TFTs transducers. Finally, the sensing response 

characteristics for analytes are presented in section 3.4.  

 

3.1 Fundamentals of semiconductors  

Semiconductor components are the backbones of modern electronics. They allow the 

fabrication of devices that include light-emitting diodes (LEDs), solar cells, and transistors; 

these, in turn, are the building blocks of various electronic industries such as computers and 

phones. The key common feature of semiconductors is that their electrical conductivity can be 

modified by the application of an electric field and / or by the precise chemical composition of 

the material. This enables the control of a range of optical and electrical properties of the 

semiconductor [124].  

It is well-known that the crystal lattice of semiconductors is assembled based on individual 

atoms’ packing into an orderly pattern by sharing their valence electrons, joining together via 

a covalent bond. As a consequence of the collection of a large number of atoms in the material 

crystal structure, atomic orbitals combine to form the crystal orbitals. Those include the valence 

band (VB), or lower energy orbitals, and the conduction band (CB), or higher energy orbitals, 

with a gap in between known as the band gap or energy gap (Eg). The Eg represents the energy 

difference between the VB and CB, and it is the lowest required energy for an electron in VB 

to exist up to the state in the CB, to move freely and contribute to conduction. Based on the 

band gap’s magnitude, materials can be classified as conductors, semiconductors, or insulators. 

In conductor materials, the VB and CB overlap, so that there is no band gap and valence 

electrons are free to move between the VB and CB. This mean, free electrons are abundant in 
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conductors and can act as mobile carriers of electrical current. Metals are typical conductors, 

characterised by a high density of mobile carriers and sufficient electrical conductivity. In 

contrast, a large band gap separates the VB electrons from the CB in insulator substances; this 

substantial energy gap prevents electrons from jumping to the CB and taking part in 

conduction. In semiconductors, the band gap is relatively small (e.g., 1.12 𝑒𝑉 for silicon) and 

the valence electrons can bridge it when they have sufficient energy to reach the CB [125]. For 

example, this can be achieved through thermal energy or excitation (e.g., heating or light 

photons) of the valence electrons or the electrical field [126]. The result is that the 

semiconductors’ electrical properties are intermediates between those for insulators and metals, 

and electrons can flow through semiconductors under particular conditions.  

Note that negatively charged free electrons and positively charged holes represent the current 

or charge carriers within the semiconductor crystal, indicating the bound electron motion. The 

semiconductors’ electrical conductivity can be enhanced effectively by increasing the density 

of electrons or holes in the semiconductor crystal lattice by ‘doping’ impurities in their 

structures [124][127]. In the doping process, a small percentage of specific impurity elements 

(donor or acceptor atoms) known as dopants are added to the crystal structure, providing further 

free electrons or holes.  

Semiconductor materials are generally categorised as intrinsic and extrinsic. The intrinsic 

semiconductors are pure semiconductor materials such as silicon (Si) and germanium (Ge) with 

equal concentrations of holes and free electrons where they come in pairs [125][127]. However, 

adding a minute quantity of dopants to the pure semiconductors creates the electrons or holes; 

this substance is known as an extrinsic semiconductor. Consequently, two classes of extrinsic 

semiconductors are derived with respect to the type of dopants: n-type and p-type 

semiconductors. Donor dopants, such as antimony when doping germanium, give a surplus of 

electrons in the semiconductor crystal structure that are readily available in the CB. On the 

other hand, acceptor dopants such as boron doping germanium, reduce available electrons so 

increase the holes in the VB, creating an opportunity for electrons to sequentially fill the holes 

and move in the opposite direction [127]. Therefore, most charge carriers in the n-type 

semiconductors are electrons, while holes are the charge carriers in case of p-type 

semiconductors.  

Semiconductor materials can consist of a single element such as silicon (Si) and germanium 

(Ge) or several to form a compound semiconductor. Compound semiconductors include two 
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or more elements in their construction. Inorganic III-V compound materials formed by 

elements in the third and fifth columns in the periodic table e.g. GaAs, AlP, AlAs, II-VI 

compounds generated by combining elements in the second and sixth columns in the periodic 

table e.g. ZnO and CdS, and organic semiconductor polymers such as pentacene are examples 

of compound semiconductors [124].  

Moreover, based on the degree of semiconductor crystallinity, semiconductors can be 

crystalline, polycrystalline or amorphous. When the atoms or molecules of the semiconductors 

are ordered or arranged regularly and repeatedly in one direction, crystalline semiconductors 

develop. However, amorphous semiconductors lack the long-range order of atoms, constituent 

atoms or molecules are not regularly arranged within the structure. The polycrystalline phase 

is in the middle between the crystal and amorphous phases and consists of crystals varying in 

size and orientation. The degree of semiconductor crystallinity plays a crucial role in a few of 

semiconductor parameters, such as charge carrier mobility [124][128].  

 

3.1.1 Injection of charge carriers, transport and mobility 

In many devices as the semiconductor films are the active components (e.g., transistors), 

optimal performances depend on the injection of charge carriers, whether electrons or holes, 

from metal electrodes into the adjacent semiconductor layer when so the crossing of 

metal/semiconductor interface is a fundamental requirement. This process relies on the 

electronic structure of the semiconductor and metal’s work function. ‘Injection barrier’ is the 

critical parameter governing the injection of charge carriers between the metal and the 

semiconductor, which indicates the variance of the metal’s work function and electron affinity 

(ionisation energy) for electrons (holes) in the semiconductor. There, they should be close 

enough to achieve the ideal metal-semiconductor junction [129]. Note that the electron affinity 

(Ea) denotes the energy obtained when electrons transition from the vacuum level to the bottom 

of the CB while the ionisation energy (Ip) constitutes the energy needed to inject the hole in 

the VB by removing the electron from the top to the VB to the vacuum level. Figure 3-1 

illustrates the alignment of energy levels, namely the work functions for metals such as 

chromium (Cr) and platinum (Pt) and the electron affinity (Ea) of the tin oxide semiconductor 

(SnO2). The Pt work function is adjacent to the SnO2, close to its CB, and due to the work 

function of Pt is about 5.7 eV [130] and the electron affinity of SnO2 is 4.5 eV [131], the 

injection barrier is estimated as 1.2 eV reflecting the difficulty of injecting electrons into the 
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SnO2. However, the injection barrier disappears in the case of Cr because of the desired 

alignment of energy levels; electrons are easily injected into the SnO2.  

 

 

 

Figure 3-1:Energy level of the SnO2 semiconductor and the work function levels for Cr and 

Pt metals. 

 

 

For the carrier injection from the metal electrode into the semiconductor film, even in the 

presence the injection barriers, two mechanisms can be occurred: thermionic emission and field 

emission. In thermionic injection, charge carriers are thermally activated to overcome the 

injection barriers by receiving sufficient energy, strongly reliant on temperature. However, in 

the field emission mechanism, the carrier injection is conducted under quantum mechanical 

tunnelling, under high electric fields [132].  

Once the charge carriers are injected into the semiconductor film, they should travel within the 

semiconductor from the source to drain electrodes in the transistor application. This yields the 
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drain current ID. The movement of charge carriers within the semiconductor is affected by two 

key factors: the mobility of carriers and the presence of charge traps. In turn, the charge carrier 

mobility is largely dependent on the degree of crystallinity and the semiconductor’s purity. 

Higher carrier mobility is found in more highly ordered crystalline semiconductors. In contrast, 

mobility declines in the case of polycrystalline semiconductors due to the existence of grain 

boundaries that perform as trap sites [133]. Applying the electric field (E) across the 

semiconductor film causes the movement of charge carriers with an average speed known as 

drift velocity (𝜐). Therefore, the mobility (µ) of charge carriers is defined as the average of the 

drift velocity (𝜐) per electric field unit, as presented in equation 3-1: 

𝜐 = 𝜇𝐸                                     3-1 

The mobility of charge carriers induced by the electric field is measured in cm2/V. s unit.  

 

3.1.2 Solution-processed inorganic semiconductors  

Section 2.1.4 introduced the two types of organic and inorganic semiconductor materials that 

appear in TFTs architecture. Because of the benefits of metal oxide semiconductors as 

inorganic n-type semiconductors in TFTs, with low processing temperature, high mobility and 

good stability [134], this class was adopted for use in this study. In terms of preparation 

technologies, the solution-processed methods are preferred over the vacuum-based 

technologies from the standpoint of atmospheric processing, large-area and simpler fabrication 

and low cost [134][68].   

Using metal salt precursors is a common approach to the deposition of oxide thin-films from 

solution [134][135]. The metal salt precursor-based solution processing technique can achieve 

high quality, homogenous, uniform films even in large-area applications [135]. In this method, 

the precursor-route semiconductors are prepared by dissolving metal salts in organic solvents, 

depositing the solution, and then heating the deposited oxide thin-film to dry the solvents and 

precipitate the active semiconductor resulting film, as will be shown in section 4.3. The 

chemical reaction occurs during the deposition of the precursor-route semiconductors, resulting 

in semiconductor film formation.  

Several techniques are widely used to deposit the solution precursors to form the metal oxide 

semiconductors. Examples include spin-coating [86][136] and spray pyrolysis 

[137][138][35][83]. Spray pyrolysis will be demonstrated in section 4.3. ZnO [35][83], SnO2  
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[139][140], and In2O3 [85] based TFTs are the majority metal oxide semiconductors reported 

to use the solution processing approach, exhibiting n-type characteristics and high electron 

mobility [72].   

In this study, SnO2, as a metal oxide thin-film semiconductor, is utilized as the semiconductor 

film in TFT construction, deposited using the spray pyrolysis technique of the precursor-route 

SnO2. The structure and properties of SnO2 will be discussed below in section 3.1.2.1. The 

electrical characteristics of SnO2-based TFT will be presented in sections 5.2.1.1, 5.2.1.2 and 

5.2.1.3.  

 

 

3.1.2.1 SnO2  

Tin (IV) oxide, SnO2 , is an inorganic semiconductor material widely used in essential 

technology applications such as solar cells, optoelectronic devices and gas sensors [141][142]. 

This widespread use is a consequence of its attractive properties, including high transparency, 

good electrical conductivity, high chemical stability and easy processing using the solution-

processed method at relatively low temperature (200 oC) [143][144]. SnO2 crystallography has 

a tetragonal rutile structure [80][145]. It has a wide band gap of 3.6 eV [142][143]. Figure 3-2 

shows the unit cell structure of SnO2 in which each tin atom surrounded by six oxygen atoms 

localised at the corners of a regular octahedron, while the oxygen atom is shared between three 

tin atoms at the corners of an equilateral triangle [80]. SnO2 is an n-type semiconductor and 

the presence of impurities, which behave as acceptors or donors, in the SnO2 structure results 

in enhanced electrical conduction. Oxygen vacancies might induce these impurities that play a 

role in providing electrons available at the CB [80]. 

 

 

Figure 3-2: SnO2 unit structure [142] 
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The first SnO2 semiconductor based-TFT was reported by Klasens and Koelmans in 1964. This 

was the first use of the transparent conducting oxide material as the TFT channel [146], even 

before using ZnO, which has also been extensively used in the TFTs. In this work, SnO2 was 

evaporated onto a glass substrate, with aluminium oxide (Al2O3) as a dielectric, and Al metal 

as gate, source and drain electrodes [147]. Aoki and Sasakura, in 1969, fabricated a SnO2 TFT 

that operated in depletion mode, exhibiting poor electrical characteristics [148]. Improvement 

in the electrical characteristics of the SnO2 TFT was documented in 1996, in depletion mode 

operation, achieving good mobility at 5 cm2/V.s and Ion/Ioff  ratio of about 60 [149]. The SnO2 

TFT operation in enhancement mode was conducted in 2004, yielding a drain current on-to-off 

ratio ⁓ 105 [150].  

More investigation into SnO2 TFTs was recently conducted using various technologies for 

SnO2 fabrication, delivering superb electrical characteristics e.g., high electron mobility and 

Ion/Ioff  ratio [139][146][151]. The effective development of SnO2 TFT devices is the operation 

under electrolytes as gate medium instead of dielectric insulators, giving desirable electric 

characteristics, namely low threshold voltage, good charge density and high stability 

[152][153]. Water-gated SnO2 TFTs have not yet been reported in the literature, and this 

operation is being investigated by our group. The electrical characteristics of water-gated SnO2 

will be described in Chapter 5. 

   

 

3.2 Quantitative description of TFT 

The operational principle of a TFT is introduced in section 2.1.3. In this section, the quantitative 

operation of TFT is described. Three regimes characterise the operation of TFT based on the 

relative magnitude of the three critical voltages: threshold (Vth), gate (VG), and drain (VD). 

As reported in section 2.1.3, when a TFT is operated in accumulation mode, the accumulation 

layer of charge carriers (electron or hole) will form at the gate insulator/semiconductor 

interface when sufficient and appropriate polarity gate voltage (VG) is applied (positive or 

negative). The minimum gate voltage required to operate the transistor (‘switch it on’) resulting 

from the conductive channel’s creation is known as the transistor’s threshold voltage (Vth). 

Several  parameters influence the Vth magnitude, as indicated in equation 3-2 [154]:  
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𝑉𝑡ℎ =  𝑉𝑓𝑏 + 
𝑞𝑝𝑜 𝑑𝑠

𝐶𝑖
                                    3-2 

 

Where 𝑉𝑓𝑏 represents the flat-band voltage, 𝐶𝑖 is the specific capacitance of the gate insulator, 

𝑑𝑠 is the semiconductor film thickness, 𝑝𝑜 is the density of trap in insulator/ semiconductor 

interface and semiconductor bulk, and 𝑞 stands for one elementary charge. 

It is clear that the flat-band voltage (𝑉𝑓𝑏) contributes to threshold voltage evaluation. 𝑉𝑓𝑏 , in 

turn, depends on the electrical structure of the semiconductor and gate metal, in particular, the 

electron affinity (Ea) or the ionization potential (Ip) of (n-type) or (p-type) semiconductors and 

the work function of the gate metal (Φ𝑀). Due to the differences in fermi levels between the 

metal and the semiconductor, and the bending of energy bands at the contact interface at zero 

gate voltage, this voltage should be increased to eliminate the bending. The increased voltage 

flattens the bands' bending, and thus permits the charge carrier to appear in the channel. This 

voltage is called flat-band voltage (𝑉𝑓𝑏) [155]. This flattening occurs before the formation of 

the accumulation layer. Quantitatively, 𝑉𝑓𝑏 can be expressed as 𝑉𝑓𝑏 = Φ𝑀 − 𝐸𝑎 or 𝑉𝑓𝑏 =

Φ𝑀 − 𝐼𝑃.  

Moreover, the capacitance per unit area of the gate insulator (𝐶𝑖) effectively influences the 

threshold voltage, as seen in equation 3-2. 𝐶𝑖 was presented earlier in section 2.2 as equation 

2-1. As noted in section 2.2, the use of the electrolyte as a gate medium provides a high specific 

capacitance for the electrolyte-gated thin-film transistor (EGTFT) and, hence, provides a very 

desirable low threshold voltage [65]. The high 𝐶𝑖 of such electrolyte-gating TFTs can also 

reduce the effect of charge traps. Consequently, the threshold voltage (Vth) can be modulated 

with  𝑉𝑓𝑏; 𝑉𝑡ℎ ≈ 𝑉𝑓𝑏. 

The first operation regime of TFTs is known as the subthreshold regime. In this regime, the 

magnitude of applied VG is negligible compared to Vth (|𝑉𝐺 | < |𝑉𝑡ℎ|); the formation of an 

accumulation layer does not occur yet, and the drain current (ID) is extremely low. However, 

ID enhances exponentially with increasing VG until reaching Vth [154]. The drain current is 

given by equation 3-3 below: 

𝐼𝐷 = 𝐾𝜇𝐶𝑖
𝑊

𝐿
 (1 − 𝑒

−𝑞𝑉𝐷
𝐾𝐵 𝑇 ) 𝑒

𝑞𝑉𝐺
𝑛 𝐾𝐵 𝑇                   3-3 
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Where K is a constant related to materials used and TFT design, W and L are the width and 

length of the transistor’s channel,  𝜇 is the charge carrier mobility, q is the elementary charge, 

T indicates the absolute temperature, 𝐾𝐵 is the Boltzmanns constant, and n is the ideality factor; 

the factor is given as (𝑛 = 1 + 𝐶𝑠 𝐶𝑖⁄ ), where 𝐶𝑖  is the specific capacitance of the gate insulator, 

while 𝐶𝑠  is the carrier trap’s specific capacitance in the bulk and interface of the 

semiconductor. 

 

Subthreshold swing (SS) is an essential parameter of TFT in the subthreshold region that 

reflects the required amount of VG (in mV) to raise the drain current (ID) by one decade that is 

an order of magnitude. It is defined as the inverse of (log ID-VG) plot’s slop, as seen in equation 

3-4 [80]: 

𝑆𝑆 = (
𝜕𝑙𝑜𝑔10(𝐼𝐷)

𝜕𝑉𝐺
)

−1
                   3-4 

SS is measured in (mV/dec) unit. A low SS is more advisable and indicates the fast switching 

of TFT between off and on states and the reduction of power consumption (i.e., low applied 

VG is needed) [67]. On the other hand, SS can be qualified using equation 3-5, which is related 

to the ideality factor (n) [156]: 

𝑆𝑆 = ln(10)
𝑛𝐾𝐵𝑇

𝑞
                    3-5 

By replacing n with (1 + 𝐶𝑠 𝐶𝑖⁄ ) then at room temperature ≈ 300 K, equation 3-5 can be 

written as: 

𝑆𝑆 = 60 𝑚𝑉
𝑑𝑒𝑐⁄  (1 +

𝐶𝑠

𝐶𝑖
)           3-6 

It is clear from equation 3-6 that both 𝐶𝑠 and 𝐶𝑖 have a role in reducing the magnitude of SS. 

Indeed, SS’s magnitude has been determined for organic thin-film transistors as 760 mV/dec 

[157]. Lower SS can be achieved by gating the TFT with high dielectric capacitance 

[157][158]. TFTs based on metal oxide semiconductors and gating with high dielectric 

constants have also demonstrated preferable low SS < 114 mV/dec [159]. TFTs’ gating with 

electrolyte offers more desirable SS values at about 68 mV/dec [160]. This value results from 

the high specific capacitance of electrolytes as the TFT’s gate medium, based on the formation 

of electric double layers (EDLs), as reported in section 2.2.1. 
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Once VG transcends the Vth, the charge carrier’s accumulated layer will be established at the 

gate insulator/semiconductor interface; the conducting channel develops in this location of the 

semiconductor. In this case, ID increases linearly with low VD following Ohm's law, as 

displayed in Figure 3-3a. This regime is known as a linear regime, which describes the second 

operational regime of TFT. The linear drain current (ID) can be expressed as equation 3-7 

[154][161]:  

𝐼𝐷,𝑙𝑖𝑛 = 𝜇𝐶𝑖
𝑊

𝐿
((𝑉𝐺 − 𝑉𝑡ℎ)𝑉𝐷 −

𝑉𝐷
2

2
)               3-7 

In case VD << VG -Vth, the term 𝑉𝐷
2 can be disregarded; hence, equation 3-7 can be written as 

equation 3-8: 

𝐼𝐷,𝑙𝑖𝑛 = 𝜇𝐶𝑖
𝑊

𝐿
 (𝑉𝐺 − 𝑉𝑡ℎ)𝑉𝐷               3-8 

On the other hand, when the difference between VG and Vth is lower than VD value (VD > VG 

– Vth), the charge density within the accumulation layer close to the drain contact will decrease, 

and the channel is pinched-off [154][42]. Under this condition, ID will start to saturate, as seen 

in Figure 3-3b. ID is no longer dependent on the applied VD but simply depends on VG. This is 

the third regime of the  TFT operation, known as the saturation regime, as described in Figures 

3-3b and c. ID in the saturation regime is given by equation 3-9 [154]:  

𝐼𝐷,𝑠𝑎𝑡 = 𝜇𝐶𝑖
𝑊

2𝐿
(𝑉𝐺 − 𝑉𝑡ℎ)2               3-9 
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Figure 3-3: TFT operational regimes displayed via the transistor’s output characteristic in 

which (a) is the linear regime, (b) is the beginning of saturation, and (c) is the saturation 

regime. 
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The practical measurement of TFT electrical characteristics is classified as output and transfer 

characteristics. The output characteristic describes the relationship between the ID and VD at 

constant VG. The output is always presented as a group of curves recorded at different but 

constant VG to examine the device quality. The transfer characteristic reveals the relation 

between the ID and VG at fixed VD and can be presented in linear and saturation regimes. Figure 

3-4 illustrates the example of (a) output and transfer characteristics of TFTs in (b) linear and 

(c) saturation regimes. The transfer characteristic can be analyzed to extract some vital 

parameters of the TFT device, such as threshold voltage (Vth), Ion/Ioff ratio and mobility (µ). 

For this, plotting the saturation transfer characteristic on a logarithmic or square root scale is 

required, as seen in Figure 3-4c. Section 5.2 discusses the output and transfer characteristics 

and the evaluation of the previously mentioned parameters for SnO2 TFT under water as gate 

medium.  
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Figure 3-4: Example of the typical a) output b) linear transfer and c) saturation transfer 

characteristics of TFT plotted in logarithmic and square root scales. The fitted lines show the 

evaluation approach of some parameters of TFT such as threshold voltage, subthreshold 

slope, Ion/Ioff ratio, and charge carrier mobility as will be shown in section 5.2. 
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3.3 The ion-selective phase transfer membrane 

Section 2.3 explained that the sensitisers are the fundamental part of electrochemical sensors 

and are often inserted within a plasticised membrane as a solid phase medium. Additionally, 

as another critical part of the sensor platform, the analytes are commonly dissolved in a liquid 

phase medium. The interaction of the sensitiser within the membrane with the analyte in the 

liquid phase once they are in contact results in transferring the analyte from liquid to solid 

phase mediums. This membrane is known as the ‘phase transfer membrane.’ The ion-selective 

membrane is a common term referring to the phase transfer membrane. The term ionophore is 

frequently used to refer to the ion-selective sensitiser, notably in sensing ions. 

The phase transfer membrane can be integrated within the potentiometric sensor platform 

between two solutions that include varying analyte concentrations. One of them is considered 

a reference solution holding a known concentration of analytes. In contrast, another solution 

contains an unknown analyte concentration (to be measured), referred to as the sample solution. 

The binding of analyte and sensitiser occurs on both interfaces of the phase transfer membrane 

with solutions, resulting in developing the difference in potential across the membrane, or 

‘membrane potential.’ This potential can be electrically measured as a modification in the 

voltage or current.  

 

3.3.1 Phase transfer membrane matrix 

The polymeric matrix is a common class of the phase transfer membrane matrix reported in 

potentiometric sensors to detect cations and anions [162]. The polymer in such a polymeric 

membrane can offer desirable physical properties, such as mechanical stability and elasticity 

[162][113]. In addition, a variety of sensitisers can be integrated into this type of membranes 

for various applications of potentiometric sensors. Poly(vinylchloride) (PVC) is widely used 

as a polymer-based membrane and was adopted in this work. 

The PVC membrane cocktail usually consists of PVC, plasticiser, and a sensitiser, in some 

situations, an ion exchanger may be used. A suitable polar solvent, such as tetrahydrofuran 

(THF), is frequently used to dissolve these components of the membrane cocktail. This results 

in the formation of a viscous solution that is then placed onto a flat surface. The THF evaporates 

leaving a thin film of sensitised PVC membrane. The resulting PVC membrane can then be 

easily inserted into the potentiometric sensor structure. Preparation of the sensitised PVC 
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membrane used in this study is explained in section 4.4.1.  PVC membranes are typically 

plastics in potentiometric sensors. To generate a PVC membrane with the desired durability 

and flexibility, plasticisers are typically used in the manufacturing process [163].   

Sensitised PVC membranes have been widely used in potentiometric sensors. The sensitised 

membranes exhibit good selectivity, not only for sensing ions, such as titanium [164], lead 

[33], and copper [165], but also for sensing molecules like trimipramine [166] and ascorbic 

acid [167]. 

 

3.3.2 Common ionophores 

Ion-selective sensitisers (‘ionophores’) are the essential components in ion sensors and 

influence the sensors’ selectivity. The most common class of sensitisers, particularly for ion 

sensing, is the organic macrocycle compounds. These ionophores bind analytes ‘target ions’ in 

their cavities based on the size of their holes and that of the ions. Crown ethers and 

calix[n]arenes will be discussed below as examples of this type of ionophores. 

 

Crown ethers 

 A cyclic organic molecule containing a ring of various ether groups is known as the crown 

ether. The popular crown ethers are ethylene oxide cyclic oligomers, in which CH2CH2O is the 

repeating unit [168]. The presence of oxygen atoms within the crown ether’s cavity results in 

the creation of binding sites with affinities for alkali and alkaline earth metal cations. Therefore, 

complex compounds are formed when crown ethers bind to the cation analytes [169]. The 

complex formation’s stability relies mainly on the shape and size of the crown ether’s cavity 

in relation to the cation size; hence, the selectivity of crown ethers will develop [169]. Figure 

3-5 illustrates the chemical structure of ‘12-crown-4’ and ‘18-crown-6’ as examples of crown 

ethers in which ‘12’ and ‘18’ indicate the number of atoms included in the crown ethers’ rings 

while ‘4’ and ‘6’ are the numbers of oxygen atoms in each ring, respectively. Regarding the 

selectivity of crown ethers, dibenzo-30-Crown-10 demonstrates excellent selectivity to 

potassium cations [35][170], while 15-crown-5 is a favourable option for Na+-sensors [171]. 
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Figure 3-5: Chemical structure of 12-crown-4 (left) and 18-crown-6 (right). 

 

 

 

Calix[n]arenes 

Calix[n]arenes are macrocycle compounds composed of formaldehyde and phenol in cyclic 

oligomer [172]. The name ‘calix[n]arene’ refers to the bowl shape of calix[n]arene molecule 

in which ‘calix’ relates to the vase shape in Greek and ‘arene’ refers to aromatic hydrocarbons 

in calix[n]arene’s molecule. The ‘n’ in the square brackets stands for the number of units within 

the ring. Figure 3-6 illustrates the chemical structure of calix[4]arene and calix[6]arene as 

examples, showing different size cavities that can hold small molecules and ions. Larger 

cavities of calix[n]arenes provide suitable binding sites for larger metallic cations.  As shown 

in Figure 3-6, the phenolic hydroxyl parts of the calix[n]arene molecule on the lower rim of 

the bowl and the aromatic portion of the upper rim can both act as receptors [173]. 

 

 

Figure 3-6: Chemical structure of calix[4]arene (left) and calix[6]arene (right)[174]. 
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Calix[n]arenes and their derivatives have been widely applied in potentiometric ion sensors to 

detect cations such as calcium [123], caesium [175], silver [32] and lead [176]. These 

potentiometric ion sensors include ion-selective electrode and the water-gated TFT sensor 

[123] due to the insolubility of calix[n]arenes in a water medium.  

In this study, we adopted other types of receptors called ‘zeolite’ and ‘resin’ instead of the 

organic macrocyclic ionophores. They were incorporated in the water-gated thin film transistor 

(WGTFT) sensors within the plasticised membranes to detect several cations and anions. More 

details on zeolite and resin will be presented below. 

 

3.3.3  Ion-exchange sorbents 

Ion-exchange technology is widely used in water treatment for decontamination, purification, 

or softening water and wastewater. This technology is generally favoured for the treatment of 

large volumes of contaminated water due to its distinct advantages: simple operation, low cost, 

good selectivity, and high capacity [177]. In this method, the treatment is conducted by 

removing undesirable ionic species from water through an exchange process with acceptable 

ionic species having the same positive or negative electric charge from ion-exchange sorbents 

when the two phases come in touch. The ion-exchange sorbents are insoluble substances 

possessing high concentrations of exchangeable ions, which can be substituted for other ions 

from the solution. Ion-exchange practice is not a recent discovery. The ancient Greeks 

recognised the chemical modification of slightly salty waters when passed through certain 

types of sand [178]. Nevertheless, ion-exchange phenomena were investigated scientifically by 

Eichhorn (1858), who explored the reversible cation exchange reaction in natural zeolite [179]. 

Fifty years later, Gans synthesised the first aluminosilicate exchanger for water softening [180]. 

This has been widely employed for many years for water softening and nuclear waste treatment. 

This achievement led to the discovery of new industrial ion exchangers, resulting in the 

development of ‘ion-exchange resins’ in 1935 [181]. These resins then became an essential 

tool to address water problems such as deionisation and softening.  

  

There is a wide diversity of ion-exchange sorbents, which can be organic or inorganic, natural 

or artificial, anionic or cationic. Of this range of materials, zeolites are the most commonly 

used ion exchangers and were the first materials to be used in ion-exchange processes. Organic 
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resins are the other type of ion exchanger most extensively used in water purification. Both 

substances will be presented below. 

 

3.3.3.1 Zeolite 

3.3.3.1.1 Structure 

Zeolites are inorganic microporous minerals consisting of hydrated aluminosilicate crystals. 

Zeolite primary building units (PBUs) contain aluminium cations (Al3+) and silicon cations 

(Si4+), each surrounded by four anions of oxygen (O2-) forming three-dimensional (AlO4)
5- and 

(SiO4)
4- tetrahedrons building blocks, as shown in Figure 3-7a. These PBUs are combined by 

sharing the four oxygen ions of each tetrahedron with those of adjacent tetrahedrons, where 

oxygen ions within the bounds of Al-O and Si-O link two cations, to produce the secondary 

building unit (SBU) (Figure 3-7b). The SBU is the main unit that describes the aluminosilicate 

structure of zeolites. The resulting SBUs combine to produce a crystalline zeolite framework 

containing open nanocavities or channels (Figure 3-7c) in different sizes and shapes with 

dimensions ranging from 0.2 nm to 0.8 nm [182].  

 

 

 

Figure 3-7: a) AlO4 and SiO4 tetrahedrons forming zeolite primary building units (PBUs). b) 

Tetrahedrons arranged in a ring to create secondary building units (SBUs). c) Joining SBUs 

produces the zeolite framework, which has cavities and channels of different size [183]. 
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The charges of the combination of SiO4 tetrahedrons are completely balanced [182]. However, 

the replacement of some of the Si4+ by Al3+ in the SBUs leads to anionic (negative charge) 

frameworks of zeolites. The rise of negative charge when the tetrahedrons combine is a 

consequence of the valency differences between the (AlO4)
5- tetrahedron and (SiO4)

4- 

tetrahedron, which resides on one of the O anions in Al-O bonds. The resulting anionic 

frameworks are usually balanced by alkaline or/and alkaline earth cations such as K+, Na+, Ca2+ 

and Mg2+. These counterions are located in zeolite channels and cavities, where they bind the 

aluminosilicate structure with electrostatic bonds [184], allowing exchange of ions to occur. 

Large nanocavities can also be occupied by water molecules, which surround the exchangeable 

ions. Note that the channel/cavity dimensions should be large enough to fit guest species. 

Therefore, the three main components of the zeolite structure are the aluminosilicate 

framework [Alx Siy O2(x+y)], the exchangeable counterions [Mn+ where is Na+, K+, Ca2+, Mg2+], 

and a number w of water molecules [wH2O].  Hence, the general formula of aluminosilicate 

zeolites is Mx/n [Alx Siy O2(x+y)]. wH2O [185] [184]. Zeolites are typically cation exchangers; 

they can replace an identical number of counter cations on the surface with cations having the 

same charges from an adjacent solution, without any remarkable change in their structure.  

 

3.3.3.1.2  Types 

Zeolites occur naturally with varied morphologies and have been found in a diversity of 

geological sites around the world as volcanogenic sedimentary rock [185] [184] [186]. Natural 

zeolites have varied chemical compositions and cation exchange capacities due to different 

formation environments [185]. Clinoptilolite, mordenite, phillipsite, erionite and chabazite are 

the most common natural zeolites. Other zeolites are synthetic and are produced commercially 

with high purity and high cation exchange capacities, or with other specific properties (e.g. Na-

zeolite form) [187][188]. P (GIS), X (FAU) and A (LTA) are examples of artificial zeolites. 

Zeolites are classified as cation exchangers according to the negative charge of their 

frameworks comprising cations as counterions. Alternatively, zeolite surfaces can be 

chemically modified to generate a net positive charge that is capable of binding anions in 

adjacent solutions instead of cations such as F- and ClO4
- [189][190].  
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3.3.3.1.3  Applications 

Over the years, zeolites have received great interest due to their usefulness in various 

environmental, industrial, and scientific applications. They demonstrate excellent performance 

in water treatment, catalysis, the medical field and environmental monitoring applications 

[185] [187] according to their sorption properties as a satisfied capacitance for cation exchange 

and molecular sieve [8]. Zeolites act as ion exchangers when they substitute their counterions 

with other ions from the next phase. Because zeolite pores and cages possess different sizes 

and shapes, various molecular (and ionic) species can enter or be adsorbed by zeolites (acting 

as molecular sieves) when these species have a size similar to the zeolites’ pores, and thus the 

large species will be rejected [184]. This enhances the selectivity of zeolite sorbents.  

 

 Zeolites have proven their efficacy in the purification of contaminated water against a variety 

of pollutants, including heavy metals, radionuclides, and organic and inorganic compounds as 

a result of their excellent radiation, thermal and chemical stability, availability, and low cost 

[184]. Water contaminated with heavy metals such as Hg2+, Cd2+, Pb2+, and Cu2+ has been 

effectively purified using zeolites [59][60]. Natural zeolites can also selectively remove 

ammonium from wastewater [191][192]. Zeolites also play an important role in eliminating 

radioactive ions from wastewater such as 137Cs+ and 90Sr2+ that release to the environment 

resulting from nuclear incidents [55] [193].  

 

The various types of zeolites vary in their affinity towards certain molecular or ionic species. 

For example, mordenite as a natural zeolite [Na3KCa2(Al8Si40O96).28H2O] [184][194] was 

effectively employed to selectively eliminate Cs+ from aqueous solution even in the presence 

of other cations (e.g. Na+ ,K+ [195], Na+, NH4
+ [196]) and from sea water with high quantities 

of Na+, Cl-, Ca2+, K+, Mg2+, SO4
2- [57]. On the other hand, clinoptilolite [(Na,K,Ca)3-

6(Al6Si30O72).20H2O] [182][197] has a high removal efficiency for heavy metal cations Pb2+, 

Cu2+, Zn2+ and Cd2+ as evidence in the literature  [59][60][198].  

 

Zeolites have been incorporated in some potentiometric sensors, such as ion-selective electrode 

(ISE) [189][199] and ion-selective field effect transistor (ISFET) biosensors [200]. ISEs have 

been sensitised with zeolites as ionophores to detect several cationic and anionic substances in 

water, as presented in Table 3-1. The response characteristic of such sensor followed Nernstian 

response characteristic (section 3.4.1) and showed satisfactory selectivity with limit-of-
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detections (LoDs) in the range of µM. This encourages to use zeolites as ion-exchange sorbents 

to be a sensitiser in the newer class of potentiometric sensors, WGTFTs, to detect several 

analytes. Mordenite and clinoptilolite were utilised as probable candidate sensitisers in 

WGTFT sensors for the selective detection of Pb2+ and Cu2+as heavy metal cations and Cs+ as 

radioactive cations in water in this current study, as will be demonstrated in Chapters 6 and 7. 

 

 

Table 3-1: Some of the ISEs that were sensitised with zeolite ionophores to detect number of 

cations and anions in water, giving Nernstian response characteristic 

substance Zeolite ionophore LoD [µM] reference 

Thionine (cationic 

dye) 

mordenite 0.8 [167] 

Cs+ Zeolite A 40 [199] 

SO4
2- surfactant-modified 

clinoptilolite 

70 * [189] 

ClO-
4 surfactant-modified zeolite Y 0.4 [190] 

*nM 

 

 

3.3.3.2 Ion-exchange resins 

Organic resins are another class of ion-exchange sorbents widely used for water treatment. 

Resins are insoluble polymers that effectively exchange their counterions (associated with their 

functional groups) with particular ions of the same charge that are being in the external solution. 

Resins are artificial polymer matrix (beads) with diameters in the 0.6 mm–1.0 mm range [8]. 

Resins usually consist of styrene and divinylbenzene as the backbone of the resin, where 

styrene molecules are the basis of the matrix, and divinylbenzene functions as a crosslink 

between the polystyrene chains, hence building a three-dimensional network structure (Figure 

3-8). The degree of crosslinking determines the mesh-width of the matrix, i.e. the inner pore 

structure of the resins, which in turn may affect ion movements. Crosslinking also contributes 

to the insolubility and toughness of the resins. The amount of crosslinking varies in the 3-16% 

range [201].  
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The resin matrix carries a hydrophilic functional group charged with exchangeable ions, which 

is covalently bonded to phenyl groups at different locations (Figure 3-8). Ion-exchange resins 

are classified as cation or anion exchangers depending on the functional group type. If the 

functional group holds a negative charge, the exchange will involve cations. If the functional 

group is positively charged, resin will allow an exchange of anions. Resins are available with 

various formulas according to the diversity of the ionic groups. R-SO3Na, R-COOH, R-PO3H2 

are examples of cation exchanger resins, and R-NH3OH is an example of an anion exchanger 

resin. Furthermore, the functional group of ion-exchange resin can form a multi-coordination 

complex with metal ions when it contains two or more electron donor atoms, such as oxygen 

(O), nitrogen (N), and sulphur (S). This type of resin is called chelating resin. 

 

 

 

Figure 3-8: Illustration of the resin structure, which is typically divinylbenzene crosslinking 

polystyrene with covalently attached ionic functional groups. 

 

 

Resins are mostly used in water purification applications, such as softening [202] and 

demineralisation [203]. Remarkably, these resins can effectively remove toxic heavy metals, 

such as arsenic [204], mercury [205], and copper [206], and valuable metals, such as gold 
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[207], from water. Resins perform good selectivity and high thermal and chemical stability 

with low-cost advantages. This encourages employing this type of ion-exchange sorbent as a 

sensitiser in WGTFT sensors, similar to inorganic zeolites, in the current project (Chapter 8). 

According to our knowledge, this is the first time of merging resins as a sensitiser in the 

potentiometric sensors including WGTFTs.  

 

 

3.4 Characteristics of sensing response 

3.4.1  Nernst response characteristics 

The response characteristics of most potentiometric sensors toward specific ions follow the 

Nernst equation presented below. 

If the phase transfer membrane or the ion-selective membrane (ISM) is located between two 

solutions: sample (external) solution and reference (internal) solution, in which the sample or 

test solution is an unknown analyte concentration while the analyte concentration is known in 

the reference solution, the membrane potential will build up. For illustration, the analyte (ion) 

in both sides of the membrane interacts with the sensitiser loaded within the membrane. Due 

to the difference in ionic activities on both sides, a potential will arise across the membrane. 

Thus, the membrane potential is a consequence of the relative difference in the ionic activities 

between the external and internal solutions. This is calculated using the Nernst equation [208] 

as follows: 

𝐸𝑚 = 𝐸𝑜 + 2.3
𝑅𝑇

𝑧𝐹
 log

𝑎

𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑓
          `   

In which 𝐸𝑚 = ΔV represents the membrane potential i.e., the difference in potential between 

the two sides of the membrane. In the formula, Eo is the standard potential, R is the ideal gas 

constant (8.314 J/K mol), T is the temperature in Kelvin, F is the Faraday constant (9.643 × 

104 C/mol), and z is the target ion valency (e.g., z = 2 for Mg2+ and 1 for Na+). The ‘𝑎’ and 

‘𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑓’ in the equation refers to the activity of the target ion on external and internal solutions, 

respectively. Note that in some cases of the WGTFT sensors following the Nernst behaviour 

and due to Eo is a constant for the sensor, Eo does not contribute to the threshold shift evaluation 

[ΔVth (c) = Vth (c) – Vth(c = 0)] as the sensor metric of the WGTFTs [35][123][209]. As a 

consequence, Eo can be neglected and rewrote the previous equation to be (equation 3-10):  
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∆𝑉 = 2.3 
𝑅𝑇

𝑧𝐹
 log

𝑎

𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑓
                                          3-10 

 

The 2.3 
𝑅𝑇

𝑧𝐹
 represents the Nernst slope, which at room temperature (25℃ /298 K), is equivalent 

to 
59 𝑚𝑉

𝑧
; that, in turn, yields 59 mV when z = 1 and 29.5 mV when z = 2. Therefore, equation 

3-10 can be rewritten as equation 3-11: 

 

∆𝑉 =
59 𝑚𝑉

𝑧
 log

𝑎

𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑓
                                  3-11 

 

The increased membrane potential is consistent with the activity of the target ion (𝑎).  The later 

denotes the effective concentration of ions. The relation between the ion concentration (c) and 

activity (𝑎) can be expressed in equation 3-12 [208]: 

𝑎 = 𝛾 𝑐                                                              3-12 

in which 𝛾 is the activity coefficient;  𝛾 =1 in the case of the dilute system [210]. Subsequently, 

the ion activity is roughly equivalent to the concentration; 
𝑎

𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑓
≈

𝑐

𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑓
. Equation 3-11 can be 

rewritten as equation 3-13: 

∆𝑉 =
59 𝑚𝑉

𝑧
log

𝑐

𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑓
                          3-13 

 

In reality, the ionophore cannot be entirely selective for one particular ion. However, the 

ionophore can interact with a distinct ion more strongly than other ions. Hence, the selectivity 

of the ionophore indicates the tendency of the ionophore to react with a specific ion over other 

interfering ions. The selectivity can be determined by considering the selectivity coefficient 

Ki,j, as seen in equation 3-14 below [211]: 

𝐾𝑖,𝑗 =
𝑎𝑖

(𝑎𝑗)

𝑧𝑖
𝑧𝑗

                                     3-14 

Where 𝑎𝑖 is the activity of the primary or target ion,  𝑎𝑗 represents the activity of the interfering 

ion, zi is the charge of the target ion, and zj is the charge of the interfering ion. 𝐾𝑖,𝑗 for the 

selective ionophore to the specific target ion 𝑎𝑖 over the interfering ion 𝑎𝑗  is larger than 1. 

However, when 𝐾𝑖,𝑗 =1, the ionophore interacts equally with target and interfering ions. 
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When the interaction with the interfering ions was considered in addition to the target ion’s 

interaction, the Nernst equation was modified to another equation called the Nikolsky-

Eisenman equation [212], shown as equation 3-15: 

∆𝑉 =  
59 𝑚𝑉

𝑧
 log(

𝑎𝑖+𝐾𝑖,𝑗 (𝑎𝑗)

𝑧𝑖
𝑧𝑗

𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑓
)                                       

 

        or               ∆𝑉 =
59 𝑚𝑉

𝑧
 log (

𝑎+𝑎𝑠𝑡

𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑓
)  ⟺   ∆𝑉 =

59 𝑚𝑉

𝑧
 log(

𝑐+𝑐𝑠𝑡

𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑓
)       3-15 

 

in which 𝑎𝑠𝑡 = 𝐾𝑖,𝑗. (𝑎𝑗)

𝑧𝑖
𝑧𝑗 . The term 𝑎𝑠𝑡 = 𝑐𝑠𝑡 is a property of the ion-sensitive system 

(sensor), equivalent to the limit-of-detection (LoD) concentration of such a sensor due to the 

presence of interfering ions. 

Figure 3-9 illustrates the Nikolsky-Eisenman law as the relationship between the target ion’s 

activity in logarithmic scale vs membrane potential. It is clear that, in the Nikolsky-Eisenman 

response, the membrane potential is a linear function for higher activity (or concentration) of 

the target ion 𝑎𝑖 ≫ 𝑎𝑠𝑡; this is identical to the Nernstian response. For lower ion activity 𝑎𝑖 ≪

 𝑎𝑠𝑡, the Nikolsky-Eisenman response is a flatline, differing from the Nernstian response. The 

latter gives an unrealistic infinite membrane potential when 𝑎𝑖 → 0. In addition, the Nikolsky-

Eisenman behaviour is more realistic than the Nernstian response in terms of the existence of 

interfering ions in an aqueous medium that never reach 0, even in DI water as a result of 

autoprotolysis process described in sections 1.1 and 2.2.2.1. Therefore, 𝑐𝑠𝑡 constitutes the LoD 

of the target ion. Practically, the electrolyte-gated field effect transistor (EGFET), which 

adopted the organic macrocycles ionophores, have been given LoDs within the limits of 100 

nM - 1 µM [35][52][34].  
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Figure 3-9: Relationship of membrane potential vs ion concentration (proportional to ion 

activity) in logarithmic scale which undergoes the Nikolsky-Eisenman response and showing 

cst as LoD. 

 

 

3.4.2 The Langmuir adsorption isotherm 

The Langmuir adsorption isotherm has been extensively applied to describe the adsorption 

equilibrium process. This model was initially designed to characterise the adsorption 

equilibrium of gas molecule adsorbates on the surface of a solid adsorbent by Irving Langmuir 

in 1916 [213]. The Langmuir isotherm presumes that the adsorption sites on the adsorbent’s 

surface are all equivalent and identical with equal binding energy for each adsorbate leading to 

homogeneous adsorption. In addition, more assumptions are considered in the Langmuir 

isotherm, such that the adsorbates never interact or transmigrate between the adsorbent sites, 

and each site is occupied by one adsorbate, resulting in the creation of an adsorbed species 

monolayer covering the adsorbent surface [214].  

In the adsorption process, ions or molecules of gas or liquid (adsorbate) adhere to the solid 

surfaces (adsorbent). Therefore, this technique includes two substances: ‘adsorbate’ that 

adsorbs on the adsorbent’s surface, which can be ions or molecules of gas or solute dissolved 

in liquid, and ‘adsorbent,’ on which the adsorption is occurring on its surface. When the 
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adsorbate (X) adsorbs onto the vacant position or binding site on the adsorbent (M) surface, 

the dynamic equilibrium of this chemical reaction can be expressed as: 

𝑋 +  𝑀𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒  
𝐾

⇔ 𝑋𝑀𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒                          3-16 

𝑋𝑀𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 represents the binding complex of X and M.  

The equilibrium constant or binding constant (𝐾) quantifies the strength of the interaction 

between the adsorbate 𝑋 and binding site on the adsorbent surface 𝑀 (equation 3-16) can be 

defined as: 

𝐾 =  
[𝑋𝑀]

[𝑋]∗[𝑀]
                                        3-17 

where brackets represent the concentrations of the corresponding compound [215]. [𝑋] and 

[𝑀] are proportional to the adsorbate concentration and available binding sites on the 

adsorbent; and [𝑋𝑀] is proportional to the occupied sites binding with the analyte.  

 

If the occupied adsorption sites denote the fractional surface coverage (𝜃) of the adsorbent, 

where 0 < 𝜃 < 1, the fraction of unattached sites on the surface can be expressed as (1 − 𝜃). 

Therefore, the term [𝑋𝑀] [𝑀]⁄  can be written as: 

 

[𝑋𝑀]

[𝑀]
=

𝜃

1−𝜃
                                    3-18 

 

By expressing [𝑋] as concentration ‘c’ of the adsorbate in relation to equation 3-18, equation 

3-17 can be rewritten as: 

𝐾 =
𝜃

𝑐 (1−𝜃)
                                3-19 

 

From equation 3-19, the equation that presents the Langmuir adsorption isotherm is:  

𝜃(𝑐) =
𝐾𝑐

𝐾𝑐+1
                                  3-20 

 

Figure 3-10 illustrates the Langmuir isotherm characteristic as a relationship between surface 

coverage (𝜃) and adsorbate concentration (c). 
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Figure 3-10: The Langmuir isotherm characteristic and the extracting of c1/2 characteristic. 

 

 

As seen in Figure 3-10, the c1/2 characteristic can be easily extracted from the Langmuir 

isotherm characteristic, which defines the bonding (or occupying) of half the available binding 

sites on the adsorbent with the adsorbate. Thus, 𝜃 (𝑐1

2

) =  
1

2
 ; 𝑐1/2 =

1

𝐾
. It is clear that at low 

concentrations of adsorbate, c ≤ c1/2, the Langmuir isotherm is a linear relationship in which 

𝜃 is proportional to c with slope K ( 𝜃 ≃ 𝐾𝑐) when c << c1/2, while when c >> c1/2, the 

Langmuir equation tends to 𝜃 = 1. Note that if a sensor response exhibits the Langmuir 

isotherm characteristic, the adsorbate constitutes the analyte (e.g., the ion or molecule) and the 

adsorbent is the sensitiser; they are included in the sensor’s architecture, and the same 

assumptions would be considered. 

The maximum adsorption capacity (𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥), related to the adsorbent used, should be considered 

in the Langmuir equation.  𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 implies the full occupation (saturation) of all available binding 

sites in the adsorbent (sensitiser) by the analyte, which is a constant property of the system 

being studied (sensor) [216], and can be extracted from the Langmuir response. The Langmuir 

equation can be written then as: 

𝜃(𝑐) =
𝑆 (𝑐)

𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥
=

𝐾𝑐

𝐾𝑐+1
                              3-21 

                     or             𝑆(𝑐) = 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝜃(𝑐) = 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥  
𝐾𝑐

𝐾𝑐+1
              3-22   
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in which  𝑆(𝑐) is the adsorption at analyte concentration c. 

Equation 3-22 can be rearranged to be: 

1

𝑆(𝑐)
=

1

𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝐾

1

𝑐
+

1

𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥
                             3-23 

 

If (1/S) is plotted against (1/c), this yields the Hildebrand-Benesi plotting [217], a linearised 

form of the Langmuir equation. The relationship of 1/S vs 1/c a straight line in the form 𝑦 =

𝑚𝑥 + 𝑏 with (𝑚 = 1 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐾)⁄  as the line slope and (𝑏 = 1 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥)⁄  as the intercept, is shown 

in Figure 3-11. The binding constant (K) and the maximum adsorption capacity (𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥) are 

important properties of the sensor and can be extracted using Figure 3-11 [217][218]. 

 

 

 

Figure 3-11: The Hildebrand-Benesi plotting that illustrates the extracting of K and Smax 

characteristics of the sensor. 

 

 

As seen in Figure 3-11, K can be quantified as 

𝐾 =
𝑏

𝑚
                                           3-24 

                                              and     𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
1

𝑏
                                      3-25     
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The LoD is the vital characteristic of sensors that implies the lowest analyte concentration to 

which the sensor can respond. To quantify the LoD of the sensor that follows the Langmuir 

response characteristic, the response characteristic should be linearised in the form y = mx + b 

(equation 3-22) by plotting (𝐾𝑐 + 1). 𝑆(𝑐) against the concentration (𝑐);  straight line with 

intercept near zero (b ± Δb) and slope (m) will be obtained in which Δb is the estimated standard 

error, as seen in Figure 3-12. Therefore, LoD is defined as [219]: 

 

                                                           𝐿𝑜𝐷 =
3 ∆𝑏

𝑚
                            3-26 

 

 

Figure 3-12: The Limit-of-detection (LoD) determination. 

 

 

3.4.3 The Langmuir-Freundlich isotherm 

The Langmuir-Freundlich isotherm is similar to the Langmuir isotherm with a modification.  

This isotherm is derived from the combination of the Langmuir and Freundlich adsorption 

isotherms [220][221], providing a flexible analytical model that is widely applied to 

characterise a variety of adsorption responses [220][222]. The Langmuir-Freundlich adsorption 

isotherm is written as: 
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𝑆(𝑐) = 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥
(𝐾𝑐)𝛽

1+(𝐾𝑐)𝛽                               3.27 

 

where 𝑆(𝑐), 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥, 𝐾, and 𝑐 are earlier defined, and 𝛽 represents the inhomogeneity of the 

binding sites [221]. When the binding sites on the adsorbent surface (sensitiser) are 

homogeneous; 𝛽 = 1 and K are equal for all binding sites and thus the equation 3.27 goes to 

the Langmuir adsorption isotherm (equation 3-22). However, when 𝛽 < 1, the binding sites 

are in homogeneous and the adsorption response will follow the Langmuir-Freundlich 

adsorption isotherm (equation 3.27) due to using the heterogeneous adsorbents in the sensing 

system [220].  

 

The Langmuir and the Langmuir-Freundlich adsorption isotherms have been widely used to 

characterise the uptake response of various analytes using e.g., zeolites [57][192], resins 

[223][61] and activated carbon [222] as adsorbents. In addition, a number of potentiometric 

sensors have been reported as following the Langmuir and the Langmuir-Freundlich isotherms 

as a response to the detection of various molecules such as amine [74] and others in 

potentiometric biosensors [224][225]. However, it does not represent yet a potentiometric 

sensor designed for ion detection that follows the Langmuir or the Langmuir-Freundlich 

isotherm models as we investigate in this study. 
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3.5 The project’s aim 

Water pollution with e.g., heavy metal and radioactive ions has become a matter of global 

concern. It is a growing threat all over the world as a consequence of several activities including 

waste disposal, industrial accidents and expansion of human activities, as reported in section 

2.1. Various technologies are used for the monitoring of drinking water versus such pollutants 

such as inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectrometry (ICP-AES), UV–Vis 

spectrometry, and atomic absorption spectrometry (AAS) [44][46]. These methods require 

costly instruments, pre-treatment of samples, and specially trained personnel [226][227].  

  

In the field of electroanalytical chemistry, potentiometric techniques are important methods 

that are often used to determine various ions [228]. Potentiometric sensors offer considerable 

advantages including low-cost, ease of use, low LoD, short response time, and high selectivity 

and sensitivity [226][227][228]. These sensors, namely ion-selective electrodes ISEs (section 

2.3.2.1), have been extensively used in water monitoring against a number of harmful ions. A 

significant number of macrocyclic compounds have been employed in the construction of 

potentiometric sensors to determine various ions. Table 3-2 demonstrates macrocyclic 

ionophores that have been used in the ISEs for the detection of heavy metals and radioactive 

ions in water. Such sensors exhibited Nernstian response characteristics (section 3.4.1) with 

LoDs presented in Table 3-2. This level of LoDs is not sufficient to monitor drinking water 

against Pb2+, Cu2+, and Cs+ pollutants. 
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Table 3-2: LoDs obtained by ISE potentiometric sensors based on macrocyclic ionophores. 

Ion Ionophore LoD  [µM] Reference 

Pb2+ acridono-crown ether (ISE) 7.9 [226] 

15-crown-5 0.2 [229] 

1,3,7,9-tetraaza-2,8-dithia-4,10-dimethyl-

6,12diphenylcyclododeca- 

4,6,10,12-tetraene (TDDDCT) 

0.25 [230] 

2,3,4:10,11,12-dipyridine-1,3,5,9,11,13- 

hexaazacyclohexadeca-2,10-diene 

1 [231] 

double-armed calix[4]arene amide 

derivatives 

0.5 [232] 

5,11,17,23-tetrakis[(p- carboxyphenyl) 

azo]-25,26,27,28-tetrahydroxy calix[4]- 

arene 

1 [176] 

Cu2+ 5,10,15,20-tetrakis(4-allyloxyphenyl) 

porphyrin (TAPP) 

0.8 [227] 

12-crown-4 17.8 [233] 

pyrido-pentapeptide derivatives 80 * [234] 

3,6, 9,14-tetrathiabicyclo[9.2.1]tetradeca-

11,13-diene 

0.32 [235] 

Cs+ calix[4]crown ether ester 5 [236] 

dibenzo-24-crown-8 ether 5.2 * [237] 

4´,4´´(5´)di-tert-butyldibenzo-18- 

crown-6 (DTBDB18C6) 

4 [238] 

 

1,3-alternate thiacalix[4]biscrown-6,6 0.25 [175] 

*nM 

 

WGTFT sensors have recently belonged to the potentiometric sensors providing desired 

properties including low threshold voltage and low voltage operation. This is a consequence of 

the development of the electric double layers (EDLs) allowing high specific capacitance (in 

µF/cm2), as reported in section 2.2.1. WGTFT sensors have been used to detect some ions in 

water such as Na+, K+, Ca2+ employing organic macrocyclic ionophores [34][35][52][123]. In 

this case, such sensors followed the Nernstian response characteristic with LoDs in the range 

of 100 nM - 1 µM. This level of the LoDs are acceptable for the previous mentioned ions that 

are commonly present in drinking water in millimolar concentration (Table 6-1) [239]. To 

implement WGTFTs as sensors for the detection of the heavy metals (e.g., Pb2+ and Cu2+) and 

radioactive (e.g., Cs+), macrocyclic ionophores (as reported in section 3.3.2 and Table 3-2) may 

not be the right choice to achieve LoDs much lower than that included in Table 3-2. Therefore, 

adaptation of another type of ionophores is required to achieve this goal.  
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Ion-exchange materials have extensively been used in water treatment. Zeolite and resin are 

the common examples of these materials. Mordenite and clinoptilolite zeolites show good 

selectivity extraction of Cs+ [57][195][196] and Pb2+/Cu2+ heavy metals [59][60][198] from 

water, respectively, as reported in section 3.3.3. In addition, fluoride can cause fluorosis illness 

when high amounts are consumed (above the potability limit > 79 µm) [11][240][241].  

Metal-activated PurometTM MTS9501 resin displayed excellent selectivity removal of fluoride 

anion from water [61]. The great results of extraction Cs+, Pb2+/Cu2+, and F- by mordenite 

zeolite, clinoptilolite zeolite, and activated PurometTM MTS9501 resin inspire us to utilise these 

ion-exchange materials to be ionophores in the WGTFTs for the first time to the best of our 

knowledge. Sensitised WGTFT sensors with ion-exchange sorbents as ionophores have 

achieved the main object of this study which is building a low-cost, portable, easy to operate, 

and high selectivity and sensitivity sensor to detect harmful ions in water such as heavy metal 

and radioactive ions, as presented in chapters 6,7 and 8.   
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Chapter 4 : Water-Gated Transistor Sensor Fabrication 

 

 

 

This chapter presents the fabrication process of thin-film transistors (TFTs), including the 

supporting substrates and contact electrodes that clean and deposit, respectively. The 

deposition of the semiconductor thin film on the supporting substrates using a spray pyrolysis 

technique is also described. Such transistors are then ready to operate across water in the gate 

medium, as shown in Figure 4-1. The current chapter also shows the construction of the water-

gated thin film transistor (WGTFT) as a sensor, with sensitised membrane placed horizontally 

into the transistor’s gate medium, which separates the water in the gate medium into two 

chambers: the outer pool containing the sample solution and the inner pool containing the 

reference solution, creating the ‘two-chamber design’ of the WGTFT sensors, as seen in Figure 

4-1 e, adopted in this work. The process of fabrication of sensitised PVC phase transfer 

membranes with ion-exchange sorbents, which were then incorporated into the architecture of 

the WGTFT sensor, in the two-chamber design, is reported in this chapter. 
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Figure 4-1: Schematic representation of the construction stages of a water-gated transistor 

sensor: a) supporting substrate, b) contact substrate, c) transistor substrate, d) water-gated 

transistor, and e) two-chamber design of the water-gated transistor sensor. 
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4.1 Supporting substrate 

The preparation of transistor substrates (Figure 4-1 c), followed by the construction of the 

WGTFT sensor, was performed on a specific supporting substrate (Figure 4-1 a), consisting of 

flat glass slides (20 mm x 15 mm) with a thickness of 1.1 mm covered with 20 nm of SiO2, 

which were supplied by Ossila Ltd, Sheffield, UK. Such substrates were used in this work to 

configurate top-gate and bottom-contact transistors.  

 

4.1.1 Cleaning of the supporting substrate   

Cleaning the supporting substrate slides is a crucial stage in transistor fabrication and must 

occur before any deposition process is attempted. The cleaning allows for proper adhesion of 

the contacts and semiconductor film, and results in higher-quality performance transistors. This 

particular procedure took place in a cleanroom, with sterile conditions under room 

temperatures, and performed with tweezers and gloves. 

Organic residues present on the substrate slides were removed using various cleaning stages of 

organic solvents applications and ultrasonic baths. The supporting substrate slides were first 

inserted into a Teflon substrate holder, which holds them far enough apart to be cleaned 

effectively. The supporting substrates were then immersed into deionised (DI) water for five 

minutes. They were then extracted from the DI water and dried with dry nitrogen. In the second 

stage of the cleaning, the substrates were placed into a Teflon holder and submerged into an 

acetone -filled clean Teflon container, and then placed into an ultrasonic bath at 55 ͦ C for 5 

minutes. Following this, the supporting substrates were removed from both the ultrasonic bath 

and acetone, and dried with dry nitrogen. This step was repeated again using isopropanol 

instead of acetone. Finally, the supporting substrate slides were placed in a petri dish to be 

clean with UV ozone, which will be explained in the next section.  

 

4.1.2  Ultraviolet (UV)ozone cleaning 

Once the supporting substrates had been cleaned with organic solvents (using an ultrasonic 

bath as reported in the previous section), all remaining residual organic matter on the 

supporting substrate surfaces was eliminated using the UV ozone technique. Ozone is an 

effective oxidising agent [242] capable of breaking down any organic substances left on the 

substrate surface. To clean the supporting substrates with UV ozone, the petri dish that stored 
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these substrates was relocated to the ozone apparatus for 4.5 minutes. Figure 4-2 shows its 

construction. When the wavelength of the UV light is 184.9 nm, the atmospheric oxygen is 

consumed to produce ozone, and vice versa where the wavelength of the UV light is 253.7 nm. 

 

 

Figure 4-2: Diagrammatic representation of the construction of the ultraviolet-ozone 

instrument used to clean the supporting substrate surface. 

 

 

4.2 TFT contacts deposition 

Once the supporting substrate slides were cleaned, they were ready for the construction process, 

namely the transistor substrate fabrication. This section describes the thermal evaporation 

technique that was used to deposit the contact electrodes of the TFT on the supporting 

substrates to produce the contact substrates (Figure 4-1 b).  

 

4.2.1 Thermal evaporation technique 

Thermal evaporation, which is also known as physical vapour deposition (PVD), is a technique 

employed in this work and used, with a shadow mask, to deposit pairs of transistor contacts. 

The key point of the thermal evaporation is the heating of materials under a vacuum, with the 

goal of transitioning them from a solid to vapour stage. High vacuum is crucial in this procedure 
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to avoid any reaction that may occur between gas molecules and the evaporated elements, 

namely collisions or oxidation [243]. This reaction may cause a reduction in the long ‘mean 

free path’ of the evaporated atoms or molecules on their way from material source to substrate 

surface. 

The mean free path length (λ) of travelling molecules or atoms can be evaluated with equation 

4-1: 

𝜆 =
𝑘𝐵𝑇

𝜋√2  𝑝 𝑑2
                        4-1 

Where 𝑘𝐵 stands for the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, p represents the 

vapour pressure, and d denotes the molecule/atom diameter. 

 Under a pressure of 10-6 Torr, it can be estimated that the mean free path λ ≈ 44 metres for a 

typical metal atom with 0.4 nm diameter. λ, in this case, is much longer than the distance in the 

evaporator between the heating terminal and the supporting substrates, just 15 cm, as shown in 

Figure 4-3a. Consequently, the vacuum operated in our thermal evaporation is more than 

sufficient for physical vapour deposition. 
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Figure 4-3: Photos of a) Edwards (E306) thermal evaporator with labelling of some of its 

components, b) a shadow mask stack holding cleaned supporting substrates. 
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Figure 4-3a shows the construction of the Edwards (E306) thermal evaporator. This type is 

typically used in the deposition of thin layers of metals, organic and inorganic materials of low 

molecular weight. The device consists of a glass bell jar 30.5 cm in diameter and 35.5 cm high. 

The substrate slide holder (Figure 4-3a) holds the shadow mask stack, which in turn contains 

12 of the cleaned supporting substrates. There is a shutter disc in the evaporator, located 

between the surface of the substrates (held in the mask, which is the target surfaces) and the 

heating terminals.  The thermal evaporation involves also the quartz crystal microbalance 

(QCM) placing at a short distance from both the evaporation source (heating terminals) and 

supporting substrates. The QCM plays an important role during the evaporation process, which 

will be discussed in the next paragraph. The pumping system is responsible for the intensity of 

the thermal evaporator’s vacuum. This system at the bottom of the dome includes high-vacuum 

and rotary pumps. The two pumps are instrumental in reducing the chamber pressure, at a range 

of 10-5 – 10-8 Torr. 

The QCM in the evaporator measures the thickness of the deposited film on the supporting 

substrates, as well as the rate of deposition. The QCM is made up of a thin quartz plate with 

metallic electrodes. The deposition of mass on the QCM’s surface reveals a shift in the resonant 

frequency of the quartz crystal. In this situation, the film’s thickness can be evaluated by the 

difference in resonant frequency, resulting in the accumulation of the mass on the quartz crystal 

surface, using the Sauerbrey equation [244] (equation 4-2) 

∆𝑓

∆𝑚
= −

2𝑓𝑜
2

𝐴√𝜌𝑞𝜇𝑞
                   4-2 

Where ∆𝑓 refers to the modifications of frequency, 𝑓𝑜 represents the resonant frequency, ∆𝑚 

denotes the mass change, A refers to the exposed quartz crystal area, 𝜌𝑞 and 𝜇𝑞 stand for the 

quartz density, which is 2.648 g/cm3, and the shear modulus of the quartz, which is 2.947x1011 

g/cm. s2. 

 

4.2.2 TFT contact deposition using thermal evaporation 

Two metal sources can be uploaded to the two thermal evaporation vessels, which facilitates 

the evaporation of two different metals (chromium [Cr] and gold [Au]) simultaneously, without 

needing to break the vacuum. For this process, pure gold wire is placed on a tungsten boat on 

one heating terminal, and a chromium-coated tungsten coil is placed on another. The choice of 
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tungsten (boat or coil) as the delivery medium due to its high melting point, thus enabling 

metals with lower melting points to be deposited onto it. The tungsten boat containing gold 

wire and the chromium-coated tungsten coil were both linked to the source of DC current, 

resulting in the resistive-Joule heating of the tungsten boat and coil, which in turn heats the 

metals. The current that flows for the thermal evaporation of the metals used in this work was 

in the range of 1.6 - 2.5 A. 

The following process describes the production of a pair of contacts on the pre-cleaned 

supporting substrates (as illustrated in section 4.1) via thermal evaporation. The supporting 

substrates were first located on a steel frame, ensuring that the SiO2-coated face of the 

substrates face the source of the metallic evaporation (chromium and gold) on the heating 

terminal. Next, a shadow mask (supplied by Ossila) was placed on the surfaces of the 

supporting substrates. The shadow mask can hold a dozen contact substrates, each of which 

includes five pairs of contacts, as shown in Figure 4-3b. The substrates, arranged on the shadow 

mask, were then positioned on a substrate slide holder in the evaporator. This holder consists 

of two parallel steel pieces placed in front of the thermal terminals. Approximately 4 cm of 

pure gold (Au) wire was placed on the centre of the tungsten boat, which had been bonded to 

the heating terminal connected to the current source. Due to the gold’s poor adherence to the 

SiO2 and oxide glass surfaces, Cr metal was used as an adhesive layer between the gold layer 

and the glass surface. For this, the tungsten coil, coated with Cr, was connected to heating 

terminal A of the evaporator. Once the supporting substrates, metals, and tungsten boat and 

coil were installed, the bell jar was then closed. The pressure inside the jar reduced to 10-7 Torr 

via a vacuum system. The DC current was increased manually for the Joule heating of the 

evaporation boats. At the beganing of evaporation and during the current adjustment, the 

evaporator shutter was closed to prevent any of the material source’s residual and 

volatile pollutants from reaching the target surfaces. Once the adjustment of the deposition rate 

had been achieved, the shutter was opened, enabling Cr or Au vapor to deposit at a constant 

evaporation rate onto the slides and through the shadow mask. The deposited film’s thickness, 

as well as the deposition rate, were monitored with the QCM, as reported earlier. After reaching 

the film’s required thickness, the shutter was closed again, and the current was switched off. 

Chromium, used as an adhesive layer, was initially deposited on the supporting substrates at a 

rate of 0.2 Å/s, with a gold film deposited on the same substrates in a similar way at a rate of 1 

Å/s.  This process resulted in a 10-nm thin film of Cr beneath a 100-nm thin film of Au, which 

acted as the transistor’s contact electrodes.  
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 Figure 4-4 shows the resulting substrates the ‘contact substrates’ from this stage. The contact 

substrate contains five pairs of gold electrodes. A small channel in between the two electrodes 

in each pair was established, with the following dimensions: length (L) = 0.03 mm and width 

(W) = 1 mm; thus W/L is 33.3. The contact substrates, including the Au electrodes and adhesion 

layer Cr, were ready for the next stage of the semiconductor film deposition to produce the 

transistor substrate. Note that Au metal shows good resistance to corrosion and oxidisation, 

and there are slight barrier injections when it is aligned with the SnO2 thin-film semiconductor 

(described in the next section), which negligibly affect the charge injection within the 

transistor, as illustrated in section 3.1.1. Although Cr and Al metals display free barrier 

injunctions with the SnO2 semiconductor, they form oxide layers when they are exposed to 

high temperatures through the deposition of the semiconductor film [245]. 

 

 

 

Figure 4-4: The geometry of contact substrate (left) and a photograph of the supporting 

substrate with deposited chromium and gold contacts to produce the contact substrate with 

five gold contacts (right). 

 

 

4.3 The deposition of a semiconductor thin film using a spray pyrolysis technique 

After the preparation of the contact substrates (using thermal evaporation) was completed (as 

explained in the previous section), a semiconductor film was applied onto the contact substrate 

that links the contact pair (source and drain electrodes) to yield a transistor substrate. Various 

techniques can be used for the semiconductor thin film deposition. This section explains the 
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‘spray pyrolysis’ as a solution-processed technique used to deposit the semiconductor film on 

the contact substrate. 

 

4.3.1 Spray pyrolysis technique 

Spray pyrolysis refers to a chemical technique that ends up forming a thin film layer by 

spraying appropriate precursor solution onto a hot surface, in which a suitable solvent is used 

to dissolve the precursor. The target film is derived once the precursor’s solvent evaporates and 

a corresponding pyrolysis reaction occurs [246]. This technique has been widely used to 

synthesise various materials in different applications, such as solar cells and TFTs 

[246][247][89]. For instance, metal oxide semiconductors (ZnO, SnO2, In2O3) have been 

extensively fabricated using the spray pyrolysis method in previously mentioned applications 

[248][249][35][140][85].  

In respect of other deposition techniques, spray pyrolysis offers some benefits, due to it being 

simple and cost- effective. Other benefits include the potential to spray over a wider area and 

coat various types of substrates with complex geometries [247]. Moreover, spray pyrolysis 

does not require high-quality substrates, and it can produce homogeneous films with a 

thickness of 0.1 – 1 μm [247][250]. 

The principal usage of the spray pyrolysis technique is to spray a precursor solution, using an 

atomiser which generates the required small droplets of the precursor and aim it towards a 

heated substrate; thus, the film will form on the substrate. Consequently, a typical system 

consists of a substrate heater, temperature controller, precursor solution, and atomiser. Various 

types of atomisers can be employed in this method, such as electrostatic, compressed air or 

ultrasonic atomisers [248]. In this study, a compressed air atomiser (also known as an airbrush) 

was used to spray the precursor solution through a jet of air. This can be seen in Figure 4-6.  

 

When using spray pyrolysis for film deposition, several parameters are crucial to keep in mind, 

such as droplet size and speed, surface temperature, precursor solution concentration, and the 

distance between the nozzle and the substrate [35]. Figure 4-5 shows the spray mechanism of 

the pyrolysis for a precursor droplet exposed to a hot surface; we see it in four different 

scenarios within two stages, as reported by Falcony et al. [89]. In the first stage, a consistent 

size of droplet is exposed to different substrate- temperatures (gradually increasing from A to 

D), as shown in Figure 4-5a. In the second stage (Figure 4-5b), different droplet sizes, 

decreasing from A to D, are subjected to the fixed substrate- temperature. The deposition 
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mechanism in these two cases can be represented as follows: at a low substrate- temperature 

(or initially large droplet size), a small proportion of droplets evaporates when it reaches the 

substrate, since the solvent does not vaporise completely within the droplet. Once this droplet 

hits the substrate surface, it evaporates, leaving behind a dry precipitate in ring form, and the 

decomposition occurs (Process A). At low to intermediate substrate temperatures (or if the 

droplet size is a large to medium size), in Process B, the solvent is vaporised; thus, the dry 

precipitate strikes the substrate surface where the pyrolysis reaction has occurred. In Process 

C, where the substrate-temperature is medium-high (or the droplet size is medium-small), the 

droplet performs the previous Process B, and then the dry precipitate is vaporised close to the 

substrate surface, giving rise to a chemical vapour deposition (CVD) on the substrate surface. 

Finally, when the substrate temperature is high (the droplet size being small), the vaporised 

precipitate undergoes a chemical reaction within the vapour phase and is turned into a powder 

before it reaches the substrate surface (Process D). The resulting films from Processes A and 

B show a high quality and excellent adhesion to the substrate, as reported by Perednis and 

Gauckler [247].  

 

 

Figure 4-5: Four different deposition mechanisms of the precursor droplets exposed to the 

substrate in two scenarios: (a) increasing substrate temperature and consistent size of the 

initial droplet, (b) decreasing initial droplet size and constant substrate temperature 

[89]. 
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The substrate temperature, one of the key parameters of the spray pyrolysis deposition, play an 

important role in the resulting film properties, as early mentioned. Additionally, the 

crystallinity, electrical properties, morphology and visible transmission of the obtained film 

are influenced by the temperature of the substrate [247][251]. An example of this is ZnO film, 

which formed using aqueous zinc acetate precursor, exhibited modulation in its properties as a 

result of the substrate temperature variations [252]. High degrees of light transmittance and a 

thinner film were obtained when the substrate temperature increased to 490 oC. At higher 

temperatures, the crystallinity and homogeneity of the resulted film were enhanced, and thus 

improved charge mobility [252]. 

 

Moreover, some parameters such as the molar concentrations of precursor solution and salt, as 

well as solvent and additives in the precursor solution, can alter the properties of the sprayed 

film. To illustrate this, one needs to imagine low concentration precursors, with the smoother, 

thinner and more transparent films they obtain than when done in high concentrations [253]. 

Further, using various precursor salts such as Zinc nitrate (Zn[NO3]2), Zinc acetate (ZnAc) and 

Zinc chloride (ZnCl2), dissolved in DI water to produce ZnO film, results in clear variations of 

transparency of ZnO and crystallinity. ZnCl2 precursor yields better crystallinity and higher 

mobility while the ZnAc precursor shows higher transparent ZnO film [248][254]. In a similar 

example, SnO2 films derived from pentahydrate tin chloride (SnCl4.5H2O) display lower 

resistivity than others that are produced from anhydrous tin chloride (SnCl4) [255]. In terms of 

precursor solvents, copper oxide thin films sprayed from precursor dissolved in alcohol show 

higher transmittance than those produced from a precursor dissolved in distilled water [256]. 

Additives, or dopants, in the precursor solution can modify the film morphology. For example, 

adding acetic acid to the precursor solution changes the cracked TiO2 film into free cracked 

film [247]. Aluminium doped into the SnO2 thin film induces modification in the SnO2 

morphology, appearance of a smaller grain size in the film and reduction of film conductivity 

[257]. 

 

In this study, the SnO2 thin film semiconductor was applied onto a contact substrate, as reported 

in section 4.2.2, to act as the transistor’s semiconductor channel using spray pyrolysis 

technique. The SnO2 precursor solution was conducted by dissolving 1.75 g of SnCl4.5H2O in 

100 mL of isopropanol to generate 0.05M of SnCl4.5H2O as the best molarity of the precursor 

solution. Prior to depositing precursor-route SnO2, a spray mask template was placed on the 

contact substrate to cover the contact electrodes and only those channels exposed to the 
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precursor solution, as shown in Figure 4-6. The contact substrate was heated to 400 ͦ C on a 

hotplate. The precursor solution was then sprayed onto the channel in the contact substrate 

(through the mask) using a commercial airbrush, with a nozzle of 0.2 mm at a pressure of 1.5 

bar. The spraying process was performed in three short ‘puffs’, each lasting 1-2 seconds at 

intervals of one minute, from a distance of 20 cm from the substrate. The substrate remained 

on the hotplate for a further 30 minutes, leading to the development of the SnO2 

semiconducting film. Equation 4-3 describes the decomposition of precursors in forming the 

SnO2 semiconductor film, as reported in [136]: 

SnCl4.5H2O → SnO2 + 4HCl↑ + 3H2O↑                4-3 

This preparation was carried out in the fume cupboard, using lab security gloves and glasses, 

and clean tweezers. Figure 4-6 illustrates the setup used to form the SnO2 film by spray 

pyrolysis technique. 

Hence, the transistor substrate, consisting of an SnO2 thin film deposited on the contact 

substrate, was ready to be gated with water in order to operate the WGTFT. Note that the SnO2 

semiconductor WGTFT manifests excellent stability under water with a low threshold voltage 

[258]. The electrical characteristics of SnO2 WGTFT will be elaborated upon in section 5.2. 

To the best of our knowledge, this operation, which was conducted by Nawal Alghamdi in our 

group, is the first to use SnO2 in WGTFT [15].  
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Figure 4-6: Schematic representation of the technique used for the spray pyrolysis. It shows 

how the SnCl4.5H2O precursor solution is sprayed on the contact substrate using airbrush in 

order to produce the transistor substrate. Inset: Photograph of the spray mask placed on top 

of the contact substrate.  

 

 

 

4.4 Two-chamber design of SnO2 WGTFT as a sensor 

The transistor substrate, its preparation described in section 4.3.1, was then used to design a 

‘two-chamber’ setup to manufacture the WGTFT as a sensor. This design consists of an ion-

selective membrane (explained in section 3.3) placed horizontally onto the transistor’s gate 

medium, which separates two compartment units filling with solution. The lower chamber or 

inner pool was filled with reference solution (i.e., analyte-free water) and that was in contact 

with the SnO2 transistor substrate at the bottom of the sensitised PVC membrane centre. This 

compartment remained filled with the analyte-free water as a reference during the sensing 

experiment. The upper chamber, or outer pool, was filled with the sample solution that was 

initially loaded with analyte-free water for sensor calibration and then subsequently replaced 
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with the same quantity of an increasing concentration of analyte solution to record the sensor 

response. The sample pool was in contact with a (L-shaped) tungsten (W) electrode, which 

functioned as the gate electrode of the transistor at the top of the sensitised PVC membrane 

centre. Source and drain contacts were also connected to the external circuit using tungsten 

needles to record the electrical characterisation of WGTFTs. It is worth noting that the sample 

pool was emptied after each measurement cycle and re-filled with samples of increased 

concentrations of salt. The preparation of the ion-selective membrane will be reported below 

in section 4.4.1. Figure 4-7 illustrates the ‘two-chamber’ setup of WGTFT sensors with a10- 

µL capacitance, 9- mm diameter and 0.5- cm height for each compartment.   

The voltage applied to the gate contact is connected to the surface of the semiconductor across 

the membrane and water in both pools through interfacial electric double layers (EDLs), which 

was reported in section 2.2.1. The membrane develops the potential to respond to various 

concentrations of analyte in the sample- vs- reference solution. The membrane potential, which 

depends on analyte concentrations VM(c), is added to the applied gate voltage. Thus, the 

potential applied to the gate electrode differs from the potential on the semiconductor surface 

by membrane potential VM. Due to the gate voltage required to turn the transistor from ‘off’ to 

‘on’, known as the threshold voltage Vth, as reported in section 3.2, Vth thereby shifts by VM as 

a result of the developed membrane potential. In this case, the analyte concentrations are 

increased in the sample pool, stepwise, and the membrane potential equilibrium takes place 

shortly thereafter (between 30 seconds and 6 minutes), as will be reported in Chapters 6, 7 and 

8. The linear transfer characteristic of WGTFT was recorded for each analyte concentration to 

determine the modification in threshold voltage (ΔVth), as a response of having changed the 

analyte concentrations in the sample pool, where, by definition, VM(c) = ΔVth (c). The 

evaluation routine of the threshold shift will be explained in section 5.2.1.5.    

This design of WGTFT sensor is similar to the potentiometric ion selective electrode structure 

[199][259][260]. Schmoltner et al. [52] have demonstrated this novel sensor platform, based 

on electrolyte-gated organic field-effect transistors for selective ion detection, as the first ion-

selective WGTFT. This innovative architecture is modular, enabling simple detection of 

various analytes by choosing a suitable sensitiser incorporated in the membranes. In this design, 

the analyte in the sample pool is never in contact with the semiconductor surface, which may 

lead to the interference of the analyte on the semiconductor film as in [209], giving a highly 

stable sensor. These benefits encouraged us to adopt the ion-exchange sorbents (zeolite or resin 

reported in section 3.3.3) as sensitisers in WGTFT, using this construction after failed attempts 
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to imbed the sensitised membrane with zeolite on the gate electrode as in [35][53] or 

incorporate such a sensitiser on the semiconductor film as in [123], as in previous designs of 

WGTFT sensors. 

 

 

 

Figure 4-7: Schematic diagram illustrating the construction of the ‘two-chamber’ design of 

the SnO2 WGTFT sensor, involving the sample pool separated from the reference pool by a 

sensitised PVC membrane. Inset: Photograph of the design. 

 

 

4.4.1 Preparation of the ion-selective membrane sensitised with ion-exchange sorbents 

As seen in section 4.4, the ion-selective membrane is the essential part of the WGTFT sensor 

design in this project. In the current study, inorganic zeolite (mordenite and clinoptilolite) and 

organic chelating resin (described in section 3.3.3) were embedded into plasticised PVC phase 

transfer membranes, as described in section 3.3.1, following the procedure described in [167]. 
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The resulted sensitised membrane was then placed into the two-chamber design of WGTFT 

sensor (Figure 4-7).  

The ion-selective PVC membranes were prepared by first dissolving 30 mg Poly(vinyl 

chloride) (PVC) and 65 μL 2-Nitrophenyl octyl ether (2NPOE) as a plasticiser into 3 mL 

tetrahydrofuran (THF). Then, 40 mg mordenite, 42 mg clinoptilolite or 39 mg metal-loaded 

MTS9501 chelating resin (explained in sections 8.2.1 and 8.2.2) was added to the mixture, 

which dispersed as a suspension. Next, 450 - 500 μL of membrane mixture solution was poured 

into a small vial and kept at room temperature overnight to allow solvent evaporation, resulting 

in membranes carrying approximately 7 mg/ 7 mg/ 5.6 mg of mordenite/clinoptilolite / metal-

loaded MTS9501 resin each, respectively. The variation in the quantity of these ion exchangers 

(ionophores) in the plasticised PVC membranes can be attributed to the differences in their 

particle sizes, where mordenite and clinoptilolite were received as fine powder while the resin 

was coarse. Figure 4-8, shows the shape and diameter of the resulting membrane with a 

thickness of approximately 0.4 mm. The membranes were then conditioned overnight or for 

one day in tap water or deionised water based on the type of reference solution used in the 

WGTFT sensors. Finally, each membrane was introduced between the inner and outer pools 

into the WGTFT architecture, two-chamber design, with epoxy glue (as explained in section 

4.4) to detect the following waterborne analytes: Cs+, Pb2+ and Cu2+, and F-. The results of 

sensing these analytes will be shown in Chapters 6, 7, and 8, respectively. 

 

 

Figure 4-8: Image of La-loaded MTS9501 resin introduced in the PVC matrix. 
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Chapter 5 : Equipment and electrical characterisations of the 

SnO2 water-gated thin film transistor 

 

 

This chapter starts with a description of the optical microscopy technique used to verify the 

quality of contact substrates before and after the deposition of the tin oxide (SnO2) 

semiconductor thin film. Section 5.2 details the electrical characterisations of the SnO2 water-

gated thin film transistor (SnO2 WGTFT) before introducing the sensitised PVC membrane into 

the WGTFT architecture. This chapter also includes an explanation of the method followed in 

this work to identify the key parameter in sensing specific analytes with WGTFT transducers. 

  

5.1 Optical microscopy 

Optical microscopy is a technique used to closely examine a sample using a magnifying lens 

with visible light. In this research, optical microscopy was employed to verify the quality of 

the contact substrate, the preparation of which was described in section 4.2.2. Prior to the 

deposition of SnO2 semiconductor film on the contact substrate to generate the transistor 

substrate (reported in section 4.3.1), it is necessary to check the contact electrodes and channels 

for unwanted conductive links and any shorts or misalignment across the source and drain 

electrodes. Shorts might occur if the supporting substrates were incorrectly aligned relative to 

a shadow mask during the evaporation process. Figure 5-1 shows a typical contact substrate 

and perfect channel to build the transistor substrate.  

 

 

Figure 5-1: Photo of the contact substrate with the channel region characterised using 

optical microscopy. 
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Optical microscopy can also be exploited to examine the dispersion of ion-exchange sorbent 

sensitisers, such as powdered mordenite and coarse MTS9501 resin within the matrix of 

plasticised PVC membrane. The filling of the PVC matrix phase by these sensitisers should be 

considered during the preparation of the membrane. Figure 5-2 manifests the good distribution 

of mordenite (Figure 5-2 a) and La-loaded MTS9501 resin (Figure 5-2 b) particles within the 

PVC membranes. Such a microscope was also used to examine the change of grain size of La-

loaded MTS9501 resin after grinding this coarse resin to be finer grains using mortar and pestle, 

as presented in section 8.3.2.  

 

 

Figure 5-2: Micrograph of (a) mordenite and (b) La-loaded MTS9501chelating resin 

dispersed in PVC phase transfer membrane. 

 

 

5.2 Electrical characterisation of SnO2 WGTFT 

The method used to manufacture the SnO2 transistor substrate was reported in section 4.3. This 

section will present the process to record the electrical characterisations of an SnO2 thin-film 

transistor (TFT) gated with a water droplet as an electrolyte, as shown in Figure 5-3, using 

Keithley units. The electrical characterisations, including the output and transfer characteristics 

of the SnO2 WGTFT will be explored. Based on the analysis of these characteristics, some 

SnO2 WGTFT parameters will be determined, such as the threshold voltage, charge carrier 

mobility and on/off ratio.  
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5.2.1 Source measure units to characterise WGTFTs 

In this project, two Keithley 2400 source measure units (SMUs) controlled by bespoke 

LabView software were used to measure the electrical characterisations of WGTFT. Keithley 

units are used to source the current and measure the voltage driving the set current or to supply 

voltage and determine the resulting current by employing the ‘current source-voltage meter’ or 

‘voltage source-current meter’ programming options, respectively. Only the second option, 

‘voltage source-current meter’, was used in this project. The TFT was electrically connected to 

the Keithley units via coaxial cables, which in turn contact the transistor’s electrodes using 

probe heads with fixed tungsten contact needles, as seen in the inset in Figure 5-3. As shown 

in Figure 5-3, Keithley SMU1 was connected to the source and gate electrodes of the TFT to 

supply the gate voltage (VG), the source electrode of which was usually electrically grounded, 

and to record the gate current (IG), which should be negligible (near zero). Keithley SMU2 was 

connected to the TFT’s source and drain electrodes to supply drain voltage (VD) and to record 

the drain voltage (ID). 
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Figure 5-3: Illustration of the connection of the SnO2 WGTFT with Keithley 2400 source 

measurement units (SMU1 and SMU2) to record the electrical characterisations of SnO2 

WGTFT. Both units were used to supply voltage and measure the resulting current. Inset: 

Photo of SUSS MicroTec PH100 probe heads with fixed tungsten contact needles used to 

connect the TFT’s electrodes with SMUs via coaxial cables. 

 

 

 

The Keithley units were linked to a PC running the bespoke LabView software by GPIB-PCI 

cables to record the electrical characteristics of the transistors. The software not only enables 

selection between the measurement of the output and transfer characteristics, but several 

measurement parameters can also be set, such as voltage range, delay time between steps, step 

size and repeated measurements of voltage from 0 to (+/-) value and back again to zero. The 

software begins the measurements automatically after the desired parameters are selected. The 

LabView software displays the applied voltages and resulting current data, which can be 

exported to a file for later detailed analysis in Excel format. In this chapter, the electrical 

characterisations (output and transfer) of SnO2 WGTFT will be verified, as presented in 

sections 5.2.1.1 and 5.2.1.2. To record the output characteristics (drain current (ID) vs. drain 

voltage (VD) at constant gate voltage (VG)) (see section 5.2.1.1), the setup parameters were 

selected as presented in Table 5-1 to record ID. Table 5-1 also shows the selected parameters 
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in the case of recording transfer characteristics (ID vs. VG at constant VD) in both linear and 

saturation regimes, as seen in section 5.2.1.2. The same parameters were also selected to record 

the linear transfer characteristics in terms of examining the performance of SnO2 WGTFT as a 

sensor toward certain analyte; see section 5.2.1.5. 

 

 

Table 5-1: Example of input parameters to record ID in both the output and transfer 

characteristics of SnO2 WGTFT. The results are presented in Figures 5-4, 5-5 and 5-6. 

Parameter Output Parameter Transfer 

VD (V) Start: 0 Rev start: 1 VG (V) Start: -0.8 Rev start: 0.8 

Stop:1 Rev stop: 0 Stop: 0.8 Rev stop: -0.8 

Step: 0.1 Step: -0.1 Step: 0.05 Step: -0.05 

VG (V) Start: 0 Stop: 0.8 Step: 0.2 VD (V) 0.1 (linear) 

0.8 (saturation) 

 

  

5.2.1.1 Output characteristics 

A TFT output characteristic is defined as a relationship between drain voltage (VD) and drain 

current (ID) carried at a collection of several consistent gate voltages (VG).  

The output is characterised by VD sweeping from 0 to the VD’s maximum modulus (no more 

than 1.23 V in the case where water is the gate medium) in multiple small steps and then 

returning to 0 through reversed steps at a constant VG, as seen in Table 5-1. Applying voltage 

≥ 1.23 V results in the electrochemical decomposition of water molecules. The polarities of 

both drain and gate voltages must be in contrast to the polarity of the semiconductor carrier to 

characterise a transistor in accumulation mode, ‘normally off’. This process is replicated for 

many VG, producing ID (VD) characteristic family within different VG, classified as TFT output 

characteristics. The output characteristics are linear ID ⁓VD at low VD and saturated at high VD, 

as explained in section 3.2. 

Output characteristics are crucial in diagnosing the practical performance of TFTs, whether 

they correspond to the theoretical response of TFTs, as demonstrated in section 3.2, or when 
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there are deviations indicating that one or more of the transistor components have non-ideal 

characteristics, as reported in the next paragraph. 

Figure 5-4 shows the output characteristics of the SnO2 WGTFT device. For this, the SnO2 

semiconductor film, created by spraying SnCl4.5H2O precursor solution on the transistor 

substrate, as explained in section 4.3.1, was gated via DI water, as seen in Figure 5-3. The SnO2 

semiconductor thin film enables good operation of a water-gated transistor showing good 

characteristics of an electron-transporting field-effect transistor. SnO2 WGTFT output 

characteristics demonstrate the absence of contact limitation between SnO2 film and contact 

electrodes and high on-current field-effect transistor, approximately 1.5 mA at VG = 0.8 V. 

However, here ID continues rising steadily at high VD in the saturated regime because SnO2 

often exhibits some unintentional ‘doping’ in the transistor’s channel. Hysteresis is also 

observed in the SnO2 WGTFT characteristics and will be discussed in section 5.2.1.4.   

 

 

 

Figure 5-4: Output characteristics of SnO2 WGTFT at different gate voltages (VG): 0, 0.2, 

0.4, 0.6, and 0.8. 
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5.2.1.2 Transfer characteristics 

At a constant drain voltage (VD), the relationship between the applied gate voltage (VG) and 

the resulting drain current (ID) indicates the transfer characteristic in linear (at low VD) or 

saturation (at high VD) modes. Linear and saturated transfer characteristics are demonstrated 

in more detail in section 3.2. The linear transfer characteristic emerges at a low drain voltage 

(VG >>VD), while the saturated transfer characteristic emerges at a high drain voltage (VG < 

VD).  

Figure 5-5 shows the linear transfer characteristic of the SnO2 WGTFT, where VG was scanned 

from a high negative voltage (i.e. value well below Vth, when the transistor is clearly ‘off’) to 

a high positive voltage (where ID increases linearly with VG) as the off→on sweep and back 

from the same positive voltage to the negative voltage (on→off sweep) at VD = 0.1 V. Note 

that we followed the same procedure to scan the linear transfer characteristic of the SnO2 

WGTFT as a sensor, after incorporating the sensitised membrane to sense certain analytes in 

the gate medium, as reported in section 4.4. The saturated transfer characteristic of SnO2 

WGTFT is plotted on the square root scale and logarithmic scale of (ID) vs. (VG), as displayed 

in Figures 5-5 (a) and (b), respectively, to extract mobility and the on/off ratio values, as 

explained in sections 5.2.1.3.2 and 5.2.1.3.3.  
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Figure 5-5: Linear transfer characteristics of SnO2 WGTFT. This illustrates the common 

method of determining the threshold value by fitting a straight line at high gate voltage. The 

intercept of the fitted line with the x-axis is Vth, as explained in section 5.2.1.3.1. In addition, 

the slope of the of the fitted line at high VG is used to quantify the charge carrier mobility in 

the linear regime, as indicated by equation 5-1. 
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Figure 5-6: Saturated transfer characteristics of SnO2 WGTFT plotted on (a) a square root 

(√𝐼𝐷 vs VG) scale and (b) a logarithmic scale (Log ID vs. VG) to evaluate the on/off ratio, 

mobility and threshold voltage in the saturation regime, as explained in section 5.2.1.3. 

 

 

5.2.1.3 Evaluation of SnO2 WGTFT parameters 

As mentioned above, various vital electrical parameters can be derived from the transfer 

characteristics, including the threshold voltage (Vth), charge carrier mobility (µ) and on/off 

current ratio (ION/IOFF). 

 

5.2.1.3.1 Threshold voltage 

Threshold voltage (Vth) represents the gate voltage required to develop an accumulation layer 

in the transistor’s channel to switch the transistor ‘on’ in accumulation mode, as explained in 

detail in section 3.2. This parameter is crucial in this study to detect the WGTFT sensor’s 

response to analyte ions. The threshold voltage can be determined practically from the transfer 

characteristics ID (VG) using two possible approaches [65]: from the linear transfer 

characteristic by means of the intersection between the VG axis and the extrapolated linear fit 

to the drain current (ID) at high VG or from the saturated transfer characteristic through the 
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intersection between the VG axis and the extrapolated linear fit to (√𝐼𝐷 ) at high VG, based on 

equations 3-8 and 3-9. Figures 5-4 and 5-5 (a) show fitting the straight lines to the rising flank 

of the linear transfer characteristic (ID vs. VG) and the saturated transfer characteristic plotted 

on the square root of ID (√𝐼𝐷 vs. VG), respectively, to extract the Vth of the SnO2 WGTFT. It is 

clear that the SnO2 WGTFT is ‘on’ (i.e. somewhat above threshold at VG = 0) due to some 

doping in the SnO2 semiconductor channel. Compared with a spray pyrolysed ZnO-based 

WGTFT, ZnO displayed a slightly higher threshold voltage of +0.4 V [258]. The low threshold 

voltage of the SnO2 WGTFTs is favourable in this study, as the sensitised WGTFT sensor’s 

response to analyte ions will promote a shift to a more positive voltage with the increase of 

analyte concentrations in the gate medium, as shown in Figures 6-3 a, 7-3 a and b, 8-2 c, 8-3 c, 

8-5 c, 8-7 a, b and c, 8-8 and 8-9 a and b. However, the VG’s ranges for WGTFTs must be 

within the ‘electrochemical window’ of water ≈ 1.23 V [51][52]. Consequently, SnO2 WGTFTs 

enable a large sensing range restricted only by the electrochemical window of water. 

 

5.2.1.3.2 Charge carrier mobility 

Charge carrier mobility (µ) describes the average speed of charge carriers’ movement in the 

unit of the applied electric field [65], measured in cm2/V s unit, as reported in section 3.2. 

Charge carrier mobility is one of the semiconductor’s primary performance parameters rather 

than TFT [65].  

Quantitatively, the carrier mobility (µ) can be derived from the linear and saturation regimes 

of the TFT’s transfer characteristic as threshold voltage. The carrier mobility in the linear 

regime can be determined based on the linear transfer characteristic at high VG, as demonstrated 

in equation 5-1: 

𝜇𝑙𝑖𝑛 =
𝐿

𝑊𝐶𝑖𝑉𝐷
(

𝜕𝐼𝐷

𝜕𝑉𝐺
)                 5-1 

where 𝐶𝑖 is the specific capacitance of the gate medium of the transistor; L and W refer to the 

channel length and width, respectively; and ID and VG stand for drain current and gate voltage, 

respectively. The fitted line’s slope at high VG represents the derivative in equation 5-1.  

The carrier mobility (µ) in the saturation regime can be evaluated using the saturated transfer 

characteristic at high VG, as shown in equation 5-2: 
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𝜇𝑠𝑎𝑡 =
2𝐿

𝑊𝐶𝑖
(

𝜕√𝐼𝐷,𝑠𝑎𝑡

𝜕𝑉𝐺
)

2

       5-2 

where 
𝜕√𝐼𝐷,𝑠𝑎𝑡

𝜕𝑉𝐺
 is the fitted line’s slope of the (√𝐼𝐷 vs VG) plot.   

Therefore, the electron mobility in an SnO2 semiconductor-based WGTFT can be determined 

from its transfer characteristics, namely, the slope of the best straight-line fitting at a high gate 

voltage of the linear transfer characteristic (ID vs VG) (Figure 5-5) and the saturated transfer 

characteristic in square root (𝐼𝐷,𝑠𝑎𝑡
1 2⁄

 vs VG) (Figure 5-6 a) plots, as well as the application of 

equations 5-1 and 5-2.  

If we considered 𝐶𝑖 (3 µF/cm2) as reported for DI water as the gate medium of TFT in [51] and 

because W/L for our TFT equals 33.3 (see section 4.2.2), the electron mobility of the SnO2-

based WGTFT was determined as approximately 16.5 cm2/V s in the linear regime. This is 

similar to the electron mobility of the spray pyrolysed ZnO-based WGTFT, which is 15 cm2/V 

s [35]. 

 

5.2.1.3.3 On/off current ratio 

The ratio between the highest and lowest drain current at the maximum and minimum values 

of VG in the saturated transfer characteristic is the on/off drain current ratio (Ion/Ioff). Equation 

5-3 defines the on/off ratio of TFTs: 

𝐼𝑜𝑛

𝐼𝑜𝑓𝑓
=

𝐼𝐷 (𝑉𝐺,max)

𝐼𝐷(𝑉𝐺=0)
                 5-3 

The on/off ratio can be determined directly from the (Log ID vs VG) plot of the saturated transfer 

characteristic. A high on/off ratio is desirable for the fast switching of TFT devices. Figure 5-

6 (b) shows the Ion and Ioff of the SnO2 WGTFT. Due to some doping in the SnO2 semiconductor 

channel, the SnO2 WGTFT presents a low on/off ratio ≈ 76. This ratio is much lower than the 

on/off ratio of the spray pyrolysed ZnO-based WGTFT of 300 [83]. However, the reduced 

on/off ratio of the SnO2 WGTFT did not compromise the ability to determine the threshold 

shift as the main parameter in WGTFT sensors, as will be shown in section 5.2.1.5.  
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5.2.1.4 Hysteresis 

Hysteresis commonly appears in TFT electrical characteristics, especially in electrolyte-gated 

transistors. Hysteresis explains the mismatch between the two sweeping directions in electrical 

characteristics when VD or VG is swept from 0 or negative voltage (i.e. the transistor is mostly 

‘off’) to positive voltage (transistor is ‘on’) (off→on sweep) and then returned from ‘on’ to 

‘off’ (on→off sweep), as shown in Figures 5-3 and 5-4. To put it another way, the dropping 

flank of the electrical characteristic is not identical to the rising flank. Hysteresis is mainly due 

to the charge trapping sites in the bulk of semiconductor film or at the gate medium-

semiconductor interface [261][262]. Hysteresis can be clockwise or anticlockwise as a rotation 

direction between off→on and on→off sweeps [263]. As shown in Figure 5-5, the linear 

transfer characteristic of SnO2 WGTFT exhibits anticlockwise hysteresis. In this work, due to 

the linear transfer characteristic is mainly used to extract Vth of WGTFTs, as will be explained 

in the next section, and the full characteristic (whole loop) often displays hysteresis, we dealt 

with one sweep of the whole loop ‘rising flanks’ (i.e. when the VG sweeps from off to on) of 

the SnO2 WGTFT linear transfer characteristic. The rising flanks of the linear characteristics 

more closely match the TFT theory for linear transfer characteristics. Therefore, for clarity, 

on→off sweeps of the linear transfer characteristic of the WGTFT sensor were omitted, and 

we only showed off→on sweeps to determine threshold voltages.  

 

5.2.1.5 Evaluation of threshold voltage shift 

The threshold voltage of the WGTFT as a potentiometric sensor is the key parameter in this 

study, reflecting the response of this sensor to the concentration of analytes in the gate medium. 

Based on the transfer characteristics, the threshold voltage can be determined using the linear 

or saturation transfer characteristics, as reported in section 5.2.1.3.1. Note that Vth is directly 

extracted from the transistor’s linear transfer vs saturation transfer characteristics, in which 

plotting in square root scale is required. To evaluate the threshold shift (ΔVth) as a difference 

between two threshold voltages of two different linear characteristic of the same transistor: 

linear transfer under zero analyte concentration (reference characteristic) and linear transfer 

under c concentration of the analyte, two approaches can be used. The first approach requires 

fitting straight lines to linear transfer characteristics at high VG and extrapolating to an intercept 

with a VG axis to extract the values of Vth and then calculating the difference between these 

two linear characteristics as ΔVth = Vth1- Vth2. The second approach is more precise and simple, 
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and does not require any theoretical models or fitting, as reported by Casalini et al. [53] and as 

will be elaborated in the next paragraph. This method of extracting ΔVth from linear 

characteristics as a response of WGTFT sensors was adopted in our work. In particular, here 

we are not concerned with determining an exact threshold value but with the relative threshold 

shifts (ΔVth) when we use different analyte concentrations with WGTFT sensors, as described 

in section 4.4.  

Figure 5-7 shows an example of the simple method used to evaluate the ΔVth of sensitised SnO2 

WGTFT for two different concentrations of analyte (Cu2+) in the gate medium, as we do in this 

work. Figure 5-7a shows two linear transfer characteristics of the same transistor gating, first 

with 0 µM of Cu(NO3)2 aqueous solution and then with 0.5 µM of Cu(NO3)2 aqueous solution. 

To estimate the magnitude of the threshold shift, a better alternative method to fitting straight 

lines and finding intercepts is to regard the 0 µM as a reference characteristic (blue) and 

graphically shift the 0.5 µM (red) characteristic along the VG axis until it best matches the 0 

µM reference characteristic, as seen in Figure 5-7b. The required gate voltage shift for the best 

overlap is equivalent to the ΔVth between the two characteristics, here ΔVth = 140 mV. Good 

overlap between characteristics shows only a difference in threshold when gating with different 

concentrations. The change in specific capacitance or mobility of the charge carrier would 

result in modifying the slope at high gate voltage. Here, we observed them to be virtually 

identical.  
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Figure 5-7: Example demonstrating the threshold shift (ΔVth) determination via a shift-and-

match procedure of sensitised SnO2 WGTFT to determine Cu2+. a) The response 

characteristics (linear transfer characteristics) of one SnO2 transistor substrate gating first 

with 0 µM of Cu (from Cu(NO3)2) and then with 0.5 µM of Cu. b) The 0.5 µM characteristic 

shifted along the VG axis by 140 mV to best match with reference characteristic 0 µM. This 

shift presents ΔVth (0.5 µM) = 140 mV. 

 

 

Similarly, if a set of linear transfer characteristics are obtained when gating with various salt 

concentrations (c), the linear transfer characteristic under 0 concentration is allocated as a 

reference, while the other characteristics are shifted along the VG axis to best match with the 

reference by some voltage shift ΔVth(c). Consequently, a ‘master curve’ is constructed in which 

the reference closely overlaps with all other characteristics under increasing of c in one curve. 

This approach is precise and does not depend on any specific mathematical model of the linear 

transfer characteristics. The threshold shift ΔVth(c) required to create the master curve 

represents the response characteristic of the WGTFT sensor towards different analyte 

concentrations (c).  

The errors of overlap were estimated through the threshold shift determination procedure, 

which means shifting characteristics more or less than the best overlap with the reference 
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characteristic until a visible mismatch formed. Figure 5-8 shows the method of identifying the 

overlap errors through determining the ΔVth for the same example presented in Figure 5-7. 

According to Figure 5-7 b, the ΔVth (0.5 µM Cu2+) is 140 mV, resulting from identical overlap 

of the linear characteristic (0.5 µM Cu2+) with the reference characteristic (0 µM Cu2+). A more 

shift toward zero of the linear characteristics (0.5 µM) (as seen in Figure 5-8a) and a less shift 

far away from zero of the same characteristics (Figure 5-8b) relative to the reference 

characteristic result in visible mismatches by a voltage ≈ +/-10 mV as overlap errors. In this 

case, ΔVth (0.5 µM) = 140 +/- 10 mV. The errors will be shown as error bars in the response 

characteristics of the WGTFT sensor (ΔVth vs c) in Figures 6-3 a, 7-3, 8-2 c, 8-3 c, 8-5 c, 8-7, 

8-8 and 8-9. The ΔVth(c) response are plotted, including error bars, in the above-mentioned 

Figures in chapters 6, 7 and 8 using the nonlinear fit routine in Origin 2019. 
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Figure 5-8: Illustration of the overlap error of determining the threshold voltage ΔVth (0.5 

µM) extracted from Figure 5-7 b for sensing Cu2+ with the sensitised SnO2 WGTFT. Figure 

5-7 b shows the 0.5 µM Cu2+ characteristic shifted along the VG axis by 140 mV for the best 

visual match to the c = 0 Cu2+ reference transfer characteristic. Shifting by 10 mV more 

(Figure 5-8 a) or less (Figure 5-8 b) gives a visible mismatch. Hence, in this example, ΔVth 

(0.5 µM Cu2+) = 140 +/- 10 mV. 
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Chapter 6 : Sub-nanomolar detection of Caesium with water- 

gated transistor 

 

 

 

6.1 Introduction 

The operation of thin-film transistors (TFTs) under water acting as electrolyte gate media, 

(water-gated thin film transistor, WGTFT) was first reported by Kergoat et al [51]. This 

investigation developed a novel technology for sensing waterborne analytes present in the gate 

medium. For this, WGTFT was sensitised with a suitable receptor (sensitiser) to bind the 

analyte. The binding of the sensitiser and analyte results in a modification of the WGTFT 

characteristics; typically, a shift in threshold voltage (Vth). A number of such WGTFT sensors 

have been developed for e.g. dopamine and ion analytes [53][74][264].  Ion-selective WGTFTs 

are an important sub-category of WGTFTs, which first documented by Schmoltner et al. [52]. 

The usual sensitisers in such sensors are organic macrocyclic ionophores such as a calixarene 

[123], crown ether [35], or valinomycin [34] with Na+, K+, and Ca2+ being typical target ions. 

One approach to introduce the ionophore into the WGTFT is within a PVC membrane e.g. in 

a two-chamber design [52], as presented in section 4.4, like a classic electrochemical 

potentiometric sensors [265][266]. Other approaches include applying the membrane directly 

to the WGTFT’s gate electrode [35]. Ion sensitive WGTFTs without a membrane have also 

been developed where the ionophore is embedded into the semiconductor in the channel [123]. 

Usually, WGTFT sensors are built with solution-processed semiconductors such as precursor-

route metal oxides [35], polymer semiconductors [74][35][123], or carbon nanotubes [34]. The 

selective binding of the waterborne analyte present in water gate media to the ionophore results 

in a membrane potential (VM), and thus a shift in Vth.  This response follows the Nikolsky- 

Eisenman law (modified Nernstian) [35][267] such that the potential is flat below a certain 

concentration (cst) on a logarithmic concentration scale and linear at high concentration (c >> 

cst) (as presented in section 3.4.1); hence, the limit-of-detection (LoD) should be given ≈ cst: 

 

𝑉𝑀(𝑐) = ∆𝑉𝑡ℎ(𝑐) = 58 𝑚𝑉 𝑧 log[(𝑐 + 𝑐𝑠𝑡) 𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑓]⁄⁄          6-1 
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where z represents the cation valency (for alkaline metals: z = 1), and cref >> cst refers to the 

concentration of ion in a reference solution. cst is typically in the range 100 nM - 1µM 

[35][175][209], varying according to the ionophores and analyte concentrations. There is a 

distinct difference between the Nikolsky- Eisenman characteristic and the Langmuir adsorption 

isotherm. The latter measures the fractional surface coverage 𝜃(c), where 0 < 𝜃(c) < 1, on a 

surface of an adsorbent (adsorption sites) by adsorbates. Equation 6-2 gives 𝜃(c) in Langmuir 

as follows: 

𝜃(𝑐) =
𝐾𝑐

𝐾𝑐+1
              6-2 

where K denotes the stability constant for the binding of the adsorbate and adsorption site, 

where 1/K= c1/2, in which c1/2 known as 𝜃(c1/2) = ½. Response characteristics of optical sensors 

are logically equivalent to equation 6-2, defined as the Hildebrand-Benesi law for optical 

absorption sensors (e.g. [219]). In potentiometric sensors obeying equation 6-2, threshold shift 

(ΔVth) would be characteristic as defined by the following:  

 

𝑉𝑀(𝑐) = ∆𝑉𝑡ℎ(𝑐) =  ∆𝑉𝑡ℎ(𝑠𝑎𝑡)𝜃(𝑐) = ∆𝑉𝑡ℎ(𝑠𝑎𝑡)
𝐾𝑐

𝐾𝑐+1
           6-3 

 

 in which ΔVth(sat) is the saturation value of threshold shift in c >>c1/2 limit, where 𝜃( c >> 

c1/2)→1, as discussed in section 3.4.2. 

In this work, we introduce mordenite zeolite into WGTFT architecture as an inorganic 

ionophore - instead of using an organic macrocycle ionophore - to detect caesium present in a 

water gated medium. The structure of the zeolite is fully elaborated in section 3.3.3.1.  Briefly, 

mordenite displays a pronounced removal selectivity for the alkali metal caesium cation (Cs+) 

even in the presence other cations such as Na+ and K+, when they are in high concentrations 

[195][196]. As a result, mordenite is a good choice to act as a sensitiser in WGTFTs for the 

detection of Cs+.  Despite caesium being uncommon in nature, the radioactive 137Cs - with a 

half-life of about 30 years – can be released into the environment as a consequence of e.g. 

nuclear accidents, and causes harmful effects for decades to agriculture and livestock farming, 

and thus, human life [268][269]. Therefore, in areas that have experienced nuclear accidents, 

detection (and removal) of Cs+ from drinking water is necessary for the protection of animal 

and human life. In a previous study that focused on the treatment  of the contaminated water 
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with Cs+ using mordenite, atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS) was used to analyse 

mordenite after exposure to Cs+ in water [195]. However, the WGTFT sensor as an instrument 

is low-cost and significantly lighter than AAS, and thus preferable. In this work, we find that 

the threshold shift as response of WGTFT sensors to increasing Cs+ concentrations in water 

follows the Langmuir adsorption isotherm (equation 6-3), instead of the Nikolsky-Eisenman 

law (equation 6-1), with great stability constant (K) and extremely low limit-of-detection 

(LoD). Therefore, a Cs+-WGTFT sensor with mordenite zeolite sensitiser is perfectly suited 

for water assessment against Cs+ in respect of potability (safe drinking) limit of Cs+ of 7.5 nM 

recommended by the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry [270]. 

 

6.2 Experimental 

 The methods of fabrication of an SnO2 transistor and preparation of a sensitised PVC 

membrane with mordenite are explained in Chapter 4.  

In this work, to prepare test solutions, the water samples were drawn from drinking tap water 

in our lab – at the University of Sheffield, for close simulation of a real-world scenario of using 

the Cs+-WGTFT sensor. Tap water is usually contains potassium, sodium, calcium and 

magnesium as its most common cations [239] and as based on the analysis of the tap water 

taken from our lab using the Inductively coupled plasma electrospray mass spectrometry (ICP) 

[271] (Table 6-1) . Hence, the water samples were a cocktail of the common ions. Cs+ stock 

solution (1 µM) was prepared by dissolving CsCl in tap water. The stock solution was then 

diluted to a number of desired lower concentrations (500, 300, 100, 50, 10, 1, 0.5, 0.4, 0.3, 0.2, 

and 0.1) nM Cs+ via the addition of more tape water. The preparation of all the sample solutions 

was conducted using micropipette. The frequent calibrated micropipette is an accurate tool that 

can be used for sample preparations [272]. This accuracy appears in the smooth lining up of 

the data in the sensing response characteristics in Figures 6.3, 7.3, 8.1, 8.2, 8.4, 8.6, 8.7, and 

8.8. NaCl was also used in the same way to prepare Na+ solutions for the control experiment.  
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Table 6-1 The concentration of common cations in the tap water supplied to our lab (by 

Yorkshire Water) that analyses by the Inductively coupled plasma electrospray mass 

spectrometry (ICP)[271]. 

Cation Concentration 

(mg/L) 

Cation Concentration 

(mg/L) 

Ba 0.011 P 0.911 

Ca 3.47 Pb < 0.008 

Cu 0.067 S 13.9 

K 0.617 Si 2.37 

Mg 2.54 Zn 0.146 

Na 19.9 Cs* 0.011 

Ni 0.020 

* Measured in µg/L 

 

A two-chamber design of WGTFT sensors, explained in section 4.4, was used to examine the 

response of mordenite-sensitised WGTFT to Cs+. The sample pool in this design was first filled 

with tap water for calibration conditions and then replaced stepwise with increasing Cs+ 

concentrations. The reference pool was kept full with tap water (Cs+- free) throughout. 

The membrane potential (VM) can be obtained as a shift in the threshold voltage (ΔVth) of the 

WGTFT due to VM added to the applied gate voltage, as explained in section 4.4. For this, the 

linear transfer characteristics were recorded for each Cs+ concentration after equilibrium had 

been reached (approximately 30 seconds) to identify the threshold voltage of WGTFT directly. 

The method of quantification of ΔVth (c) is explained in detail in section 5.2.1.5.  

 

 

6.3 Results and discussion 

Figure 6-1 represents the linear transfer characteristics of the mordenite-sensitised SnO2 

WGTFT under increasing Cs+ concentrations in the sample pool, as shown in Figure 4-7. All 

these linear characteristics resemble each other in terms of there being an increase in the 

threshold voltages as Cs+ concentrations increase. Large threshold shifts can be observed even 

under only 100 pM Cs+ , which is lower than the recommended potability limit ≈ 7.5 nM [270]. 
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Moreover, this response was in the presence of alkali and alkaline earth ions e.g. K+, Na+, Mg2+, 

Ca2+,…at high concentrations (much higher than 500 nM) in common tap water 

[239][273][274]. The threshold shifts saturated, no longer shift under further increasing of Cs+ 

concentrations, at higher concentrations of Cs+ ≥ 50 nM. Figure 6-2 shows the best overlap of 

all characteristics after shifting them along VG axis to match the c = 0 characteristic; thereby 

constructing a ‘master curve’ characteristic (see section 5.2.1.5). The clear overlap of 

characteristics on this single curve confirms that increasing Cs+ concentrations in the sample 

pool only impacts the threshold voltages of the WGTFT. Hence, this allows to quantify the 

membrane potential by the required shift along VG axis, VM(c) = ΔVth(c).  

 

 

Figure 6-1: Linear transfer characteristics of WGTFT sensitised with mordenite, under 

increasing Cs+ concentrations in the sample pool. 
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Figure 6-2:Master curve characteristic constructed by shifting all characteristics in Figure 

6-1 along the VG axis to match the zero Cs+ concentration characteristic. 

 

 

The procedure of shift-and-match for the linear transfer characteristics, as derived from Figure 

6-1 to Figure 6-2, quantifies ΔVth(c). The resulting ΔVth(c) is shown in Table 6-2 and displayed 

in Figure 6-3 on a linear concentration scale. It is clear from Figure (6-3 a) that ΔVth(c) for low 

Cs+ concentration (c << 50 nM) rapidly increases (approximately linearly) until it saturates at 

c ≥ 50 nM. Two additional SnO2 substrates and mordenite membranes were prepared and 

exposed to 1 nM of Cs+ concentration similar to the system used for Figure 6-1 to decide 

reproducibility. As shown in Table 6-2 also, all three devices exhibited similar threshold shift 

under 1 nM Cs+, confirming good reproducibility. 
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Table 6-2: Threshold shift values according to shift-and-match routine leading from Figure 

6-1 to 6-2 gating with increasing Cs+ concentrations in the sample pool along with the 

threshold shifts of two more devices under 1 nM Cs+ to demonstrate reproducibility. 

c [nM] ΔVth(c) [mV] 

0.1 80 

0.2 130 

0.3 160 

0.4 170 

0.5 200 

1 220 

1 (2nd device)  205 

1 (3rd device) 210 

10 260 

50 270 

100 310 

300 300 

500 300 

 

 

The ΔVth(c) characteristics in Figure 6-3 (a) differ clearly from the Nikolsky- Eisenman law 

(equation 6-1), the latter of which is linear at high concentrations (c >> cst) on the logarithmic 

scale without saturation at high c, but flatlines at low concentrations (c < cst) (see Figure 3-9). 

Rather, the threshold shift vs. concentration characteristic matches the Langmuir adsorption 

isotherm (equation 6-3). The similarity of the response characteristic to the Langmuir form is 

supported by the corresponding Hildebrand-Benesi plot. A good straight line fit on this plot [ 

see Figure 6-3 (b)], 1/ ΔVth(c) vs. 1/c, confirms the Langmuir response characteristic.   
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Figure 6-3: (a) Threshold shift (ΔVth) vs Cs+ concentration (cCs) as the response 

characteristic of the mordenite-sensitised WGTFT, (b) Hildebrand- Benesi plot. 
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The parameters of ΔVth(sat) and K were extracted from the Hildebrand-Benesi plot [see Figure 

6-3 (b)], in which ΔVth(sat) represents the intercept with 1/ΔVth axis, and K is the ratio of 

intercept to slope (see section 3.4.2). The results are presented in Table 6-3. In comparison with 

optical sensors, which use organic ionophores for sensing waterborne analytes e.g. amine and 

potassium, K were 5 x 104 L/mole [275] and 105 L/mole [276], respectively, which is 

significantly smaller than K in this work. It can be concluded that the adsorption of cations into 

nanocavities within the zeolite structure is stronger than adsorption in holes in ring-shaped 

organic ionophores such as crown ethers [276]. It is worth stressing that the threshold shift 

response was due to the extraction of Cs+ present in the sample by mordenite, and that, in turn, 

decreased the concentration of Cs+ in the sample. The concentrations quoted here represent the 

initial Cs+ concentration introduced, not partially extracted by mordenite. The significant high 

K can be interpreted also as the failure to recover this sensor when the mordenite in the 

membrane was exposed to Cs+-free water after having been exposed to high Cs+ concentration 

(500 nM) (see Figure 6-4). This is due to the extremely strong binding of Cs+ with mordenite 

that cannot be reversed easily. Washing membranes with running Cs+-free water may make 

recovery possible, but this process was not attempted. We suggest the use of a fresh membrane 

after Cs+ is detected in water, but note that in real-world scenarios, this situation should be rare. 

 

 

Table 6-3:Response characteristic parameters: ΔVth(sat), K, and c1/2 extracted from the 

Hildebrand-Benesi plot (Figure 6-3 b). 

Parameter Result 

ΔVth(sat) [mV] 290 +/-7 

K [L/mol] (3.9 +/- 0.4) x 109 

c1/2 [pM] 258 +/- 26 
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Figure 6-4: Linear transfer characteristics of the mordenite-sensitised WGTFT under a test 

cycle of tap water (Cs+- free) →500 nM Cs+→ tap water (Cs+- free) in the sample pool. 

 

 

The high K value enabled the detection of Cs+ with an extremely low limit-of-detection (LoD). 

For LoD determination, we plotted (Kc + 1) ΔVth(c) vs cCs in linearised form for small Cs+ 

concentrations, as shown in Figure 6-5. This yielded a straight line in the form y = mx + b, 

according to equation 6-2, with the intercept near zero (b ± Δb) and slope (m). A good straight 

line fit was obtained with b = (12.8 +/- 11.8) mV and m = 1078 mV/nM, which in turn was 

used to evaluate LoD using the conventional ‘3 errors’ criterion, (equation 6-4) [219]:  

𝐿𝑜𝐷 =  
3 ∆𝑏

𝑚
                               6-4 

Interestingly, we found extremely low LoD (33 pM). This is much lower - three orders of 

magnitude – than a typical LoD ( cst) for organic ionophore-sensitised WGTFTs to detect K+ 
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[35][209], and by four orders of magnitude for Cs+- potentiometric sensors using organic 

ionophores [175][277].  

 

 

 

Figure 6-5:  Linearised plot - (Kc + 1)ΔVth(c) vs cCs - of the response derived from Figure   

6-3(a) at low Cs+ concentrations to assess LoD. 

 

 

It is known that selectivity is a crucial feature of ionophores. Mordenite selectivity for Cs+ has 

been well-established [195][196], and to confirm the selectivity of mordenite for Cs+ over other 

alkali ions (e.g. Na+), this was tested. Figure 6-6 exhibits the linear transfer characteristics of 

the mordenite-sensitised WGTFT under increasing Na+ concentrations, similar to the 

experiment whose results are shown in Figure 6-1. This latter experiment was essentially 

repeated, but with Cs+ replaced with Na+ solution in the sample pool. As shown in Figure 6-6, 

all these characteristics are much the same without any systematic shift along the VG axis. We 
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suppose that Na+-mordenite form that used in this study is the reason behind the lack of 

mordenite-sensitised WGTFT response under increasing Na+ concentration in the sample pool.   

 

 

Figure 6-6:  Linear transfer characteristics of mordenite-sensitised WGTFT under 

increasing Na+ concentrations in the sample pool instead of Cs+, similar to the procedure 

followed in Figure 6-1. 

 

 

For further investigation of this unusual Langmuir response characteristic, two additional PVC 

membranes loaded with different mordenite quantities were prepared. Using these, similar 

response characteristics to those shown in Figure 6-1 were obtained, but saturated ΔVth(sat) 

differently at high concentrations (c >>1/K). The resulting ΔVth(sat) increased with an increase 

in mordenite concentration, as seen in Figure 6-7. However, stability constants K remained at 

the same order of magnitude, as reported in Table 6-3. This is another difference found between 

the Langmuir response and Nikolsky-Eisenman behaviour, the latter of which is independent 

of sensitiser concentrations in the membrane but depends instead on analyte concentrations.  
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Figure 6-7:  ΔVth(sat) for WGTFTs sensitised with different loading of mordenite in 

membranes (2, 3.3, 6 mg / membrane) using same procedure in Figure 6-1, under the same 

concentrations of Cs+. 

 

 

6.4 Conclusion 

Sensitised potentiometric sensors with organic ionophores to detect common waterborne 

analytes (e.g.  Na+, K+, Ca2+, Mg2+) provide limit-of-detection (LoD) in the range (100 nM…1 

µM) (e.g. [52][123][35][34][175][277]). According to their respective concentrations in the 

range (micro…milli) molar, this LoD is sufficient for detection. However, the detection of toxic 

or radioactive elements, such as Cd2+, Pb2+, 137Cs+, Sr2+, a LoD at or below nanomolar (nM) 

levels is required, which cannot be achieved with organic ionophores. 

In this chapter, sub-nanomolar WGTFT potentiometric ion sensor for Cs+ is demonstrated. 

Although Cs+ is rare in nature, radioactive 137Cs can often be released into drinking water 

following nuclear accidents. Mordenite, as an inorganic zeolite, was used to sensitise the PVC 

membrane, instead of organic ionophores, and then introduced to the WGTFT transducer 

architecture, as seen in Figure (4-7). The response characteristic found here is similar to a 
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Langmuir isotherm, with a significant stability constant, K = (3.9 +/- 0.4) x 109 L/mole. This 

is much larger than typical stability constants for cations forming complexes with organic 

macrocyclic ionophores by four to five orders of magnitude [275][276]. The high K resulted in 

very low LoD = 33 pM even with common cations in realistic interfering ‘cocktail’, where this 

work was conducted using tap water rather than DI water. In comparable with Cs+- 

potentiometric sensors using organic crown ether sensitisers, the response characteristics fit 

Nikolsky-Eisenman behaviour, with LoDs of 380 nM [175] and 240 nM [277]. These were 

larger than LoD of the Cs+-WGTFT sensitised with mordenite here by four orders of 

magnitude, and much higher than the potability limit of Cs+. The Cs+-WGTFT sensor's 

dynamic range extends from LoD = 33 pM to around 50 nM Cs+ at saturation by three orders, 

which overlaps well with Cs+ practically relevant potability limit ≈ 7.5 nM [270]. Although the 

actual reason behind the unusual Langmuir response characteristics requires additional 

investigation, these results show the investigation’s usefulness in helping to drive LoD to the 

extremely low level required to monitor drinking water against potential traces of Cs+ ions. 
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Chapter 7 : Monitoring the lead-and-copper rule with a water-

gated thin-film transistor 

 

 

 

7.1 Introduction 

Industrial, mining, agricultural processes and waste disposal contaminate ground water and 

drinking water supplies with heavy metals. Despite these metals being present in natural water 

in trace amounts, some of them are toxic even at extremely low concentrations [278]. The 

heavy metal cations Lead (Pb2+) and copper (Cu2+) belong to the common low-level toxic 

pollutants in drinking water, which penetrate drinking water primarily through plumbing 

materials [279]. Moreover, in some developing countries, copper pots are still used to store 

bacteria-polluted water as sterilisation tool [280]. To monitor drinking water against these 

metals, the ‘lead-and-copper rule’ was reported in 1991 by the US Environmental Protection 

Agency (EPA), setting ‘action levels’ - at which water is considered no longer potable beyond 

these action levels- of 0.015 mg/L = 72 nM for lead and 1.3 mg/L = 20.5 μM for copper in the 

domestic water supply [281]. 

  

Water-gated thin-film transistors (WGTFTs) have recently been used as a unique 

potentiometric sensor for waterborne analytes (e.g. [52][35][123]). As reported in section 6.1, 

ion-selective WGTFTs incorporating the macrocyclic organic ionophores within a plasticised 

PVC phase transfer membrane, develop an ion concentration-dependent membrane potential 

VM(c) that leads to a threshold shift ΔVth following the Nikolsky- Eisenman law [35][267], i.e. 

Nernstian (linear on a logarithmic concentration scale) at high ion concentrations (c >> cst), but 

flatlining below a concentration cst ≈  limit-of-detection (LoD):  

 

𝑉𝑀(𝑐) = ∆𝑉𝑡ℎ(𝑐) = 58
𝑚𝑉

𝑧
 log[(𝑐 + 𝑐𝑠𝑡)/𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑓]                 7-1 

 

Where z is the ‘cation valency’ and cref is the ‘ion concentration in a reference solution’, (cref >> 

cst ).  cst relies on both the ion and ionophore, but is commonly within the range 100 nM to 

1μM [35][175][209]. This LoD is sufficient for common waterborne cations (e.g. Na+, K+, 

Ca2+, Mg2+), as these occur naturally at concentrations far higher than cst. However, the 
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potability limit (highest acceptable concentration) of radioisotopes (e.g. Cs+, Sr2+) or heavy 

metals (e.g. Pb2+, Cd2+) is often significantly lower (e.g. 7.5 nM for Cs+) [270]. Organic 

macrocycles cannot, therefore, be used for sensing such cations at the relevant low 

concentrations. 

 

We have recently introduced an inorganic ionophore, a zeolite mineral called ‘mordenite’, into 

a WGTFT [258]. Mordenite is known to selectively extract Cs+ ions from water [195][196] for 

treatment of water contaminated with the radioisotope 137Cs+ [282]. We found a strong WGTFT 

threshold shift at very low Cs+ concentrations, with response characteristics given by the 

Langmuir adsorption isotherm, equation 7-2, rather than equation 7-1: 

 

            ΔVth(c) = ΔVth(sat) Kc / (Kc +1)               7-2 

 

Where K is the stability constant for the analyte/sensitiser binding and ΔVth(sat) the saturated 

value of threshold shift at the limit c >> c1/2 = 1/K, with c1/2 defined as ΔVth(c1/2) = ½ ΔVth(sat). 

We found a very large K = 3.9 x 109 L/mole and very low LoD of 33 pM, well below the 

potability limit of 7.5 nM for Cs+ [258]. 

 

In drinking water treatment, another zeolite, ‘clinoptilolite’, is used to extract Pb2+ and 

Cu2+  from water [60]. The structure and type of zeolite are described in section 3.3.3.1. Here, 

we show that WGTFTs sensitised with a clinoptilolite-filled membrane provide simple 

potentiometric sensors with very low limit-of-detection, suitable for monitoring the lead-and-

copper rule. Response characteristics are described by a generalisation of equation 7-2, known 

as the ‘Langmuir- Freundlich’ (LF) isotherm, as in equation 7-3: 

 

ΔVth(c) = ΔVth(sat) (Kc)β / ((Kc)β +1)                     7-3 

 

The additional parameter β < 1 describes inhomogeneity in the analyte / ionophore binding sites 

[221]. c1/2 = 1/K remains true regardless of the value of β.  The ratio of K’s for a target analyte 

vs an interferant (or the inverse ratio of c1/2’s) quantifies the selectivity, S, of a sensitiser. 
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7.2 Experimental 

The fabrication of the SnO2 transistor and preparation of a PVC membrane sensitised with 

clinoptilolite are described in Chapter 4. 

To simulate realistic conditions for practical use of our sensor, we did not work with deionised 

water, but drew water samples from drinking water taps at Sheffield University in March/April 

2019. As reported in section 6.2, the most common cations in tap water are calcium, 

magnesium, sodium, selenium, and potassium [239]. For the assessment of water quality in the 

UK, the Drinking Water Inspectorate (DWI) releases an annual summary report [283], and our 

local supplier, Yorkshire Water, provides a list of ion concentrations in Sheffield tap water (see 

Table 6-1) [274]. A 1 mM Cu2+ stock solution was prepared by dissolving copper nitrate, 

Cu(NO3)2, in tap water; we then obtained the desired (low) concentrations used in the 

experiments by diluting this with more tap water to (300, 200, 100, 50, 10, 1, 0.5) µM Cu2+. 

For Pb2+, we prepared 1µM stock solution of lead nitrate, Pb(NO3)2, dissolved in tap water, and 

then diluted this to the desired low concentrations (0.5, 1, 5, 10, 25, 50, 100, 250) nM.  

The construction of the clinoptilolite-sensitised WGTFT sensor to detect lead and copper is 

shown in Figure 4-7, using two-chamber design. As in the Cs+ experiment, the water in the 

reference pool in the twin-pool gating setup was tap water as drawn, with no deliberately added 

ions. For sensor calibration, the sample pool was initially filled with tap water, but this was 

then subsequently replaced with solutions of known and increasing concentrations of lead or 

copper, while the reference pool remained filled with tap water. When a new sample is poured 

in the sample pool, we allowed two minutes for equilibrium to occur. The membrane potential 

(VM = ΔVth) was determined as explained in section 5.2.1.5.  

 

  

7.3 Results and Discussion 

7.3.1 Lead and Copper sensing results 

In Figure 7-1 (a), we show the linear transfer characteristics of SnO2 WGTFT transistors 

sensitised with a clinoptilolite membrane. The reference pool was filled with tap water, and the 

sample pool - also filled with tap water - had increasing concentrations of Pb2+ added, up to 

250 nM. Transfer characteristics clearly shifted to more positive gate voltages with increasing 

lead concentration, which indicates a lead concentration-dependent membrane potential. For 

quantitative analysis, we shifted all transfer characteristics under leaded water (cPb > 0) to 
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match the c = 0 characteristic, as described in section 5.2.1.5. The resulting ‘master’ transfer 

characteristic is shown in Figure 7-1 (b). 

 

 

 

Figure 7-1:  Transfer characteristics of clinoptilolite-sensitised SnO2 WGTFT gated under 

increasing Pb2+ concentrations in the outer pool. (b) ‘Master’ transfer characteristic after 

shifting transfers from Figure 7-1 (a) along the VG axis for optimum overlap. 
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Figure 7-1 (b) shows an excellent overlap of all transfer characteristics into a single ‘master’ 

curve. This typical master curve confirms that increasing lead concentration in the sample pool 

affects threshold voltage only, not any other WGTFT performance parameter. We identified 

the gate voltage shift required for best overlap as the WGTFT’s threshold voltage shift under 

increasing lead concentration, ΔVth(cPb). These are shown and analysed in section 7.3.2 below. 

 

We then repeated the above experiment using nominally identical transistors, but adding 

increasing concentrations of copper (Cu2+) up to 300 μM rather than lead to the outer pool. 

Note the ~ 1000 times higher concentrations of Cu2+ vs Pb2+. Corresponding results are shown 

in Figure 7-2.  
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Figure 7-2: (a) Transfer characteristics of clinoptilolite- sensitised SnO2 WGTFT gated 

under increasing Cu2+ concentrations in the outer pool. (b) ‘Master’ transfer characteristic 

after shifting transfers from Figure 7-2 (a) along the VG axis for optimum overlap. 
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Figure 7-2 b again shows the excellent overlap of all transfer characteristics into a single 

‘master’ transfer characteristic. Threshold shifts ΔVth(cCu) are shown and analysed in section 

7.3.2.  

 

 

7.3.2 Quantitative analysis of Pb2+ and Cu2+ sensing 

Figure 7-3 shows ΔVth(cPb) and ΔVth(cCu) as evaluated from the shift of transfer characteristics 

along the VG axis to construct ‘master’ characteristics.  
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Figure 7-3: (a) Squares with ‘error bars’: Threshold shift ΔVth vs concentration of Pb2+, cPb, 

as evaluated from Figure 7-1b. (b) Squares with error bars: Threshold shift ΔVth vs 

concentration of Cu2+, cCu, as evaluated from Figure 7-2b. Blue triangles with error bars: 

Data from a similar experiment at 15 nM and 50 nM. Solid red lines are fit to equation 7-3. 
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Figure 7-3 shows the threshold shifts observed in clinoptilolite-sensitised WGTFTs with 

increasing concentration of Pb2+ and Cu2+. These increase rapidly for low concentrations and 

approach saturation ΔVth(sat) of several 100 mV at high concentrations. This response is 

different from the Nikolsky-Eisenman law (equation 7-1) but similar to our previous results 

with zeolite mordenite [258] albeit we required the LF isotherm, equation 7-3, rather than the 

simpler equation 7-2, for the fits shown in Figure 7-3. A satisfactory match for Pb2+ and an 

excellent match for Cu2+ are evident. The values for the fit parameters K, β, and ΔVth(sat) from 

equation 7-3 for both Pb2+ and Cu2+ sensing are summarised in Table 7-1 below. 

 

 

Table 7-1: Fit parameters for best fit of equation 7-3 to the data in Figure 7-3 

Parameter ↓ / cation → Pb2+ Cu2+ 

K [L mol-1] (4.3 ± 0.4) x 108 (2.5 ± 0.2) x 105 

c1/2 = 1/K  (2.3 ± 0.2) nM  (4 ± 0.3) μM 

β 0.5 ± 0.2 0.4 ± 0.1 

ΔVth(sat) [mV] 341 ± 68 542 ± 74 

 

 

 

The 3-orders-of-magnitude larger K for lead vs copper indicates the greater extraction of lead 

than copper by clinoptilolite, which is already evident from the concentration scales used in 

Figure 7-1 (nM) vs Figure 7-2 (μM). To determine values for the limit-of-detection (LoD), we 

re-plotted the data in Figure 7-3 in linearised form, ΔVth(c)((Kc)β +1) vs (Kc)β (Figure 7-4), 

using K and β for Pb2+ and Cu2+, respectively, from Table 7-1. We then fitted straight lines of 

the form y = mx + b. The resulting parameters m (slope) and b (intercept) with their respective 

errors are listed in Table 7-2. 
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Figure 7-4: (a) Linearised plot for the response characteristics (in Figure 7-3) of 

clinoptilolite-sensitised WGTFT threshold shifts, ΔVth(c)[(Kc)β +1] vs (Kc)β, under Pb2+. (b) 

The same plot for Cu2+. Respective parameters K and β were taken from Table 7-1. 
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Table 7-2: Fitted slope (m) and intercept (b), with errors, for the linearised threshold shift 

plots in Figure 7-4. 

Parameter Pb2+ Cu2+ 

m ± Δm [mV] 321 ± 15 540 ± 6 

b ± Δb [mV] 50 ± 68 0.53 ±18.6 

LoD 0.9 nM 14 nM 

 

 

 

As expected from equation 7-3, b overlaps with zero within its error Δb. The concentration 

corresponding to LoD can be determined with the common ‘3 errors’ criterion, equation 7-4: 

 

                (KcLoD)β = 3Δb/m                  7-4 

 

We here find LoD(Pb2+) = 0.9 nM and LoD(Cu2+) = 14 nM, which are already included in 

Table 7-2. To ensure that Cu2+ LoD is realistic value, we repeated the experiment shown in 

Figure 7-2 with very small Cu2+ concentrations (15 and 50 nM). Resulting threshold shifts are 

shown as blue triangles in Figure 7-3 (b). Note that the triangles agree well with the fit (red 

line), and that 15 nM is very close to the evaluated LoD and does lead to a recognisable 

threshold shift ( ≈ 30 mV); hence, the calculated LoDs for Cu2+ are realistic. It should be noted 

that the LoD for lead should be much smaller than for copper when compared to 1/K. The 

relatively high LoD for lead reflects the larger scatter (poorer fit to the model equation 7-3) in 

the original data, particularly at higher concentrations. Visually, the lead LoD formally 

evaluated by equation 7-4 seems an overestimate when inspecting Figure 7-1 (a), which shows 

a clear threshold shift under LoD = 0.9 nM lead. Nevertheless, formally evaluated LoDs for 

both lead and copper are significantly smaller than the action levels of the lead-and-copper 

rule, which qualifies our sensors for its monitoring. 

 

 

7.3.3  Sensor performance in acidic conditions 

While the tap water drawn in our lab has near-neutral pH (pH = 7.2), measured with pH meter 

(CyberScan PH 300), drinking water generally may vary in pH, the permitted range for 
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drinking water being pH (6.5 … 8.5) [284]. Practically, water samples can be tested for pH 

using a pH meter and adjusted to pH 7 by adding small amounts of a strong base (or acid) 

before lead-and-copper testing. Contamination with Na+ from NaOH, for example, will in itself 

not lead to significant threshold shift, as we show below in section 7.3.5. However, we here 

show that the impact of pH on sensing of lead and copper is small. We added a drop of acetic 

acid to our tap water to deliberately mildly acidify it, (to pH 5.2) as measured with the same 

pH meter.  We then tested clinoptilolite-based WGTFTs to sense lead and copper in acidified 

tap water. Threshold shifts at one representative heavy metal concentration for as- drawn (pH 

7.2) vs acidified (pH 5.2) tap water are compared in Table 7-3. Concentrations were chosen to 

lead to a near-saturated threshold shift, as shown in Figure 7-3. 

 

 

 

Table 7-3: Threshold shifts at selected lead and copper concentrations at pH 5.2 vs pH 7.2. 

Concentration ΔVth(mV) at pH = 7.2 ΔVth(mV) at pH = 5.2 

100 nM Pb2+ 310 255 

300 µM Cu2+ 455 415 

  

 

Heavy metal-induced threshold shifts under acidic conditions are slightly smaller than under 

near-neutral pH. This results from the increasing of hydrogen ions in the samples solution that 

may prevent Pb2+/ Cu2+ cations to reach the binding sites. However, shifts are still significant at 

pH 5.2, which is more than one pH unit below the permitted pH range for drinking water. 

Clinoptilolite membranes are therefore suitable to detect lead and copper within the permitted 

pH range of drinking water.  

 

 

7.3.4 Lead and copper extraction with clinoptilolite 

As the usual application of clinoptilolite is for extraction of lead and copper pollution from the 

drinking water supply [60][59], we here used clinoptilolite membrane-sensitised WGTFTs to 

test extraction performance. We ‘spiked’ 15 mL of tap water with 1 μM lead and copper, 

respectively (at the same concentration to allow direct comparison of extraction), and then 
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attempted to extract the heavy metal again. For this, we added 100 mg of clinoptilolite to spiked 

water, agitated it, and left it to settle for 2 hr. We then tested water samples resulting from this 

spiking/extraction procedure in a WGTFT transistor sensitised with a clinoptilolite membrane, 

in the same manner described in section 7.3.1. The resulting transfer characteristics are shown 

in Figure 7-5, which for comparison, also includes the transfer characteristics for as-drawn tap 

water that had not been spiked / extracted. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7-5: Transfer characteristics for a clinoptilolite membrane-sensitised WGTFT gated 

by (1 µM heavy metal spiked / extracted) tap water sample vs tap water as-drawn. Blue:  

Pb2+ spiked / extracted, Red: Cu2+ spiked / extracted, Black: tap water as drawn. 

 

 

It is clear from Figure 7-5 that characteristics for both spiked/extracted samples do display a 

small threshold shift compared to the tap water sample that was not spiked. However, the shift 

is significantly lower than that found in section 7.3.1. This response suggests that the extraction 

procedure significantly reduced the initial 1 μM heavy metal concentration, even though a 

small amount of pollution remained. Results are summarised in Table 7-4, which also shows 
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the heavy metal concentration remaining after extraction. These are calculated using equation 

7-3 from the measured threshold shifts after extraction, using the parameters listed in Table 7-

1. 

 

 

Table 7-4:  Threshold shift under 1 µM lead and copper vs threshold shift after extraction 

with clinoptilolite. Residual concentration calculated from threshold shift after extraction 

with equation 7-3 and the parameters from Table 7-1. 

Tap water spiked 

with... 

ΔVth (mV) 

before 

extraction 

ΔVth (mV) 

after 

extraction 

Residual 

concentration 

1 µM Pb2+ 340 60 106 pM 

1 µM Cu2+ 230 50 13 nM 

 

 

 

Table 7-4 shows that clinoptilolite is indeed effective at extracting lead and copper from 

drinking water. The remaining heavy metal pollution after extraction is far below the action 

level. The larger K for lead vs copper established previously is reflected again in the lower 

residual concentration after extraction. 

 

 

7.3.5 Interference from common co-cations  

Drinking water naturally contains common cations of alkaline and alkaline earth metals (e.g. 

Na+, Ca2+, Mg2+) in concentrations typically ranging in the order (100 µM … 1mM). For 

example, our lab’s water supplier, Yorkshire Water, quotes a typical ‘cocktail’ of 200 µM Ca2+, 

99 µM Mg2+, and 783 µM Na+, (see Table 6-1) [274]. These concentrations are significantly 

higher than the ‘action levels’ for heavy metals under the lead-and-copper rule, but alkaline 

and alkaline earth metal co-cations at these levels are not harmful and should not lead to false 

positives. As described in section 7.2, we accounted for the common tap water interference 

‘cocktail’ by preparing calibration solutions and testing our WGTFTs using tap water rather 

than DI water. We did, nevertheless, study the interference from co-cations on our WGTFT 

heavy metal sensor. Figure 7-6 shows the transfer characteristics of a SnO2 WGTFT transistor 
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sensitised with a clinoptilolite membrane when using tap water with deliberately added sodium 

(Na+) ions (from NaCl) or calcium (Ca2+) ions (from CaCl2) in the sample pool vs tap water as-

drawn in the reference pool.  
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Figure 7-6: (a) Transfer characteristics of a clinoptilolite-sensitised SnO2 WGTFT under 

samples of tap water with deliberately added Na+ at concentrations of (10, 50, and 100) µM. 

(b) The same as (a) for Ca2+ at concentrations (10, 50, and 100) µM. 

There are measurable threshold shifts under co-cations, as summarised in Table 7-5 below. 

 

 

 

Table 7-5: Threshold shifts under high concentrations of interferants Na+ and Ca2+. 

Concentration (µM) ΔVth (mV) (Na+) ΔVth (mV) (Ca2+) 

10 15 75 

50 65 120 

100  85 120 

 

 

 

The results above show that the highest threshold shifts due to Na+ and Ca2+ are significantly 

smaller than ΔVth(sat) under Pb2+ or Cu2+. At 100 µM, a shift of 85 mV for Na+ and 120 mV 

for Ca2+ can be seen, while ΔVth (100 µM) > 400 mV for Cu2+. According to equation 7-3, with 

the parameters listed in Table 7-1, the action levels of 72 nM for lead and 20.5 μM for copper 

would lead to threshold shifts of 289 mV (lead) and 356 mV (copper), both significantly larger 

than 100 mV. Hence, at least qualitatively, we can still decide potability with respect to lead 

and copper despite interference. To quantify selectivity, we observe from Figure 7-6 (a) that 

c1/2 ≈ 30 μM for Na+; hence, selectivity S for lead over sodium is S(Pb2+ vs. Na+) = K(Pb) / 

K(Na) = c1/2(Na) / c1/2(Pb) ≈ 13,000; log S ≈ 4.1. 

 

 

7.3.6 Interferant matching by extraction 

For sensor calibration in 7.3.1, co-cation (i.e., interferant) concentration in the sample and 

reference were matched by calibrating sensors with sample solutions we prepared from the 

same tap water used for reference (cf. 7.2). Clinoptilolite selects nanomolar lead from a ~ 

millimolar interferant cocktail when the reference pool carries a matched cocktail. In section 

7.3.5, we studied the practically unrealistic scenario of adding interferants to the sample 

solution without matching in the reference and found that such a mismatch would still allow 

lead and copper sensing, at least qualitatively. A more realistic interference ‘loophole’ arises, 
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not because we would deliberately add interferants to a sample, but because test samples taken 

in the environment would carry an a priori unknown interferant cocktail different from our tap 

water. If we, nevertheless, use our tap water in the reference pool, interferants in reference and 

sample would not be matched. 

 

To address this interference loophole, we propose a procedure based on extraction, as described 

in section 7.3.4, to generate interferant (and pH) matched reference solutions. When obtaining 

a sample of unknown lead and/or copper content, we would first split it in two, and then 

generate an interferant-matched reference solution from one of the two by extracting lead and 

copper with clinoptilolite. We then first filled both the reference and sample pool with extracted 

(i.e. self-generated reference) solution and recorded a reference transfer characteristic, 

corresponding to the ‘0 nM / µM’ curves in Figures 7-1 and 7-2. Then, we replaced the 

extracted solution in the sample pool with the non-extracted (i.e., actual) sample and tested for 

threshold shift. We tested this procedure by applying it to a control and a sample contaminated 

with lead at potability limit (72 nM), Figure 7-7. 

 

Figure 7-7 (a) displays the control experiment that was conducted by applying the above 

extraction procedure to Sheffield tap water (drawn on a different day as previously) without 

deliberately added lead. The two transfers in Figure 7-7(a) were both taken from the extracted 

‘reference’ in the reference pool, but a comparison was carried out between the extracted 

‘reference’ and non-extracted ‘sample’ in the sample pool. The two curves are virtually 

identical, reflecting that the ‘sample’ was, in fact, tap water with no added lead, like the 

reference. This control experiment shows that the extraction procedure itself does not introduce 

false positives (e.g. by unintended extraction of interferants). In Figure 7-7 (b), results are 

shown from the experiment in which we then applied the same procedure to a sample prepared 

by adding 72 nM lead (potability limit) from lead nitrate to tap water drawn on a different day; 

thus, not necessarily identical to the water used for Figures 7-1 and 7-2. We then split this 

‘spiked’ sample and generated an interferant-matched reference by extraction. The reference 

pool was filled with extracted sample (i.e. the interferant-matched reference). The sample pool 

was first filled with the same extracted sample to record a reference transfer characteristic and 

was then replaced by the untreated 72 nM lead-spiked sample to record the transfer 

characteristics under sample exposure. 
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Figure 7-7: (a) Transfer characteristics with tap water vs ‘extracted’ tap water in the sample 

pool, with ‘extracted’ tap water in the reference pool. (b) Transfer characteristics with 72 nM 

lead- spiked tap water vs extracted spiked tap water in the sample pool, with extracted spiked 

tap water in the reference pool. 

Now we observe a significant threshold shift ΔVth ≈ 110 mV between the reference (extracted 

sample) and actual sample in the sample pool. With the extraction procedure, we 

unambiguously detected lead at potability limit, relying only on clinoptilolite and the sample 

itself. The unknown interferant cocktail in the sample is accounted for by reference to an 

extracted sample with matching (albeit unknown) interferants. 

 

 

7.4 Summary and conclusions 

The cheap and naturally abundant zeolite clinoptilolite is not only useful for the extraction of 

the toxic heavy metals copper and lead from contaminated water but also for sensing and 

monitoring of the lead-and-copper rule. When powdered clinoptilolite was embedded into a 

plasticised PVC membrane that separate a sample and a reference pool in water-gated SnO2 

thin-film transistor, we observed a membrane potential that led to transistor threshold shift in 

response to the presence of either Pb2+ or Cu2+ in the sample pool. The threshold shift follows 

a Langmuir-Freundlich (LF) characteristic, equation 7-3. This contrasts to Nikolsky-Eisenman 

(NE) characteristics, equation 7-1, which are usually found for potentiometric membranes 

sensitised with organic ionophores (e.g. [52][35][34] [259][266]), but also in prior reports on 

zeolite-sensitised membranes (e.g. [199]). The NE characteristic flat lines at concentrations c 

< cst, hence LoD ≈ cst, which is typically in the order (100 nM to 1 µM). The LF characteristic 

lacks such a lower cut-off and, in fact, shows the steepest slope of membrane potential with c 

in the limit c → 0, opening a window to much lower LoDs. We here determine limits-of-

detection (LoDs), which, for both Pb2+ and Cu2+, are significantly smaller than the ‘action 

levels’ stipulated by the lead-and-copper rule [281], Pb2+: LoD 0.9 nM vs 72 nM action level, 

Cu2+: LoD 14 nM vs 20.5 µM action level. Threshold shift saturates for high ion concentrations; 

namely, at 341 mV (Pb2+) and 542 mV (Cu2+), which is high within the 1.23 V electrochemical 

window of water. Another finding is that the sensors work even in mildly acidic conditions. 

This qualifies clinoptilolite-sensitised WGTFTs as a low footprint sensor technology for 

monitoring the lead-and-copper rule, and to confirm the effectiveness of attempts to extract 

lead and copper from water. For the practical use of such sensors, potential interference from 
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common co-cations, such as Na+, Ca2+, and Mg2+, is a more serious challenge than LoD. 

However, we have provided and verified a routine for generating interferant-matched reference 

solutions via the use of clinoptilolite as extractant as well as a sensitiser, closing the interference 

loophole. 

 

The reason for the unusual but useful LF response characteristic warrants further study. We 

note an important difference between conventional macrocycle-sensitised potentiometric 

sensors and zeolite-based sensors; namely, macrocycles capture the target ion and, hence, 

charge the membrane. Zeolites are ion exchangers, so acquire no net charge under target ion 

exposure, but may well build up superficial dipoles. 
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Chapter 8 : Water-gated transistor using ion-exchange resin for 

potentiometric fluoride sensing 

 

 
 

 

8.1 Introduction 

In recent years, water-gated thin-film transistors (WGTFTs) have been developed into a novel 

potentiometric transducer for the sensing of waterborne ions. WGTFTs were sensitised with 

plasticised PVC phase transfer membranes loaded with ion selective sorbents such as organic 

macrocycles [52][34][35]. Macrocycles selectively ‘accumulate’ ions (usually cations) in their 

central cavity, and thus build up charge and potential following a Nikolsky-Eisenman 

(modified Nernstian) law, i.e., potential is logarithmic with ion concentration down to a lower 

‘cut- off’ cst ≳ 100 nM, which sets a limit-of-detection (LoD). A similar characteristic applies 

to the classic potentiometric sensing of waterborne fluoride anions: Frant and Ross [285] 

reported electrodes constructed from LaF3 giving Nikolsky-Eisenman characteristic with cst ~ 

1 µM and good selectivity for fluoride over other common anions. Alternatively, we have 

recently demonstrated WGTFT-based potentiometry using an ion-exchange sorbent in the 

phase transfer membrane, the caesium-selective zeolite ‘mordenite’ [258] and the lead-and-

copper selective zeolite 'clinoptilolite' [286]. We found a membrane potential in response to 

increasing analyte concentration following a Langmuir- or Langmuir-Freundlich isotherm (to 

be introduced below), instead of a Nikolsky-Eisenman law. The different response 

characteristics allow a much lower limit-of-detection (LoD). The origin of the membrane 

potential remains unclear though: ion exchange does not accumulate a net charge on the 

membrane. This sets such membranes apart from membranes that are sensitised (e.g. with ion- 

selective organic macrocycles [52][34][35]), which give a Nikolsky-Eisenman membrane 

potential as a result of charge accumulation when exposed to a ‘target’ ion. 

 

Here, we targeted the fluoride anion with another ion-exchange sorbent in a WGTFT 

membrane. Fluoride is naturally present in groundwater. Small quantities of fluoride are 

beneficial to health, but excessive fluoride intake can result in fluorosis [240][241], a serious 

illness. The World Health Organization (WHO) sets a maximum acceptable concentration 

(‘potability limit’) of 1.5 mg l−1 = 79 μM fluoride in drinking water [241]. The health hazards 
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associated with fluoride call for both methods of defluoridation and sensor technologies to 

detect fluoride hazards. Precipitation defluoridation results in large volumes of low-value 

slurry from which fluoride recovery is difficult [287]. Adsorption and ion-exchange techniques 

allow selective fluoride removal without generating waste. Numerous fluoride uptake studies 

have used sorbents such as alumina [288], activated carbon [289], synthesised microporous 

polymers [290], and layered double hydroxide clays [291]. 

 

Recently, sorbents have been developed from the macroporous PurometTM MTS9501 chelating 

resin that allows metal loading through its aminophosphonic acid group (more details in section 

8.2.1). Aluminium (Al)-loaded chelating resins have been investigated for fluoride-removal 

capabilities [292]. Robshaw et al. successfully trialled Lanthanum (La) loading [61]. Generally, 

sorbate extraction is quantified by relative sorbent mass uptake vs. sorbate concentration in 

solution, equation 8-1: 

 

∆ 𝑚(𝑐)

𝑚(0)
=

∆ 𝑚(∞)

𝑚(0)
 𝜃(𝑐)                   8-1 

 

wherein c is the sorbate’s concentration, 
∆ 𝑚(∞)

𝑚(0)
 the sorbent’s capacity, i.e., saturated relative 

mass uptake, and 𝜃(c) a dimensionless monotonously increasing function with 𝜃(0) = 0 and 

𝜃(c → ∞) = 1.  An often used, versatile approach to 𝜃(c) is the Langmuir-Freundlich (LF) 

isotherm: 

𝜃(𝑐) =
(𝐾𝑐)𝛽

(𝐾𝑐+1)𝛽
                         8-2 

 

which generalises the classic Langmuir isotherm (special case β = 1). K quantifies the strength 

of the interaction between a sorption site and the sorbate, β ≤ 1, quantifies inhomogeneity 

between sorption sites (β = 1, K for all sorption sites is equal). A characteristic concentration 

c1/2 is given by 𝜃(c1/2) = ½. For the LF isotherm, c1/2 = 1/K, but c1/2 can be read directly from 

measured characteristics without relying on a model. Note, for mordenite extracting Cs+, c1/2 

is very much smaller for membrane potential [258] than for mass extraction [57]. 

 

Here, we introduce metal-loaded (La and Al) Puromet ion-exchange chelating resins into 

WGTFTs, the first example of an anion (Fluoride)-selective potentiometric WGTFT sensor. 

Chemically, the amorphous organic resin is different to inorganic crystalline zeolites such as 
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‘mordenite’ and 'clinoptilolite' zeolite minerals (as demonstrated in section 3.3.3.1) we used 

previously for Cs+ [258] and Pb2+/Cu2+ [286] sensing, respectively. However, they both 

exchange rather than accumulate ions, and we again found a response characteristic controlled 

by equation 8-2 with very low c1/2 and LoD. We investigate the mechanism behind the build-

up of an ion concentration-dependent potential in phase transfer membranes sensitised with 

ion-exchange sorbents despite the lack of a net charge on the sorbent, and tested a proposed 

model. Further, we explore practical aspects (e.g., interference from other anions). Most 

importantly, our work sets a template for the use of a new family of sensitisers, namely ion-

exchange resins, in WGTFT- based sensors for water pollutants. Such resins are available as 

sorbents for very harmful, or precious, water pollutants (arsenic, gold, copper, mercury, 

palladium [204][207][206][205][293]). Following this work, these sorbents can now easily be 

adapted for the sensing of such pollutants as well. 

 

 

8.2 Experimental procedure and evaluation 

8.2.1 PurometTM MTS9501 

PurometTM MTS9501 is an example of a commercial ion-exchange resin consisting of styrene 

and divinylbenzene crosslinked copolymer, with aminomethylphosphonic acid (AMP) as a 

functional group as explained in section 3.3.3.2. This resin is a microporous chelating resin, 

available in spherical beads with particle sizes in the 300-1200 μm range. Puromet MTS9501 

was kindly donated, as Na form, by the manufacturer ‘Purolite’ (Llantrisant, Wales) for the 

group in the Department of Chemical and Biological Engineering, The University of Sheffield. 

This group has successfully activated this cation exchanger resin for selective fluoride 

extraction via pre-loading with trivalent metal cations (lanthanum- La3+ and Al3+) to the resin 

functional group [61], which is similar to the modification of this type of resin by aluminium 

metal (Al3+) (Bhatt et al., 2004) [292], as will be described in section 8.2.2. The cations 

(La3+/Al3+) are bonded with the AMP group via chelation interaction while retaining several 

inner coordination sphere sites, which are occupied by hydroxyl and aqua ligands, as shown in 

Figure 8-1. Fluoride can be taken up through the ligand exchange mechanism in which one or 

two OH- ligands coordinated to the metal-loaded resin can be substituted for F- ligands as 

following:   
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where R and ‘aq’ stand for resin functional group ligand and ions dissolved in water, 

respectively. We here adopted the La-/Al-loaded MTS9501 resin sorbent as a sensitiser in the 

WGTFT to develop the F--WGTFT sensor.  This activated resin was kindly donated to our 

group by Dr Mark D. Ogden and Dr Thomas Robshaw from the Department of Chemical and 

Biological Engineering, The University of Sheffield.  

 

 

8.2.2 Preparation of metal- loaded chelating resin 

To operate this resin to F- uptake as described in [61], the resin is first converted to protonated 

form (H form) by preconditioning it with HCl. This is achieved by putting about 25 g resin 

(wet mass) in 1 L of 1M HCl and placing the mixture on an orbital shaker at 100 rpm for 24 h. 

The resin is then washed with 5 x 1 L deionised water. The resulting protonated resin is then 

loaded with La3+ ions by contacting about 25 g resin (wet mass) with 10 g/L La3+ solution (72 

mM), made from LaCl3.7H2O dissolved in deionised water, and placing that on an orbital 

shaker at 100 rpm for 24 hrs. The resin is then washed with 5 x 1 L deionised water. Excess 

water is removed, and the resin is ground with a mortar and pestle, then dried in an air-flow 

oven at 50 °C for a minimum of 24 h. The Puromet MTS9501 resin was loaded with Al by a 

similar procedure using Al(NO3)3 to produce 20 g/L Al3+ dissolved in deionised water, as 

described in [292]. Figure 8-1 below shows the loading and coordination of La ions to the resin 

functionality (Figure 8-1a) and the fluoride uptake mechanism, as explained in the previous 

section (Figure 8-1b).  
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Figure 8-1: a) Loading of trivalent metal (for example, La) to activate Puromet MTS9501 

resin for later fluoride uptake. b) Ligand exchange (F- for OH-) when La-activated MTS9501 

resin contacts with aqueous F- based on [59]. 

 

 

 

 

As mentioned earlier, metal loading activates the resin for fluoride uptake via ligand exchange 

at low concentrations by replacing one or both hydroxyl (-OH) ligands in R-M(-OH)2 (M = La 

or Al) with waterborne fluoride, F-
aq (Figure 8-1b). We note that both the La-OH bond and the 

La-F bond are polar and thus contribute a dipole moment, but these will not be of the same 

magnitude. Hence, ion exchange of F- for OH- changes dipole moment, which can be detected 

with a potentiometric transducer. The characteristic concentration ,c1/2 , for the extraction of 

fluoride with Al-loaded Puromet® MTS9501 chelating resin was c1/2 = 370 μM [292] while 

La-loaded chelating resin gave lower c1/2 = 160 μM [61]. The lower c1/2 for La- vs. Al-loaded 

resin is a quantitative measure for the stronger fluoride sorption by the La-loaded resin. Note 

the sorbent’s capacity 
∆ 𝑚(∞)

𝑚(0)
 may nevertheless be larger for Al-loading as this is controlled by 

the extent of metal loading, not the strength of sorption. To prepare the resin for incorporation 

into the WGTFT, it was dried in a 50OC air-flow oven for 24 hours, then ground to various 

degrees with pestle and mortar. 
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The La loading procedure, described above, results in ‘heavily’ La-loaded resins carrying 256 

± 2 mg of La per gram of resin. To prepare resins that are only ‘lightly’ loaded with La (to be 

used in section 8.3.4), a heavily loaded resin sample (25 g hydrated mass) was placed in a 

polypropylene bottle with 1 L of 1 M HCl. This was sealed and placed on an orbital shaker for 

a period of 24 hours, after which the resin was separated from the acidic solution, placed under 

gravity filtration and washed with at least 5 L of deionised water until the pH of the filtrate was 

near neutral. This procedure largely, but not completely, removed La centres from the resin. 

 

 

8.2.3 Preparation of ion selective membranes and sample solutions 

Metal loaded chelating resins were incorporated into plasticised PVC phase transfer 

membranes and then in the SnO2 WGTFT architecture as explained in section 4.4.1. The 

preparation of SnO2 WGTFTs was detailed in Chapter 4. 

A 1 µM F- stock solution was prepared by dissolving sodium fluoride, NaF, in deionised (DI) 

water; we then obtained the desired (low) concentrations used in the experiments by diluting 

this with more DI water to (500, 100, 10, 1, 0.1 and 0.01) nM F-. NaCl and Na2CO3 were used 

in the same way to prepare Cl- and CO3
2- solutions for the control experiment.  

 

 

8.2.4 Fluoride- sensitive water- gated thin film transistor (WGTFT) setup 

In this work, the ‘two-champers design’ of WGTFT sensor (elaborated in section 4.4) was 

adopted. In this design, the lower ‘reference’ pool was filled with deionised (DI) water and the 

upper ‘sample’ pool was filled with samples containing calibrated amounts of fluoride or 

interferant (chloride or carbonate salts) dissolved in DI water. After each measurement cycle, 

the sample pool was then emptied and re-filled with a different sample, usually with increasing 

salt concentration. Note that drinking water commonly contains further anions (e.g. chloride, 

nitrate, and carbonate) that are far more concentrated than fluoride and can be tolerated up to 

millimolar potability limits, as detailed in [294][295]. We have, therefore, also conducted 

experiments to study interference from such ions in a similar manner as described above for 

fluoride. 
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8.2.5 Determination and evaluation of membrane potential with WGTFT 

A voltage applied to the gate contact in Figure 4-7 is communicated across the water in both 

pools and the membrane to the semiconductor surface via interfacial electric double layers 

(EDLs), as mentioned in section 4.4. The membrane builds up a potential in response to 

different ion concentrations in the upper (sample) vs. the lower (reference) pool. This 

concentration-dependant membrane potential, VM(c), is added to the voltage applied to the 

gate. Thus, the potential at the semiconductor surface is different from the potential applied to 

the gate by VM(c). Consequently, the ‘threshold’ voltage Vth, i.e. the gate voltage at which the 

transistor turns from ‘off’ to ‘on’, shifts by VM. We increased analyte concentration in the 

sample pool stepwise and allowed 6 minutes for the membrane to equilibrate. Then we recorded 

the WGTFT’s linear transfer characteristics, as shown in section 5.2.1.2: at a small fixed 

positive source-drain voltage (source on ground, drain on + 0.1 V), we swept the gate voltage 

from a ‘large’ negative value (meaning, a value well below threshold, Vth, where the transistor 

clearly is ‘off’) to a ‘large’ positive value, where the drain current ID increases linearly with 

gate voltage, while measuring and recording ID. The resulting characteristic ID(VG) is known 

as ‘linear transfer characteristic’ due to the linear ID vs VG relation at high VG. Evaluation of 

linear transfers allows tracking Vth, as shown in section 5.2.1.3.1, which under increasing 

analyte concentration in the sample pool, shifted according to the membrane potential, ΔVth(c) 

= VM(c). We therefore graphically shifted measured characteristics along the gate voltage (VG) 

axis until they best matched the zero fluoride (DI water) transfer, constructing a ‘master’ 

transfer characteristic, as explained in section 5.2.1.5. The shift needed to best match the 

characteristic under concentration, c, to the c = 0 characteristic, was identified as ΔVth(c) = 

VM(c). Finally, we plotted the ΔVth(c) response, including error bars, and fitted to a Langmuir-

Freundlich model, similar to that of sorbate mass uptake, using the nonlinear fit routine in 

Origin 2018: 

𝑉𝑀(𝑐) = ∆𝑉𝑡ℎ(𝑐) = ∆𝑉𝑡ℎ(𝑠𝑎𝑡) 𝜃(𝑐) = ∆𝑉𝑡ℎ
(𝐾𝑐)𝛽

(𝐾𝑐)𝛽+1
               8-3 

 

To determine the limit-of-detection (LoD), we plotted the same data in linearised form, ΔVth(c) 

((Kc)β +1) vs. (Kc)β, and fitted a straight line of the form ΔVth(c) ((Kc)β +1) = m(Kc)β + b, 

evaluating parameters m and b +/- Δb by Origin 2018’s linear fitting routine. b was expected 

to overlap zero within +/- Δb. LoD was calculated from the common ‘3 estimated standard 

errors’ criterion [219]: 
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(𝐾𝑐𝐿𝑜𝐷)𝛽 =
3 ∆𝑏

𝑚
                        8-4 

 

 

 

8.3 Results and discussion 

This section is structured into 4 sections. In part 8.3.1, we discuss our use of WGTFTs to 

establish membrane potential characteristics in response to fluoride concentration in water 

samples. The determined characteristics led us to a hypothesis for the underlying mechanism 

that we tested and confirmed, the results of which are presented in 8.3.2. In 8.3.3, we then 

address some of the practical issues for using chelating resins in WGTFT fluoride sensors; 

namely, recovery and interference. Finally, reducing interference from carbonate by diluting 

metal loading in the resin is presented in 8.3.4. 

 

8.3.1 Fluoride response for WGTFTs using La- and Al- loaded resin membranes 

Figures 8-2 and 8-3 show linear transfer characteristics of phase transfer membrane- sensitised 

WGTFTs under increasing concentrations of fluoride in the upper (sample) pool, using La-

loaded (Figure 8-2) and Al-loaded (Figure 8-3) chelating resin membrane. 
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a) 

 

b) 

 

 

c) 

 

Figure 8-2: (a) Transfer characteristics of La-loaded chelating resin-sensitised SnO2 

WGTFT gated under increasing F- concentrations in the outer pool. (b) ‘Master’ transfer 

characteristic after shifting transfers from Figure 8-2 (a) along the VG axis for optimum 

overlap. (c) Response characteristic with fit to equation 8-3. 
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a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

 

Figure 8-3: (a) Transfer characteristics of Al-loaded chelating resin-sensitised SnO2 

WGTFT gated under increasing F- concentrations in the outer pool. (b) Master transfer 

characteristic. (c) Response characteristic with fit to equation 8-3. 
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For both La- and Al-loaded membranes, transfer characteristics clearly shift to more positive 

gate voltages under increasing fluoride concentration. For the La resin, this trend is already 

observed for a fluoride concentration of only 10 pM. This shows that metal-loaded membranes 

developed a potential in response to very small fluoride concentrations in the sample under 

test. Threshold shift was evaluated quantitatively, as described in sections 8.2.4 and 5.2.1.5. 

The resulting response characteristics for both La- and Al-loaded resin are shown in Figures 8-

2 c and 8-3 c, respectively, including fits to the LF model (equation 8-3). Data line up on a 

smooth curve fitted well by the LF law, without random scatter. Table 8-1 summarises the 

parameters K, c1/2 = 1/K, ΔVth(sat), and β for best fit to equation 8-3, as well as limits-of-

detection (LoDs). Evaluation of LoD was as described in 8.2.4 and is shown in Figure 8-4. 

 

 

 

Table 8-1: K, c1/2, ΔVth(sat), β, and LoD for the response of WGTFTs sensitised with La- and 

Al-loaded chelating resins to fluoride. We only used coarse-ground resin-filled membranes. 

The results for fine-ground La-loaded resin from Figure 8-5 in section 8.3.2 below are 

previewed here but discussed only later. 

Metal 

loading 

(ground) 

K  

 

[108 L/mol] 

c1/2 

 

[pM] / [nM] 

ΔVth(sat)  

[mV] 
β 

LoD 

 

[pM] 

La 

(coarse) 
190 ± 80 (53 ± 22) pM  277 ± 14 0.43 ± 0.09 13 

La 

(fine) 
114± 72 (88 ± 55) pM     541 ± 37 0.3 ± 0.04 0.82 

Al 

(coarse) 
3 ± 1.8 (3.3 ± 2) nM 137 ± 11 0.4 ± 0.12 600 
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We note and discuss a number of interesting properties of the observed response characteristics. 

Threshold shifts (i.e. membrane potentials) are fitted well by a characteristic of the form 

equation 8-3, which is based on a Langmuir-Freundlich (LF) isotherm, albeit errors in some 

parameters are relatively large. This is common though for multiparametric non-linear fits 

[296][297]. The response following LF characteristics is distinctly different from the Nikolsky-

Eisenman (Nernstian with lower limit ≈ LoD) characteristics typically observed for 

potentiometric sensors, including (cat)ion-selective WGTFTs sensitised with organic 

macrocycles (e.g., [52][34][35]), and LaF3 membrane-based fluoride potentiometers [285]. 

However, we have recently reported membrane potential and threshold shift with Langmuir 

characteristics [258] and LF characteristics [286] for a cation-selective WGTFT sensitised with 

zeolites. We suggest this difference is rooted in different sorption mechanisms: when an 

organic macrocycle complexes an ion (usually a cation) in its central cavity, it does so without 

ion exchange. Hence, the membrane usually accumulates positive charge, leaving behind an 

Figure 8-4:  Linearised response characteristics plot, ΔVth(sat) ((Kc)β +1) vs. (Kc)β, 

for the response characteristics, Figure 8-2 c, with straight- line- fits for 

determination of limit- of- detection (LoD) with equation 8-4. All other LoDs 

reported here were determined by similar plots and analysis.  
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excess of negative charge in the aqueous phase. The quantitative treatment of ion complexation 

from solutions of target ions with concentration c leads to the Nernst equation, with a 

logarithmic dependence of membrane potential on c. However, chelating resins and zeolite 

extract sorbate ions by ion exchange without build-up of net charge in the sorbent: e.g., La-

activated Puromet resin returns a hydroxyl (OH-) ion to the aqueous phase for every fluoride 

(F-) ion it extracts from it (cf. Figure 8-1b). Neither the membrane nor aqueous phase 

accumulated net charge; hence, the assumptions of the Nernst law are not given. Ion exchange 

rather followed an LF adsorption isotherm (equation 8-2). How ion exchange can nevertheless 

lead to a membrane potential will be discussed below. First, we note a striking quantitative 

difference between the K’s / c1/2‘s for sensing (i.e. threshold shift) and extraction (i.e. mass 

uptake) in ion-exchange sorbents: for La-loaded resin, Table 8-1 shows c1/2 for threshold shift 

is 6½ orders-of-magnitude smaller (K correspondingly larger) than for mass extraction with 

the same sorbent [61]. K for threshold shift is also very large in comparison to K’s found for 

the binding between metal cations and selective organic dyes (e.g., [219]), which are of a 

similar order (or somewhat larger) to K’s for mass extraction. We found a similar discrepancy 

in c1/2 for Caesium-selective mordenite zeolite ion-exchange sorbent, c1/2 ≈ 260 pM for 

threshold shift [258] vs. c1/2 ≈ 640 μM for mass uptake [57]. For reasons not well understood 

at this stage, ΔVth already saturates when only a small fraction of all available ion-exchange 

sites have exchanged hydroxyl for fluoride.  

To address the fundamental question of how a membrane potential develops when neither 

membrane nor aqueous phase acquire a net charge under ion exchange, we note that the R-La-

OH and the R-La-F bond have a different dipole moment. Hence ion exchange R-La-OH + F- 

→ R-La-F + OH- leads to a change in the magnitude of the dipole moment at the exchanged 

site. The density of dipole moments represents a polarisation, P. We believe it is this 

polarisation, in particular at the surfaces of resin grains, that leads to a shift in threshold voltage. 

It is well established that polarisation can gate field-effect transistors, the most prominent 

example being memory transistors using ferroelectric or similar gate media (as in [298]). Such 

transistors can be ‘on’ even at zero applied gate voltage, solely due to the gate medium’s 

remnant polarisation. A surface mechanism is suggested by the results presented in section 

8.3.2 below.  

While the discussion above applies to all ion exchangers, such as chelating resins and zeolites, 

we observed a minor difference in their response characteristics. While the generic Langmuir 

isotherm (special case of LF with β = 1) provides a good fit for threshold shift in WGTFTs 
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using zeolite ‘mordenite’ sorbent for Cs+ [258], threshold shift characteristics for zeolite 

'clinoptilolite' under lead and copper [286], and for chelating resin under fluoride as reported 

here, show β values significantly smaller than 1. Langmuir isotherm theory assumes all sorption 

sites have equal constant K, β < 1 in the LF isotherm accounts for dissimilar K within the same 

sorbent. Thus, the more inhomogeneous sorption sites there are, the smaller β becomes [220]. 

We suppose that while mordenite has a clearly defined chemical makeup as well as a defined 

crystalline unit cell, clinoptilolite may be has a degree of randomness in the sites available for 

ion exchange. This leads to a distribution of K's. Similarly, our organic chelating resin is an 

amorphous material, therefore different exchange sites will experience different 

microenvironments. Additionally, in the macroporous environment, in some cases, two metal 

centers may be adjacent and ‘share’ a fluoride-bridging ligand [299]. Overall, this again leads 

to a distribution of K's. 

 

A significant difference is observed between La- and Al-loaded resins. The higher affinity of 

fluoride to exchange for OH- from La-OH rather than an Al-OH, as also shown in the extraction 

characteristics presented in [292][61], is reflected in the lower c1/2 for membrane potential and 

higher saturated threshold shift ΔVth(sat) for La- rather than Al-loaded resin. While c1/2s are 

different between mass extraction and membrane potential, they do scale in proportion.  

 

ΔVth(sat) for La-loaded resin of ~300 mV stands tall within the ‘electrochemical window’ of 

water (1230 mV). The remarkably large membrane potential under minute concentrations of 

fluoride leads to extremely small LoDs, many orders-of-magnitudes below the potability limit, 

and below the LoD with LaF3-based potentiometry [285]. This justifies that we here studied 

sensing against a background of deionised water rather than against typical drinking water, as 

for instance in [258][286]. While our local tap water typically contains fluoride well below 

potability (3 µM vs. 79 µM potability) [300], this still far exceeds c1/2 of our sensors and would 

push them into saturation. 

 

 

8.3.2 Fluoride response using La- loaded resin of different grain sizes 

To explore the importance of resin grain surfaces to the build-up of membrane potential (i.e., 

if the adsorption occurs on the resin surfaces), we compared La-loaded chelating resin phase 

transfer membranes carrying the same weight of resin, but with different grain sizes. This was 
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done by grinding the original coarse powder finer with pestle and mortar before loading into 

the membrane. As inset to Figure 8-5 a, we show micrographs of resin grains before and after 

grinding, displaying a finer texture after grinding. The resulting membranes hence carried the 

same mass and volume of resin, but the finer ground powder led to a larger sorbent surface 

area. Figure 8-5 shows the response characteristics of a WGTFT that is otherwise nominally 

identical to the WGTFT used for Figure 8-2, but with finer ground resin in the phase transfer 

membrane. Note that a corresponding test was not possible for the ‘mordenite’ [258] and 

'clinoptilolite' zeolites [286], as they were delivered as a very fine powder which we could not 

grind any finer with pestle and mortar.   
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a) 

 

b) 

 

 

c) 

 

Figure 8-5: (a) Transfer characteristics of finer-ground La-loaded chelating resin-sensitised 

SnO2 WGTFT gated under increasing F- concentrations in the outer pool. Inset to 8.5 a: 

Resin powder before / after grinding with pestle and mortar. (b) Master transfer 

characteristic. (c) Response characteristic with fit to equation 8-3. 
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The parameters of the fit of response characteristics to equation 8-3 are included in Table 8-1 

above in the ‘La (fine)’ row for direct comparison with ‘La (coarse)’ (i.e. parameters for the 

coarser powder). We found that within the margin-of-error, parameters K and β were not 

affected by grinding the powder finer. K describes the (average) strength of interaction between 

a single sorbent site and the sorbate, β, the inhomogeneity of such strengths in a disordered 

medium. Unsurprisingly, neither of these were affected by mechanical grinding that affects 

morphology on the size scale of µm. However, the saturated threshold shift, ΔVth(sat), was 

significantly larger for the finer ground powder with larger sorbent surface area. This suggests 

that membrane potential in ion-exchange (rather than charge accumulating) sorbent membranes 

results from dipoles forming via sorption of sorbate on grain surfaces. Grinding ion-exchange 

media into finer powders allows the further increase of an already large ΔVth(sat), which 

benefits LoD.  

 

 

8.3.3 Recovery and interference from co- solutes 

As c1/2 for fluoride response established in 8.3.1 is more than 6 orders-of-magnitude smaller 

than the potability limit of 79 µM, practical sensing would require manifold (factor ~ 106) 

dilution of test samples with DI water to bring natural fluoride concentrations into the sensor’s 

dynamic range (avoiding saturation). However, this is easily done. Note this would also dilute 

manifold any co-ions present in realistic samples, justifying our choice to use DI water as 

reference. More important practical considerations are the ability of a sensor to recover, and 

the resilience against interferants (other anions and cations) in water samples that may also lead 

to a threshold shift. To test for recovery, Figure 8-6 shows linear transfers for a WGTFT 

sensitised with La-loaded chelating resin under a test cycle of DI water (0 nM fluoride) ⇒ 500 

nM fluoride ⇒ DI water (0 nM fluoride) again in the sample pool. It is evident from Figure 8-

6 that a phase transfer membrane that was once exposed to a level of fluoride far larger than 

c1/2 does not recover zero membrane potential when the sample pool is re-filled with DI water, 

but remains at or near saturated threshold shift. This is likely due to the strong analyte/sorbate 

binding, as quantified by large binding constant, K. Recovery may be possible by prolonged 

washing under dilute NaOH to reverse the fluoride/hydroxyl ligand exchange, but we have not 

attempted this. Since each membrane carries only a few milligrams of La-loaded resin, it is 

cheap enough to discard after single use.  
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Figure 8-6: Linear transfer characteristics for a WGTFT sensitised with La-loaded chelating 

resin under a test cycle of DI water (0 nM fluoride) ⇒ 500 nM fluoride ⇒ DI water (0 nM 

fluoride) again in the sample pool. 

 

 

To test for interference from other waterborne anions, we have measured the response of 

WGTFTs sensitised with La- and Al-loaded chelating resin to chloride (from NaCl), and for 

La-loaded phase transfer membrane to carbonate (from Na2CO3) in the same manner as done 

previously for fluoride. Chloride (Cl-) is the most common monovalent anion in drinking water 

and is typically far more concentrated than fluoride: the potability limit for chloride is 7 mM 

[294], almost 2 orders-of-magnitude larger than for fluoride. Carbonate (CO3
2-) is a common 

divalent anion, and the recommended range for drinking water is (0.3 … 4) mM [295], around 

one order-of-magnitude larger than for fluoride. Note that although we introduced this as a 

divalent carbonate anion from Na2CO3, at low concentration (i.e.,’ mild’ pH), most ‘carbonate’ 

ions will in fact convert to the monovalent bicarbonate, HCO3
-, rather than solvate as true 

carbonate [301]. Results are presented in Figure 8-7 below, clearly showing non-negligible 

membrane potential in response to chloride and carbonate. 
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a) 

  

b) 

  

c) 

  

Figure 8-7: (a) Response of La-loaded resin to chloride (right). (b) Response of Al resin to 

chloride (right). (c) Response of La resin to carbonate (right). Lefts: Response characteristics 

with fits to equation 8-3. 
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Transfers in Figure 8-7 (right) were again shifted for best overlap into a master curve, and 

threshold shift characteristics with fits to equation 8-3 are shown in Figure 8-7 (left). We found 

that for chloride, the LF isotherm model equation 8-3 does not fit the data as well as previously 

in Figure 8-2. Therefore, some of the resulting ‘LF’ parameters carry large errors (particularly, 

K), and should be treated with caution. We still summarise them in Table 8-2, but prefer reading 

c1/2 directly from response characteristics, without reliance on the LF (or any other) isotherm 

model. 

 

 

 

Table 8-2:  K, c1/2, ΔVth(sat), β, and LoD for the response of WGTFTs sensitised with La- and 

Al-/ and La- loaded chelating resins to chloride/carbonate. *Due to the large error for K 

fitted by LF model, c1/2 is read graphically, directly from response characteristics 

Metal 

loading 

Interferant 

 

K  

[108 

L/mol] 

c1/2 

[pM / nM] 

ΔVth(sat)  

[mV] 
β 

LoD 

[pM / 

nM] 

La 
Cl- from 

NaCl 
60 ± 40 720 pM* 152 ± 13 0.58 ± 0.2 0.5 nM 

Al 
Cl- from 

NaCl 
0.3 ± 0.7 28 nM* 112 ± 35 0.3 ± 0.1 1.1 nM 

La 
CO3

2- from 

Na2CO3 
167 ± 56 (60 ± 34) pM  233 ± 9 0.5 ± 0.09 55 pM 

 

 

Again, response to chloride was stronger for La- vs. Al-loaded resin. For both Al- and La-

loaded resins, c1/2 is larger for chloride than for fluoride, but only by one order-of-magnitude. 

Since the typical concentration of chloride in common tap water is larger than fluoride, chloride 

could therefore still be a problematic interferant for the determination of fluoride. However, 

chloride ions are known not to act as inner-sphere ligands for La3+ aqueous complexes [302], 

suggesting a much smaller change in dipole moment for La-OH → La-Cl exchange than for 

La-OH → La-F exchange. This explains the larger ΔVth(sat) when exchanging La-OH for 

fluoride than for chloride, cf. the discussion of the origin of threshold shift under ligand 

exchange in section 8.3.1. The larger ΔVth(sat) for fluoride confers significant selectivity for 
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fluoride vs. chloride, despite the limited difference in c1/2 / K: in a WGTFT sensitised with La-

loaded resin, a threshold shift of more than ~150 mV (i.e., more than ΔVth(sat) for chloride) 

can only be explained by the presence of fluoride. Using equation 8-3 with the parameters from 

Table 8-1, to reach a threshold shift of 150 mV with fluoride, we required a fluoride 

concentration of ~ 80 pM. This gave a more practical LoD than the 13 pM we determined with 

La-loaded resin in interferant-free deionised water: beyond ~ 80 pM fluoride in water would 

give a threshold shift that cannot be due to chloride interferant. Still, this is 6 orders-of-

magnitude below the fluoride potability limit of 79 µM. As a further interference test, we tested 

WGTFT response under the simultaneous presence of fluoride as analyte and chloride as 

interferant in the sample solution, which is more realistic than comparing response for analyte 

only vs. interferant only. Simultaneous testing allowed the checking of interactions between 

analyte and interferant from competition for binding sites. Figure 8-8 shows the response of 

WGTFTs with La-loaded chelating resin phase transfer membrane under samples containing 

both fluoride and chloride at equal concentration in the sample pool.  

 

  

  

Figure 8-8: Response characteristics under simultaneous exposure to fluoride and chloride 

(right). The given concentrations apply to both fluoride and chloride: 1 nM means ‘1nM 

fluoride + 1nM chloride’. Left: response characteristics with fit to equation 8-3. 
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The response to simultaneous exposure to analyte (fluoride) and interferant (chloride) was 

similar as for exposure to analyte alone (Figure 8-2), saturating at ΔVth(sat) ~ 330 mV. The 

presence of interferant therefore did not pull ΔVth(sat) down from the level for fluoride alone, 

rather slightly increased it, but by far less than naive addition: ΔVth(sat) (F- and Cl-) ≳ 

ΔVth(sat)(F-), but ΔVth(sat) (F- and Cl-) < ΔVth(sat)(F-) + ΔVth(sat)(Cl-). At least qualitatively, 

the presence of fluoride is therefore still evident despite the simultaneous presence of 

interferant. 

Interference from carbonate was more serious though. c1/2 is similar to that of fluoride, and 

ΔVth(sat) exceeds 200 mV. ΔVth(sat) from carbonate is only slightly smaller to ΔVth(sat) for 

fluoride. Practically, to reduce the effect of carbonate interferent on F--WGTFT sensor, 

carbonate removal prior to fluoride determination could be attempted (e.g. the ‘Gyrazur’TM 

process [303] is used for carbonate removal in commercial water treatment works). However, 

we advise a more direct way to minimise carbonate (and other) interference in section 8.3.4 

below. 

 

 

8.3.4 Reducing carbonate interference 

We repeated fluoride (analyte) and carbonate (interferant) sensing experiments with a phase 

transfer membrane filled with an only ‘lightly’ La-loaded resin. The preparation of lightly La-

loaded resin by partial La extraction from a conventionally (heavily) loaded resin was described 

in section 8.2.2. Figure 8-9a shows that a lightly La- loaded resin still strongly responds to 

fluoride. For response to carbonate (Figure 8-9b), we found a significantly reduced response 

for the lightly loaded resin than previously for the fully loaded resin (Figure 8-7c). 
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a) 

  

b) 

  

Figure 8-9:  Response of lightly La-loaded resin to (a) Fluoride and (b) Carbonate (right). 

Left: Response characteristics with fits to equation 8-3. 

 

 

Parameters of response characteristics for the lightly loaded resin are summarised in Table 8-

3 and compared to parameters from fully loaded resin. 
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Table 8-3:  Parameters (K, c1/2, ΔVth(sat), β) for the response of WGTFTs sensitised with 

lightly La-loaded resin, extracted from Figure 8-9. For comparison, parameters for fully La-

loaded resin are also shown (taken from Tables 8-1 and 8-2). 

 Fluoride Carbonate 

Parameters↓ Lightly load Fully loaded  Lightly loaded Fully loaded 

K [106 L/mol] 8500 ± 2100 19000 ± 8000 
4.4 ± 20 

 
16700 ± 5600 

c1/2   (118 ± 29) pM (53 ± 22) pM  234 nM (60 ± 34) pM 

ΔVth(sat) [mV] 211 ± 6 277 ± 14 288 ± 115 233 ± 9 

β 0.43 ± 0.05 0.43 ± 0.09 0.2 ± 0.04 0.5 ± 0.09 

 

 

We first note that ΔVth(sat) are very similar for lightly and fully loaded resin, which at first 

sight is somewhat surprising. However, we established in section 8.3.1 that the characteristic 

concentration, c1/2, for threshold shift is more than 6 orders-of-magnitude smaller than c1/2 for 

fluoride extraction. Clearly, threshold shift saturates long before all available ion exchange 

sites have exchanged hydroxyl for fluoride. It appears that even the lightly loaded resin still 

has sufficient ion exchange sites to reach similar ΔVth(sat) as the fully loaded resin.   

 

There are remarkable and useful differences in K though between the lightly and the fully 

loaded resins’ response to interferant carbonate: while K for the response to fluoride is not 

significantly reduced, K for carbonate response is at least 3 orders-of-magnitude smaller than 

for fully loaded resin. The stability constants of the equivalent La complexes favour ligand 

exchange for fluoride over carbonate: for the 1st La-F ligand binding, log K = 2.67 [304], but 

for the equivalent La-HCO3 interaction, lower log K = 1.40 was established [305]. While this 

is true in both fully and lightly loaded resin, the preference for fluoride over carbonate is 

masked in the fully loaded resin: we note that all sensors with Langmuir or LF characteristics 

can only select between analyte and interferant at low analyte concentrations, c, because 

fractional coverage 𝜃(c) scales with K at low c only. At high concentrations (c >> 1/K) the LF 

law saturates ( 𝜃(c) → 1) for both analyte and interferant; hence, selectivity is lost. A similar 
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saturation issue may occur under high concentration of sensitiser (ion exchange sites in the 

resin), rather than analyte / interferant: despite lower K, all interferant will still be ion- 

exchanged when the concentration of ion exchange sites is too high. The results presented in 

this section show that the procedure described in 8.2.1 had the intended effect: On the one 

hand, response to interferant is far weaker, which is evidence for the removal of most La 

centres. On the other hand, response to analyte is still strong, which is evidence for some 

residual La centres. Further evidence for the presence of some residual La centres even after 

the removal procedure described in section 8.2.2 comes from a control experiment shown in 

Figure 8-10. This shows no response to fluoride for a membrane filled with as- received 

PurometTM MTS9501 resin that was never loaded with La. The resin in the membrane used for 

Figure 8-10 therefore must have retained some La, otherwise it could not be responsive to 

fluoride. Overall, we find that diluting sensitiser opens a selectivity window that is closed at 

high sensitiser concentration. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8-10: Control experiment: WGTFT using a membrane loaded with as- received 

Puromet MTS9501 resin that was never activated with La. In the absence of La, no response 

to fluoride is observed. 
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For a full assessment of interference, further tests (e.g., sulfate, and nitrate) would have to be 

conducted to optimise the degree of La-loading for best overall selectivity.  While this is 

beyond the scope of this work, we establish diluting activated centers in an ion exchange resin 

as a general approach for improved selectivity. 

 

 

8.4 Conclusions 

We have provided a second example of an ion-exchanging rather than charge-accumulating 

sorbent as sensitiser in the phase transfer membrane of a water-gated field effect transistor 

(WGTFT) for potentiometric ion sensing. The fluoride-selective sorbent used here was derived 

by metal loading (La or Al) of a commercial macroporous aminophosphate (AMP) resin, 

‘PurometTM MTS9501‘ to activate it for ion-exchange with fluoride. Despite being chemically 

different from the previously used ion-exchanging crystalline zeolite mineral ‘mordenite’ [258]  

and 'clinoptilolite' [286]  and despite anion vs. cation sorption, we found very similar response 

characteristics for both ion-exchange media, which are distinctly different from the 

characteristics of charge-accumulating sensitisers (e.g. organic macrocycles, [52][34][35]): 

namely, that membrane potential, as revealed by WGTFT threshold shift, follows a Langmuir-

Freundlich (LF) surface adsorption isotherm (equation  8-3) rather than a Nikolsky-Eisenman 

(modified Nernstian) law for charge accumulating ionophores. We also found that La-loaded 

resin is superior to Al-loaded resin. We assigned the membrane potential and consequential 

WGTFT threshold shift resulting from ion exchange to the different dipole moment of the 

exchanged (La-F) complex rather than original (La-OH) species, leading to a polarisation of 

the membrane. Moreover, grains ground to a finer powder led to larger saturated threshold shift 

at the same mass loading, suggesting a surface mechanism. The characteristic concentration, 

c1/2 , for threshold shift is 6 orders-of-magnitude smaller than for mass uptake. The reason for 

this discrepancy is not obvious, but it enabled us to achieve a limit-of-detection (LoD) that far 

undercuts practical requirements, which are sufficiently met by commercial solid state 

membrane sensors. The most important practical limitation of our sensor concept for fluoride 

sensing is interference from co-solutes, particularly from carbonate. We have shown a 

successful strategy to combat interference from carbonate by reducing the degree of La-loading 

of the ion exchange resin, which we believe can be generalised to other resin-based sensors 

with Langmuir or LF response characteristics.  
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Most importantly, with the example of fluoride, we established the general principle of 

extremely low limit-of-detection (LoD) potentiometric sensing using organic ion exchange 

resins as sensitisers. LoD for fluoride far undercuts practical requirements, which are 

sufficiently met by the established electrochemical fluoride sensors with Nikolsky-Eisenman 

(modified Nernstian) response. However, a number of similar ion exchange resins are available 

as sorbents for highly toxic or precious trace elements in water, where extremely low LoD is 

essential and cannot be achieved by electrochemical sensors with Nikolsky-Eisenman 

characteristics. Examples are sorbent resins for arsenic- and gold-containing anions [204][207], 

copper [206], mercury [205], and palladium [293] cations. Our work establishes a template for 

the way in which the entire organic resin sorbent family can be used as sensitisers in WGTFTs 

when ultra-low limit-of-detection is essential. 
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Chapter 9 : Overall Conclusion and Future Work 

 

 

 

9.1 Overall conclusion 

In this project, a close to ideal potentiometric sensor was developed to monitor drinking water 

against some toxic or harmful waterborne analytes. A SnO2 WGTFT transducer with unique 

ion exchanger ionophores was implemented to produce highly effective sensors that detect 

cation (Cs+, Pb2+ and Cu2+) and anion (F-) analytes. These sensors achieved the primary 

objective of this study, that is, to obtain capable sensors to detect radioactive or toxic elements 

(e.g. Cs+, Sr2+, Cd2+, Pb2+) at extremely low limit-of-detection (LoD), which match global 

guidelines to maintain the safety of drinking water. Another favourable feature of the sensors 

developed in this study was their excellent selectivity in several realistic sample situations. 

The exploitation of ion-exchange sorbents as ionophore (sensitisers) clearly and demonstrably 

enhanced the performance of the WGTFT sensors in terms of the LoDs and selectivity for 

waterborne analytes. In this work, ion-exchange sorbents as sensitisers were embedded within 

phase transfer membranes (plasticised PVC membranes) which were placed across the gate 

medium of the WGTFTs in between a sample solution (in an outer pool) and a reference 

solution (in an inner pool). The interaction between the analyte in the sample solution and the 

ion-exchange sensitiser resulted in membrane potentials that were recorded as a shift in the 

WGTFT threshold voltage. This shift increased as the analyte concentrations in the sample 

solutions increased. This phenomenon occurred without any accumulation of charges in 

sorbents. We propose that the membrane potential may well have resulted from the change in 

the dipole moment magnitude on sorbents’ surfaces during the exchange process, leading to 

membrane polarisation.  The resulting response characteristics followed the Langmuir or 

Langmuir-Freundlich surface adsorption isotherm with steepest slope at low concentration (c ≤

 c1/2) and saturation at a relatively high concentration (c >> c1/2), enabling significantly low 

LoDs, which are, clearly, much to be desired in the detecting of radioactive or poisonous ions. 

By contrast, organic macrocyclic ionophores that have previously been used to sensitise the 

potentiometric ion sensors, including WGTFTs, can build the membrane potential based on the 

accumulation of charge in membranes. In this case, the response characteristics follow the 

Nikolsky- Eisenman (modified Nernstian) law with LoDs in the range of 100 nM - 1µM 
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[52][35][34]. That range of values of LoDs is insufficient to detect toxic or radioactive elements 

and the harmful threats they pose to humans and the environment. 

In this work, the WGTFTs were sensitised with mordenite zeolite as a sensitiser in the phase 

transfer membrane to detect Cs+ cations in tap water. The mordenite-WGTFT sensor 

successfully responded to Cs+ analytes in a sample solution in a nanomolar dynamic range even 

in the presence of realistically interfering cations in high concentrations in tap water. The 

response of such a sensor followed the Langmuir isotherm with a superior stability constant 

that allowed an LoD (33 pM) that is remarkably lower than the potability limit (7.5 nM). This 

LoD has never been reached by Cs+- potentiometric ion sensors that use organic ionophores 

and which exhibit response characteristics following the Nikolsky- Eisenman law [175][277].    

Clinoptilolite zeolite, a useful sorbent for the extraction of the heavy metals Cu2+ and Pb2+, was 

also employed in the WGTFT sensor as a sensitiser for the detection of these heavy metals, in 

a manner similar to that used in Cs+- WGTFT sensors. The response characteristics of this 

sensor followed the Langmuir-Freundlich characteristic, allowing much lower LoDs to be 

achieved. The LoDs of Cu2+ (14 nM) and Pb2+ (0.9 nM) were considerably lower than the 

action levels (20.5 µM and 72 nM, respectively) enshrined in the lead-and-copper rule for the 

safety of drinking water established in 1991 by the Environmental Protection Agency [281]. 

The clinoptilolite-sensitised WGTFTs also exhibited high selectivity to Cu2+ and Pb2+ 

introduced in realistically sampling situations. These situations include high concentrations of 

interfering cations, such as Na+, Ca2+ and Mg2+, showing the potentially great practical 

usefulness of this sort of sensor in environments outside of the laboratory. These features 

clearly qualify clinoptilolite-sensitised WGTFTs to be directly applied to monitor instances 

governed by the lead-and-copper rule in the real world. 

PurometTM MTS9501 resin is another ion-exchange sorbent adopted in this work to act as a 

sensitiser, in this case to detect fluoride anions (F-). The PurometTM MTS9501 resin was 

activated to be selective to F- by the loading of (La) metal and then embedded as a sensitiser in 

the phase transfer membrane of the WGTFT sensors in a similar manner to those used in Cs+- 

/Pb2+ - or Cu2+ -WGTFT sensors. Although resin is chemically different from zeolite, the 

response of La-loaded resin-sensitised WGTFT to F- in the sample solution also conformed to 

the Langmuir-Freundlich isotherm. Further of this, the grinding of resin grains to a smaller 

diameter/grade resulted in enhancing the saturated threshold shifts under the same condition of 

La mass loading. This result of the relative increase in surface area of the same sorbent directly 
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confirms the surface adsorption mechanism as crucial in ion-exchange sorbents. Interference 

from co-solutes, particularly from carbonate, is a significant challenge in fluoride- WGTFT 

sensors. Decreasing the degree of La-loading into the resin can be performed, successfully and 

routinely to effectively counteract this co-solutes interference. The extremely low LoD of the 

fluoride-WGTFT potentiometric sensor was far below the practical needs, which can be 

achieved using commercial electrochemical fluoride sensors. However, this investigation 

established the principle of the future incorporation of  similar, available ion-exchange resins 

in WGTFT sensors for detecting highly toxic elements with extremely low LoDs, such as 

arsenic [204] and mercury [205] sorbates, unachievable by the electrochemical sensors 

following the Nikolsky- Eisenman characteristic.  

In general, WGTFT sensors with ion-exchange sorbents following the Langmuir or Langmuir- 

Freundlich surface adsorption isotherm are a very promising category of sensor for the 

detection of toxic analytes in polluted water with highly desirable features, including high 

sensitivity, selectivity and stability; extremely low LoD; low-cost and designable for 

portability. 

 

  

9.2 Proposed Future Work 

Based on some investigations carried out in this work, a list of proposed future studies is 

suggested below:  

1. Further investigations of the sensing mechanism of WGTFT sensors sensitised with 

ion-exchange sorbents are needed to interpret the variation values of c1/2 characteristic 

between threshold shift and mass uptake. We found that c1/2 is much lower for threshold 

shift than for mass uptake for unclear reason. Therefore, the threshold shift (ΔVth) is 

saturated far below all available ion-exchange sites substitute their certain ions with 

analyte ions. However, the low c1/2 enables to achieve a desirable of extremely low 

LoDs. 

2. Strontium-90 (90Sr) is a dangerously radioactive substance released into the 

environment as a consequence of nuclear accidents. The danger of 90Sr is that it easily 

enters the body and behaving chemically very similarly to calcium. For instance 90Sr 

substitutes for calcium in the bone in human and animal bodies [306]. For the removal 
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of 90Sr from water, zeolite 4A shows good extraction and high selectivity for 90Sr over 

calcium [307]. Therefore, zeolite 4A as an ionophore to sensitise WGTFT is likely to 

exhibit good performance for detecting 90Sr with low LoD, as we have achieved in our 

Cs+- WGTFT sensor.  

3. As recommended in Chapter 8, several resin sorbents are available to remove precious 

or highly toxic elements, such as gold [207], arsenic [204] and mercury [205], where 

detecting them in significantly low LoDs is essential. This feature can be achieved using 

WGTFT sensors with such resin sorbents.  

4. Other sorbents that can act as sensitisers in WGTFT sensors should be investigated. 

Clay minerals can act as an ion-exchange sorbents and are extensively used to remove 

heavy metals from wastewater, for instance, kaolin [308][309]. The Saudi clay mineral 

bentonite (prepared and activated with sulphuric acid) effectively extracted cobalt ions 

from water [310][311]. Therefore, the application of this clay mineral as a sensitiser in 

WGTFT sensors may well turn out to be useful in the detection of cobalt at favourably 

low LoDs.  
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